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Chapter 1

Introduction

Moisture transport in the presence of a temperature gradient plays a role in many different

areas, varying from industrial food preservation to damage in building materials [1–4]. The

combination of moisture and building materials has proven to be very destructive, e.g.,

repetitive freeze/thaw conditions, wetting/drying cycles resulting in salt crystallisation [5–

7]. Moreover, damage can also occur upon heating a porous material with moisture inside

to temperatures above 100 ◦C [8, 9].

An example of the destructive combination of moisture in a porous material at high

temperatures is spalling of concrete in case of a fire. When concrete is subjected to a high

heat flux, as can occur in a fire, free moisture present inside the concrete will evaporate

and as a consequence large vapour pressures can be generated. The high vapour pressures

can result in cracking and chipping of the outer layer of the concrete, or even explosive

failure of concrete sections. The problems related to fire and concrete structures became

clear after a number of fires in European concrete tunnels. Another example is the inside

of a nuclear reactor where the concrete containment walls are exposed to long term steady

state temperatures between 100 and 200 ◦C over several years. In case of a reactor accident

the walls are instantly subjected to a high heat flux and temperatures can rise well above

400 ◦C[10]. For a sufficient containment of the reactor the moisture content of the concrete

walls is important.

Both these examples and many other moisture related problems can be studied using

different approaches, such as macroscopic weight measurements, numeric modeling, and

large scale oven tests. Weight measurements are still most frequently used. Instead of

measuring integrated quantities such as total weight, spatial information is often needed

to unravel the underlying processes. However, in order to obtain an accurate moisture

distribution in a material, a sample will have to be cut in thin slices to determine its

moisture content gravimetrically. Therefore, this procedure is time consuming, destructive,

and the spatial resolution is often limited. In the research on concrete containment walls

inside nuclear reactors detailed moisture profiles have been measured by England et al. [10]

using the gravimetric method. Moisture distributions in concrete sections with a length of

1.5 to 3 meters with a 10 cm resolution were obtained just after curing and after a period

ranging from 60 days up to 2 years.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

A number of non-destructive methods exist to measure moisture inside a porous ma-

terial, giving the possibility to get a direct insight into the transport processes. X-ray,

neutron-beam attenuation [11–15], and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance imaging (NMR) [6,

16, 17] are examples of these methods. Neutron-beam and X-ray attenuation measure dif-

ferences in overall density or scattering power, whereas NMR is the only technique capable

of selectively measuring protons, e.g., H2O, in porous materials. Furthermore, with NMR it

is possible to distinguish between water located in pores of different sizes, e.g., capillary and

gel pores in concrete, and chemically bound water. In the past NMR imaging was mostly

used to measure moisture transport under either isothermal conditions (room tempera-

ture), or temperatures below 0 ◦C. In this thesis we will present a dedicated NMR imaging

setup capable of measuring one dimensional moisture profiles in one-sidedly heated porous

building materials. One of the applications of the non-isothermal moisture transport NMR

experiments is the problem of concrete spalling in case of a fire.

1.1 Background

Spall

From Middle English spalle “a chip” (first documented in 1440), of uncertain

origin. Perhaps from the Middle English verb spald “to split” (ca. 1400). From

Middle Low German spalden, cognate with Old High German spaltan “to split”

(the Online Etymology Dictionary)

The ancient Roman empire was one of the first civilisations which used concrete to con-

struct roads, aqueducts, bridges, and buildings. The most famous and impressive buildings

from that time are the Pantheon and the Colosseum. The fact that these structures are still

standing after 2,000 years is evidence of the strength and durability of the Roman concrete.

Roman concrete was a mix of lime (Calcium oxide), puzzolan (volcanic ash), river sand,

water, and stones.

After the fall of the Roman empire (around 400 AD), the knowledge about concrete

got lost. In 1756 John Smeaton (re)discovered that when clay was added to limestone a

hydraulic cement was produced which could harden under water. This cement was similar

to the Roman concrete, because of the fact that silicious additives (clay or ash) were used.

He used this type of cement in the construction of the Eddystone Lighthouse in Cornwall.

This lighthouse was in use from 1759 to 1877 [18]. Since that time, concrete has evolved into

the high tech material it is nowadays. Especially during the last 30 years its strength and

durability has increased enormously [19]. Because of the high strength concrete of today

it is possible to build the modern equivalents of the Pantheon and the Colloseum: modern

high rise buildings, long bridges, and submarine tunnels. In fact, concrete nowadays is the

backbone of our infrastructure.

Ever since man started to utilize fire, it has been a catalyst for civilisation. Fire can be

used for a wide variety of processes; from cooking food to converting mud into bricks. These
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bricks can then be used to build stronger houses. Fire (heat) is also used to produce cement

from raw materials. On the other hand, man has always been aware of the destructive

effect of fire on buildings and other structures. The great fire of Rome (64 AD) is a well

documented fire which completely destroyed part of the city, including a large part of the

stone/concrete inner city [20].

Although concrete is one of the most fire-resistant materials compared to, e.g., wood

and iron, after several severe fires in European concrete tunnels (Channel Tunnel, Gotthard

Tunnel, Mont-Blanc) it has become clear that concrete can be heavily damaged under

the impact of high temperatures [21]. These damage processes are generally known as

concrete spalling in fire. The term spalling refers to the delamination of the surface. Pieces

of concrete are ejected from the surface, thereby decreasing the thickness and hence the

strength of a wall or column. Spalling can occur in an explosive manner, in which the

strength of a column or wall is instantaneously lost.

Especially so-called high strength concretes seem to be more susceptible to spalling than

normal strength concrete [22–24]. A concrete with a high strength is usually produced by

reducing the water-to-cement ratio. Nowadays, workable concrete mixes with a water-to-

cement ratio of 0.3 and lower can be produced by using super plasticisers. As a result, a

denser concrete is created, with a smaller fraction of capillary pores and defects. In this

way, the compressive strength can be increased to about 60 MPa and higher, in which case

the material is characterised as a high performance concrete. A benefit of a dense concrete

is the low intrinsic permeability, which enhances the durability of the concrete, resulting in

a higher resistance against chloride penetration or carbonation. However, as we will explain

in the next section, it is the extremely low permeability of the concrete that becomes the

main problem in case of a fire.

1.1.1 Vapour pressure

Let us consider a water kettle, partially filled with water, which is heated on a furnace

(see Fig. 1.1(a)). The kettle is closed except for a small hole in the cap (whistle). Initially

the water is at room temperature and the total pressure inside the kettle is equal to the

atmospheric pressure (P0). The pressure in the kettle is the sum of the partial pressures of

dry air (pa) and water vapour (pv). The different constituents of air, such as oxygen and

nitrogen, will not be considered separately. In Fig. 1.1(b) the equilibrium vapour pressure

is shown as a function of temperature. It can be seen that at room temperature the vapour

pressure is much smaller than the atmospheric pressure. The partial vapour pressure inside

the kettle will increase significantly as the water is heated. The total pressure in the kettle

remains in equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure by venting gas through the hole in

the kettle. At a temperature of 100 ◦C the vapour pressure is equal to the atmospheric

pressure and the water in the kettle starts to boil. The vapour which is produced by the

boiling process in the kettle must escape via the hole in the cap, which is designed to make

a whistling sound, letting you know that the water is boiling. At 100 ◦C the pressure inside
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Figure 1.1: a) A water kettle heated on a furnace. b) Equilibrium partial vapour pressure as a

function of temperature. c) Photograph of an exploding locomotive boiler at Crush

Texas [25].

the kettle is dominated by the ‘partial’ vapour pressure.

The hole in the cap is just of the right size as to build up a small overpressure in the

kettle, needed to sound the whistle. However, if the hole would be made smaller, e.g., by

using a valve, the vapour flux out of the kettle would be significantly reduced. As a result

the pressure in the kettle will increase until an new equilibrium is reached between the

flux out of the kettle and the vapour flux resulting from the boiling water. At the new

equilibrium the water is boiling at a higher temperature (see Fig. 1.1(b)). The vapour

pressure itself increases exponentially with temperature, as can be seen in Fig. 1.1(b). If

the kettle would be completely closed and sufficient heating is applied, the vapour pressure

inside the kettle will rise until the kettle explodes.

Boilers of steam engines are another example of a construction which will fail if it is not

capable of handling high vapour pressures. Typical working pressures of these boilers are

13 – 17 bar (boiling temperatures 175 – 200 ◦C). If such a boiler fails the results are catas-

trophic. In Fig. 1.1(c) the explosion of a locomotive is captured on a photo (Crash at Crush

Texas, 1896) [25]. A photo of the explosion could be taken because the explosion occurred

after the deliberate head-on crash of two loc’s during a train show with 44,000 spectators.

The explosion of the two boilers was not intended, and three of the spectators were killed

and six were seriously injured by flying pieces of metal. This example shows the destructive

force of a confined boiling liquid and the resulting high vapour pressures.

The behaviour of concrete in a fire is surprisingly similar to the heated steam kettle. We

will therefore replace the kettle in previous example by a piece of concrete with a certain

amount of water in the pore space. When the concrete is heated, e.g., by a fire, its temper-

ature will rise to 1000 ◦C and higher within minutes. Water which is close to the surface

is heated first, and when the surface temperature reaches 100 ◦C, the water will start to

boil. The produced water vapour can easily escape from the surface. However, as the

heating continues, water will start to boil further away from the surface. Now, the vapour
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has to be transported over a certain distance through the concrete. The resistance that

this vapour flow meets is directly related to the permeability of the concrete. Therefore, a

low permeability (closing the valve) can lead to high vapour pressures inside the concrete.

Experiments have shown that high heating rates combined with a low vapour permeability

can result in vapour pressures of 2 – 4 MPa (20 – 40 bar, 220 – 250 ◦C) and higher. These

pressures may become comparable to the typical tensile strength of a concrete [22, 26]. In

Fig. 1.1(b) the range of typical tensile strengths of concrete is indicated. The tempera-

ture range corresponding to these vapour pressures is 200 – 300 ◦C. The detrimental effect

of moisture in building materials during a fire was already pointed out by Harmathy in

1965 [8]. Pressures close to the tensile strength of a material will cause cracking. As the

cracking continues, the strength of the material will decrease. As a result, pieces of the ma-

terial will be chipped off the surface (scaling and spalling). Moreover, a concrete specimen

might explode, similar to the locomotive boilers.

1.1.2 Overview of spalling mechanisms

The high vapour pressure described in the previous section is not the only mechanism

responsible for spalling of concrete in fire although it is the most dominant one. In general,

two more important mechanisms can be identified, which will now briefly be discussed.

Consider a concrete wall which is heated from one side by a fire. In Fig. 1.2 a cross

section of such a wall is shown. The wall is heated from the left side. The first mechanism

to be discussed is related to thermal expansion. The surface of the wall is heated first and

as a result a large temperature gradient develops. The heated surface will expand more

than the relatively cooler part directly behind it. The expansion of the surface results

in compressive stresses in the surface layer and in tensile stresses in a layer beneath the

surface, where cracks can be formed. Note that the exact stress conditions depend on the

complete structure in which the wall is located. Second, concrete is a mix of different

components such as the cement paste, aggregates, and metal rebar. Each component has a

different thermal expansion coefficient. Upon heating, cement paste will initially shrink due

to evaporation of moisture and dehydration (chemical decomposition of the concrete), while

most aggregates and the metal rebar will expand. The differences in thermal expansion will

result in so-called parasitic stresses in the concrete, leading to cracks which will decrease

the overall strength of the concrete [22, 27].

The second mechanism is initiated by a chemical reaction called dehydration, which is

the reverse process of hydration (see Fig. 1.2(b)). Dehydration converts the hydrated ce-

ment paste into dehydrated cement and water vapour. As a result, the overall compressive

and tensile strength of the concrete will decrease [28–31], which will enhance the develop-

ment of cracks in the surface layer. Furthermore, dehydration is also an important source

of water vapour and is therefore contributing to the increase in vapour pressure.

In the previous section we already described the effect of a boiling liquid inside a confined

volume. The influence of a high vapour pressure in concrete is shown in Fig. 1.2(c). A
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Figure 1.2: Schematic picture of a concrete wall heated from the left. Three possible mechanisms

behind spalling of concrete: a) Compressive stresses and cracking as a result of a

gradient in temperature (T ). b) Dehydration of the cement paste combined with

cracking in (a) decreases the strength of the concrete. c) High vapour pressure (Pv)

generated by boiling and dehydration.

boiling front is moving through the concrete, separating a wet and a dry region. At the

front vapour is produced, causing an increase in local vapour pressure. A low vapour

permeability can result in a local vapour pressure comparable to the tensile strength of the

concrete. This pressure can cause a layer of concrete, weakened by the high temperatures,

to be pushed off the surface. As long as the heating continues the process of spalling will

continue, thereby decreasing the thickness of the wall.

In general it is assumed that these three mechanisms are needed for spalling to occur.

A different relative contribution of the three mechanisms will lead to different types of

spalling [32, 33]. The presence of moisture is often considered as one of the key parameters

in spalling [23, 33–36]. Especially in high performance concrete it is unclear whether the

thermal stresses or the high vapour pressures are the main cause of fire concrete spalling.

Very little is known about the details of moisture and vapour transport in concrete during

intense heating. In this thesis we will therefore focus on the moisture related spalling

mechanisms: boiling, dehydration, and the subsequent increase of vapour pressure.

1.1.3 Safety and economic impact

The consequences of spalling on the fire safety of a tunnel or building can manifest itself

during and immediately after the fire. First of all, the safety of the people in the structure

during the fire is of primary importance. The structure must stand long enough for people

to reach the emergency exits safely. At the same time escaping people should not be injured

by falling pieces of concrete or a collapsing structure.

Second, the fire fighters who come into the building must be able to do their work safely.

If the fire fighters are able to enter the building safely, or stay longer inside the building,

they might prevent the fire from spreading.
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Figure 1.3: An example of spalling related damage resulting from a fire in the Channel tunnel

(1996). In the left picture an overview of the complete tunnel together with the train

wreck is given. It can be seen in the right picture that the concrete covering the

metal rebar has completely spalled off. As a result, the concrete lining is no longer

able to support the load of the water it was designed for. If it was not surrounded

by a stable layer of chalk the tunnel would have collapsed and flooded. The pictures

were taken by B. Obladen.

Third, a damaged structure which is still standing can possibly be repaired. This results

in a large reduction of rebuilding costs.

To get an indication of the economical impact of a fire, we will take the Channel Tunnel

(France/England) as an example. Three major fires have taken place there, in 1996, 2007,

and 2008. In each of these cases, the fire originated in a truck traveling on the train, rather

than in the train itself.

In the Channel tunnel fire of 1996, the temperatures in the tunnel were estimated to

be around 1000 ◦C. The fire lasted 7 hours and a section of 50 meters long was extremely

damaged due to spalling. The concrete lining in this section was reduced to 4 cm of the total

45 cm (see Fig. 1.3). In this section the metal reinforcement bars were exposed to the fire,

resulting in a complete loss of load bearing capacity. Fortunately, the chalk surrounding

the tunnel was stable enough to prevent the tunnel from collapsing and possibly flooding.

A large section of the tunnel had to be supported to prevent it from collapsing. The total

length of tunnel which was affected by the fire was 500 m. The total repair costs, which

mainly consisted of repairing the concrete lining, were estimated as 300 Me. The missed

revenues summed up to a total of 260 Me. Full service was restarted after 6 months [37–39].

The fire in September 2008 caused damage to the tunnel over a length of 650 m. The

fire lasted for 16 hours. Full service was resumed after 3.5 months. The total cost of repair
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was 60 Me and missed revenues summed up to 180 Me.

After both these fires, the tunnel was closed completely for at least several days before

partial service was restored. On average, 18 million tonnes of freight and 16 million people

are transported through the Channel Tunnel every year. In full service more than 10,000

passengers and personnel are in the tunnel system at any given moment. The safety of the

people has the highest priority. Therefore, a train on fire will continue driving to get out

of the tunnel. Passengers on the burning wagon will be evacuated to the nearby unaffected

wagons [37].

If a concrete could be used which is more resistent to spalling, it might decrease the risk

of collapse during and immediately after the fire, thereby increasing the safety of passengers

and fire fighters. It will also decrease the duration and hence the cost of the repair. To

make a concrete more resistent to spalling it is essential to know the basic mechanisms

behind this process. At the moment the research is focussed on large scale fire testing. In

a typical large scale test only the temperatures are measured. The behaviour of an entire

beam or slab is observed, but no intrinsic properties are measured. Often these tests are

needed for a contractor to legislate a certain concrete mix and/or construction.

As building plots are becoming more scarce and hence more expensive, civil engineers

are seeking solutions in building underground; not only tunnels, but also shopping malls,

stations, warehouses, and housing. Fire extinguishing is more difficult in underground

structures, because the accessability to the fire is often limited. Furthermore, people have

to escape in the same direction as the rising heat and smoke [40]. Still, the safety of people

inside these underground structures must be guaranteed at all times. As a result, fire and

spalling of concrete has become one of the key design issues for concrete structures.

1.2 Aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the physical mechanisms underlying the moisture

transport in concrete during heating.

The field of research on moisture transport in heated porous building materials is cur-

rently lacking accurate experimental data to verify the validity of moisture and heat trans-

port models. In the study reported in this thesis, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

imaging is used as a tool to measure the moisture content non-destructively in a porous

material, such as concrete. The moisture content profiles in combination with temperature

profiles provide a unique insight in the fundamental moisture and heat transport mecha-

nisms during spalling of concrete. These results can be used as a validation for moisture

transport models.

This thesis is part of a research project on spalling concrete due to fire in the Netherlands

funded by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW). In this project three main

research areas are defined: moisture transport (this thesis), chemical degradation, and
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overall mechanical behaviour and upscaling towards a full scale model. The ultimate goal

of the project is to develop an integral spalling model based on the fundamental mechanisms

from these three areas. Eventually, the model should be able to predict the fire resistance

of a concrete element.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

We have shown that spalling is the result of an intricate interplay between different pro-

cesses. In this thesis we will focus on one of these processes: the moisture and vapour

transport in concrete. Since the one-sided heating experiments described in this thesis are

new, interpretation of the results is not straightforward. Therefore, we have chosen to in-

crease gradually the complexity of the processes taking place by selecting different building

materials. We will start with a relatively simple and inert material: fired-clay brick, and

next increase the complexity via gypsum towards concrete.

We will start in Chapter 2 with a characterisation of the three porous materials which

will be used in the experiments. A short overview of the NMR-theory and -setup will be

presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we will present a simple model for the vapour

transport as a result of one-sided intense heating. The model is validated with the experi-

mental results of three one-sided heating experiments on different porous materials. With

this model it is possible to identify the most important parameters in spalling with respect

to the moisture transport.

Based on the experiments and conclusions of the simple model we will introduce an

extended vapour transport model in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we will present the

one-sided heating experiments on fired-clay brick. We have chosen to start with fired-

clay brick since it is an inert material with a homogeneous pore size distribution. The

experiments on gypsum are presented in Chapter 7. Unlike fired-clay brick, gypsum will

dehydrate at temperatures above 100 ◦C. The chemically bound water which is released in

the dehydration process affects the moisture and heat transport. Finally, in Chapter 8

the one-sided heating experiments on concrete will be presented. Like gypsum, concrete

will dehydrate at temperatures above 100 ◦C. However, due to the extremely low vapour

permeability of concrete high vapour pressures inside the material are generated during

heating. The experiments on concrete and gypsum show the first quantitative evidence for

the formation of a moisture peak and a layer saturated with moisture. In Chapter 9 the

conclusions and an outlook on the future of NMR research on spalling are given.
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Chapter 2

Material characterisation

In this chapter the basic properties of the three building materials used in the study described

in this thesis will be characterised: fired-clay brick, gypsum, and concrete. These three ma-

terials were chosen each for their particular behaviour during intense heating. The materials

will be characterised using Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP, pore size distribution),

the sorption isotherm, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and thermal gravimetric

analysis (TGA). The last two methods are used to characterise the possible dehydration

reactions taking place upon heating the material. The one-sided heating experiments on

these materials are described in the chapters 6, 7, and 8, respectively.

2.1 Choice of materials

The choice of the three materials used in our experiments is based on the properties with

respect to moisture and heat transport, and their thermal-chemical stability (see Table 2.1).

The intrinsic permeability of the materials ranges from 10−12 to 10−18m2. These materials

have a different chemical stability at higher temperatures. A porous matrix built up from

hydrated crystals will release vapour when heated above a certain temperature. This will

have an effect on both the moisture and heat transport. In the temperature range of

our experiments (20 – 500 ◦C) fired-clay brick is an inert material resulting from firing at

approximately 1000 ◦C during the production. However, the porous matrix of both gypsum

and concrete will dehydrate upon heating. The main difference between these two is that

gypsum has one or two well defined dehydration reactions of which the reaction products

are exactly known. In concrete, however, a series of different dehydration reactions will

take place in a large temperature range of 100 – 500 ◦C.

The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of a material determine the temperature

distribution in that material during heating. As can be seen in Table 2.1, the heat capacities

are very similar for the three materials. However, there are large differences in thermal

conductivity, that of gypsum being the lowest. Furthermore, the presence of moisture and

possible dehydration reactions play a large role in the overall heat transport.
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Table 2.1: Overview of the most important moisture and heat transport parameters of the three

building materials: fired-clay brick (FCB), gypsum, and concrete. ∗Gel pores are

smaller than 10 nm, capillary pores from 10–100 nm. ∗∗Dehydration of cement paste

and possible thermal instability of aggregates. ∗∗∗Thermal conductivity after dehy-

dration.

property FCB gypsum concrete

dominant pore size ∼10µm ∼2 – 3µm 10 – 100 nm∗

porosity [m3m−3] 0.2 0.44 0.11

permeability [m2] ∼10−12 ∼10−14 ∼10−17

thermal stability inert dehydration dehydration∗∗

thermal conductivity [W m−1K−1] 1.5 0.25/0.12∗∗∗ 2.5

specific heat [J kg−1K−1] ∼850 ∼950 ∼900

2.2 Moisture in porous materials

Moisture can be present in a porous material in three forms: free, physically bound, and

chemically bound. The free moisture content is defined as the water which is removed after

drying under a partial vapour pressure of 66 mPa or at a temperature of 105 ◦C [41]. The

free moisture in a material can originate from rain, ground water, capillary condensation,

etc. Water which is removed at temperatures above 105 ◦C is either physically (adsorbed)

or chemically bound to the porous matrix. Chemically bound water is part of the hydrated

crystals which make up the porous matrix. These crystals are the product of hydration

reactions between water and hydraulic materials, e.g., calcium silicate or calcium sulphate.

The bond strength of water to a porous material is reflected by the temperature at

which the water is released from the material. Free water will evaporate or boil up to a

temperature of 105 ◦C. Water inside the smallest pores (∼5 nm) is strongly adsorbed to the

surface of the hydrate crystals and is released at temperatures ranging from 105 – 130 ◦C.

Chemically bound water is released from the hydrate crystals at temperatures between 105

and 600 ◦C. Two thermal analysis techniques are often used to characterise the thermal

behaviour of a material: Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), and Thermal Gravi-

metric Analysis (TGA). In both these techniques the material is heated while monitoring

the energy consumption (DSC) or mass (TGA). Both these techniques will be used in this

chapter to characterise the chemical stability at higher temperatures.

In the next sections we will characterise the three materials. These materials were

chosen because of their specific moisture or dehydration related properties. The NMR

heating experiments on the three materials contribute both to the validation of the NMR

imaging technique as well as to the research on moisture transport in heated porous building

materials.
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Figure 2.1: MIP results for fired-clay brick. The pore sizes range from approximately 100 nm to

100µm. The dominant pore sizes are in the range of 1 – 10µm.

2.3 Fired-clay brick

Fired-clay brick was chosen because it is an inert material up to high temperatures (1000 ◦C).

Furthermore, it is a homogeneous material with relatively large pore sizes, resulting in a

relatively high permeability.

Fired-clay brick is a durable ceramic material which is used in masonry. It is made by

heating (firing) a mix of clay, sand, and water to temperatures of 900 – 1000 ◦C (typical for

the red fired clay). At these temperatures the clay particles are sintered together, forming

a hard and brittle porous material [42]. During production the material is fired at high

temperatures compared to the temperatures reached in our experiments. Therefore, this

material can be considered to be inert.

The fired-clay brick used in this thesis has a porosity of about 20%. In Fig. 2.1 the pore

size distribution measured with MIP is shown. The pore sizes range from about 100 nm to

100µm, the most dominant being in the range 1 – 10µm.

The permeability of fired-clay brick can in general range from 10−12 – 10−14m2 [7]. The

permeability of the brick used in this thesis is 10−12 m2. The permeability was obtained by

measuring the steady state water flow through a saturated brick under a constant pressure

(constant head permeameter).

2.4 Gypsum

Gypsum was chosen because its porous matrix consists of hydrated calcium sulphate crys-

tals. Therefore, it is not inert at high temperatures. The dehydration reactions are well

documented and take place at relatively low temperatures (100 – 250 ◦C), which is within

the range of our experimental setup. Furthermore, gypsum is a homogeneous material.
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Figure 2.2: a) MIP results for gypsum. The pore sizes range from approximately 300 nm to

8µm. The dominant pore sizes are in the range of 1 – 3µm b) Sorption isotherm of

gypsum. At 97 % RH 2 – 3 % (volume) water is absorbed (θcap = 0.40m3m−3).

2.4.1 Constituents

The gypsum which was used in the experiments is commercially available from Knauf BV.

Gypsum is a dihydrate of calcium sulphate (CaSO4 � 2H2O), which is formed by mixing

plaster (CaSO4 � 1
2
H2O) and water. The following hydration reaction takes place:

CaSO4 �
1

2
H2O(s) +

3

2
H2O(l)→ CaSO4 � 2H2O(s) + ∆Hhyd. (2.1)

This exothermic hydration reaction will release an amount of energy ∆Hhyd. The final

porous structure is built up from plate- and needle-shaped gypsum crystals. The crystals

form a cross-linked network, resulting in a solid porous material. The porosity can range

from from 0.36 to 0.61 m3m−3, depending on the water to plaster ratio (w/p) [43, 44]. The

gypsum used in our experiments has a water-to-plaster ratio of 0.5, resulting in a porosity

of 0.44 m3m−3 (measured by vacuum saturation). The permeability of the gypsum was

5×10 −14m2 (constant head permeameter).

2.4.2 Pore size characterisation

The pore size distribution of the hydrated gypsum was measured with MIP (see Fig. 2.2(a)).

The results clearly show one dominant pore size of about 2 – 3µm. The absorption branch

of the sorption isotherm is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The sorption isotherm was obtained by

measuring the mass increase of a gypsum sample after it has equilibrated at a certain

relative humidity. The MIP data and sorption isotherm data are in agreement, in the sense

that the amount of absorbed moisture at 97 % RH is about 0.02 m3m−3, which is much

lower than the capillary moisture content (0.40 m3m−3). In pores with a size of 2 – 3µm

moisture will only start to condensate close to 100 % RH.
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Figure 2.3: a) Heat evolution during heating of gypsum measured by DSC. Three different ex-

periments are shown: open pan, closed pan, and an intermediate condition. The

intermediate condition was created by making a small hole (0.5 mm) in the pan. All

samples were heated from 25 ◦C to 300 ◦C with 10 ◦C min−1. b) Mass loss of gypsum

during heating measured by TGA. Two different measurements were performed, one

with a ‘closed’ pan (50µm pinhole in the lid) and one with an open pan.

2.4.3 Thermal characterisation

At temperatures above 100 ◦C, the reverse process of hydration, called dehydration, will

release the chemically bound water from the gypsum crystals. As a consequence the pore

geometry and the strength of the gypsum will change. In case of fire, the temperature at the

heated surface of a gypsum wall or plasterboard will rise quickly. Under ‘open’ conditions,

i.e., where the produced water vapour is free to escape, the following single dehydration

reaction takes place:

CaSO4 � 2H2O(s) + ∆Hdehyd → CaSO4(s) + 2H2O(g). (2.2)

This endothermic reaction requires a total energy of 625 kJ/kg, which accounts for both the

separation of water molecules from the crystal structure (150 kJ/kg [45]) and evaporation

of the released dehydration water. The temperature range in which this reaction will take

place is from 100 ◦C to about 150 ◦C.

If the reaction is taking place under ‘closed’ conditions, i.e., if the water vapour cannot

freely escape from the reaction front, the released water vapour will shift part of the de-

hydration process to higher temperatures. As a result, the reaction will take place in two

distinct steps instead of one [46–48]:

CaSO4 � 2H2O + ∆Hdehyd,1 → CaSO4 �
1

2
H2O +

3

2
H2O

CaSO4 �
1

2
H2O + ∆Hdehyd,2 → CaSO4 +

1

2
H2O. (2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Heat conduction and heat capacity of gypsum at room temperature as a function of

moisture content. The lines indicate the corresponding increase assuming a linear

dependence on the moisture content.

In the first step the calcium sulphate dihydrate is partially dehydrated to the hemihydrate.

Only part of the energy needed for the complete dehydration is used (450 kJ/kg). During

the second step the hemihydrate is fully dehydrated. The temperatures at which these

reactions take place and the temperature gap between the two reactions both depend on

the partial vapour pressure [49].

The energy consumption during the gypsum dehydration reactions and the influence

of vapour pressure on these reactions was measured by DSC (see Fig. 2.3(a)). Three

experiments under increasingly confined conditions are shown. The two extreme cases are

an open pan and a closed pan. An intermediate confinement was created by using a pan

with a 0.5 mm hole in the lid. It can be seen that for increasing vapour pressures the

onset of the first reaction shifts to higher temperatures. Furthermore, the temperature gap

between the first and second reaction increases at higher vapour pressures.

The mass loss during the dehydration reactions under open and closed conditions was

measured by TGA. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.3(b). This figure shows that the mass

loss of the open reaction is a single step process, whereas under closed conditions it occurs

in two distinct steps. The mass ratio of the two steps is approximately 1:3. The results

from TGA and DSC experiments are both in agreement with the experiments reported in

the literature [50].

The heat capacity and thermal conductivity of gypsum are shown as a function of

saturation in Fig. 2.4. These values were obtained by measuring the temperature profiles

during heating of a gypsum sample. First, the temperature on one side of the gypsum

sample was raised approximately 20 ◦C after which the thermal conductivity was obtained

from the steady state temperature gradient. Second, the temperature on one side of the

sample was instantly raised, and the temperature response of the material was measured.
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The heat capacity was obtained by fitting the temperature profiles. From Fig. 2.4 it can

be seen that the moisture content has a large influence on both parameters. The two

lines show the increase of the heat capacity and thermal conductivity assuming a linear

dependence with the moisture content.

2.5 Concrete

2.5.1 Constituents

The concrete used in the experiments has a water cement ratio of 0.5 and can be charac-

terised as a normal strength concrete (class C40). The water cement ratio in combination

with the degree of hydration determines the degree of connectivity of the capillary pore

space. For a water cement ratio of 0.5 the capillary pore space will not percolate for a

hydration degree higher than 0.8 [51]. This is especially important for the transport prop-

erties of concrete. The exact mix design is given in Table 2.2. A CEM I 32.5 R cement

(Portland cement) was used. River gravel and sand were used as aggregates. It must be

noted that river gravel becomes unstable at temperatures of approximately 350 ◦C.

Table 2.2: Concrete (C40) mix design.

Constituent Amount [kgm−3]

CEM I 32.5 R 350

water 175

W/C ratio 0.5

sand (0.125 – 0.250) 127

sand (0.250 – 0.500) 217

sand (0.500 – 1) 217

sand (1 – 2) 253

sand (2 – 4) 380

gravel (4 – 8 mm) 614

Total 2330

The cement paste is produced in an exothermic hydration reaction between cement

powder and water. The main hydraulic components in a portland cement are C3S (∼ 55 %),

C2S (∼19 %), and C3A (∼ 10 %), where C stands for CaO, S for SiO2, A for Al2O3, Ŝ for SO4,

and H for H2O. When these components are mixed with water, the following exothermic

hydration reactions take place [52]:

C3A + 3CŜH2 + 26H → C6AŜ3H32, ∆H = -1350 J/g

2C3S + 6H → C3S2H3 + 3CH ∆ H = -500 J/g

2C2S + 4H → C3S2H8 + CH ∆ H = -250 J/g. (2.4)
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~10 nm

Figure 2.5: Schematic picture of the pore structure of concrete. The gel structures (thick lines)

are originating from unreacted cement grains (black area). The large capillary pores

are the voids (white area) between the gel structures (hatched area).

These three reactions are the most important reactions. The stoichiometry of the reaction

products can vary. The first reaction is the hydration of C3A resulting in the formation

of ettringite. The hydration of C3A is very fast and it occurs instantaneously when mixed

with water (within minutes). Sulphates act as an inhibitor for the hydration of C3A.

Without the use of gypsum the cement would almost instantly set and too much heat

would be produced. The second and third reaction are the most important reactions since

they produce calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) and portlandite (CH). The CSH is mainly

responsible for the increase in strength of the concrete, whereas CH only has a minor

contribution. The hydration of C3S is important for the early strength of the concrete

(after 2 – 3 hours), whereas C2S hydration takes place more slowly and is important for the

strength at a later time (after ∼ 14 days). The stoichiometry of the CSH is not exact. A

number of different crystal morphologies of CSH and CH are present in concrete.

The result of the hydration is a porous matrix with a broad range of pore sizes. A

schematic representation of the concrete pore space is shown in Fig. 2.5 (picture taken

from [53]). The two main types of pores are shown: the gel and capillary pores. The gel

pore is the space in between the different layers of the hydration products (1 – 10 nm). The

space which is occupied by the cement paste is smaller than the original combined volume

of cement and water. The space left behind by the water which is used in the hydration

reaction results in so-called capillary pores (10 – 200 nm) [41, 53–55]. The pores in concrete

larger than about 1µm are the result of either entrapped air or (micro) cracks.

In Fig. 2.5 also the unhydrated cement grains (black) are shown. Part of the cement

powder will remain unhydrated depending among others on the initial water cement ratio
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Figure 2.6: a) Pore size distribution of the concrete measured by MIP. The pore sizes range from

smaller than 10 nm to 100µm. The dominant pore size is 30 – 40 nm. b) Sorption

isotherm measured at 20 ◦C. The solid curve is shown as a guide to the eye. Capillary

saturation corresponds to a moisture content of 0.11 m3m−3.

and the age of the concrete. Since concrete will continue hydrating over time, the age of

the concrete is an important factor. In general the compressive strength at 1, 2, 7, 28 days,

etc. is measured. The concrete samples used in the experiments described in this thesis

are all one year old. As a result the degree of hydration and strength of all tested samples

are similar, regardless of the precise day of the experiment.

2.5.2 Pore size characterisation

The pore size distribution of the concrete was measured using MIP. It is shown in Fig. 2.6(a).

The dominant pore size is ∼ 40 – 50 nm. It must be noted that MIP measurements of

concrete must be interpreted with care. In cementitious materials MIP will underestimate

the amount of large pores present in the specimen, and therefore overestimate the amount

of small pores [56]. This is due to the fact that part of the larger pores can only be

accessed by mercury via smaller pores. The sorption isotherm of the concrete is shown

in Fig. 2.6(b). The moisture content already starts to increase at a very low RH. This

indicates the existence of pores in the nanometer range. An RH of 40 % corresponds to a

pore size of only a few nanometers. At 100 % RH the complete pore system is saturated.

It must be noted that capillary saturation (100 % RH) is reached at a moisture content of

0.11 m3m−3. At 97 % RH this value is not reached, indicating the presence of pores in the

micrometer range. This is in agreement with the MIP data.

2.5.3 Thermal characterisation

In the following thermal characterisation only the hardened cement paste of the concrete

was analysed. Upon heating to 100 ◦C most of the free moisture has evaporated. At tem-
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Figure 2.7: Thermal characterisation of the cement paste. a) TGA and b) DSC analysis of

the heated cement paste sample. Two samples were measured in both experiments:

saturated and dried at 105 ◦C. The heating rate in both experiments was 10 ◦C /

min. The sample size is 5 mg.

peratures above 100 ◦C the cement paste will start to dehydrate according to the reverse

hydration reactions (Eqs. 2.4). In the temperature range 105 – 180 ◦C gypsum and ettrin-

gite will dehydrate. From 180 – 300 ◦C the CSH phase will dehydrate. Portlandite (CH)

will decompose at temperatures from 450 – 550 ◦C.

The dehydration reactions in the cement paste were characterised using TGA and DSC.

The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2.7. The sample size was approximately

5 mg. The influence of free water on the heating characteristics of the cement paste was

analysed by comparing a capillary saturated sample with a sample which was first dried

at 105 ◦C. In Fig. 2.7(a) the mass change of the samples is shown as a function of the

temperature. It can be seen that up to a temperature of 200 ◦C the saturated sample looses

its free moisture. The fact that not all free moisture has evaporated at a temperature of

105 ◦C is due to the relatively large heating rate. In the temperature range 150 – 450 ◦C a

gradual mass loss is observed in both samples resulting from the dehydration of the CSH

[32, 57]. At a temperature of 450 – 500 ◦C a sharp decrease in mass is observed resulting

from the dehydration of CH (portlandite).

The heat consumption during heating of both samples was measured using DSC (see

Fig. 2.7(b)). In the temperature region 20 – 200 ◦C a significant amount of heat is consumed

by the boiling of free moisture in the saturated sample. The energy needed for boiling is

much larger than the energy needed for the dehydration reaction in this temperature region.

In the temperature range 150 – 450 ◦C a constant heat consumption from the dehydration

reactions is observed in both samples. In the temperature range of 400 – 450 ◦C the sharp

peak in heat consumption indicates the dehydration reaction of CH (approx. 165 Jg−1)

[58, 59].
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have presented an overview of the properties of the three porous ma-

terials which will be used in the experiments. These three materials were chosen each

for their particular properties and behaviour upon heating. The increasing complexity

from fired-clay brick towards concrete will help to understand the different mechanisms in

non-isothermal drying and eventually spalling of concrete.
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Chapter 3

High temperature NMR setup

“..collisions of gold ions traveling at nearly the speed of light have created matter

at a temperature of about 4 trillion degrees Celsius – the hottest temperature

ever reached in a laboratory..”

Brookhaven National Laboratory (February 15, 2010)

Part of this chapter has been published:

Van der Heijden et al., Journal of Magnetic Resonance 208(2), 235 – 242 (2011).

3.1 Introduction

Presently, large scale fire testing is one of the most frequently used tools for evaluating the

fire performance of concrete. In such a test, a complete concrete section is heated on a large

furnace. Typically, the temperature, weight loss, and the degree of spalling as a function of

time are obtained. Although it is experimentally complicated, additional information can

be obtained by measuring the vapour pressures inside the concrete [22, 26, 60]. With respect

to the moisture transport the observations are indirect and often concern secondary effects,

e.g., bleeding of water at the ‘cold’ side of the concrete or discolouration resulting from

different degrees of moisture saturation [61]. However, no quantitative moisture content is

obtained.

A number of methods exist to measure the moisture distribution in a porous material:

gravimetrically, x-ray or neutron beam attenuation, and NMR [11–15, 62]. Weighing is a

time consuming method, and to obtain spatial information the sample needs to be cut into

smaller pieces. By passing an X-ray beam through the building material, density differences

can be measured. Since water has a density similar to that of most building materials, this

method does not selectively measure the moisture content. The attenuation of a neutron

beam is almost solely determined by the amount of water present in the building material.

Problems are the availability of a neutron beam and the high cost of the beam time.

With NMR it is possible to measure non-destructively the moisture content in building

materials [62–65]. The moisture transport mechanisms can be derived from the time evolu-

tion of the moisture distribution. The spatial distribution of the moisture can be obtained

23
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Figure 3.1: RWS heating curve (solid line). After 5 minutes the temperature reaches 1100 ◦C.

The maximum temperature of 1350 ◦C is reached after 60 minutes. The ISO-834

curve is shown with the dashed line. This curve is used for building fires.

with millimeter resolution. Moreover, the time decay of the NMR signal obtains informa-

tion about the local environment of a water molecule (NMR relaxometry). Different water

populations in a porous material can be identified separately. NMR relaxometry has been

used extensively to study the hydration of cement paste [43, 53, 66, 67].

An experiment designed to measure the moisture transport in heated concrete should

fulfill a number of requirements. The nature of the concrete spalling in fire problem imposes

a number of constraints. The first concerns the heating rate. In a large scale fire test the

temperature curve of the furnace is chosen to mimic a real life fire as close as possible.

One of the most severe temperature heating curves is the Dutch RWS-curve, which is used

especially for tunnel testing (see Fig. 3.1). This curve is developed based on a hydrocarbon

fire and reaches 1100 ◦C after 5 minutes. The maximum temperature of 1350 ◦C is reached

after 60 minutes. There are also less severe heating curves which are used for fires in

buildings, such as the ISO-834 (see Fig. 3.1). The maximum temperature is around 1000 ◦C.

The interesting temperature region for moisture transport is from 20 ◦C up to 374 ◦C, which

is the critical temperature of water. The NMR setup should be able to reach at least this

temperature, as well as being able to produce high heating rates.

The second constraint concerns the temporal resolution. In a real fire, within minutes

the temperature at the surface of a concrete will rise to 1000 ◦C or even higher. In order

to measure the moisture transport in a porous material we will have to minimize the time

needed to obtain a moisture distribution to a few minutes. The limited measurement time

also influences the maximum signal-to-noise ratio which can be obtained. Furthermore, the

limited time does not allow for any elaborate NMR-sequences.

Third, when heating a sample from one side, a large temperature gradient will develop

in the concrete. The nuclear magnetisation and the relaxation mechanisms responsible for

the NMR signal decay with time depend on the temperature. A temperature correction
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Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of Chapter 3, starting from the NMR signal towards a quanti-

tative moisture content.
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of the NMR signal is needed to obtain a quantitative moisture content. The temperature

distribution in the sample must therefore always be measured during the experiment.

Fourth, we will intensely heat our samples, while trying to keep the NMR setup as

cool as possible. The influence of the increase in temperature on the setup itself must be

minimised to ensure that the measurements remain quantitative during the experiment.

To our knowledge, no in situ measurements of combined moisture and temperature pro-

files during intensive heating of concrete or any other building material have been presented

in the literature.

In this chapter we will present the theoretical background of NMR and the details of

the NMR setup. In Fig. 3.2 a schematic overview of the theoretical part of this chapter is

shown. First, a short introduction to the principles of NMR is given in Section 3.2. For

detailed information on NMR the reader is referred to [68, 69]. The NMR measurements

are performed on water in porous materials (fired-clay brick, gypsum, and concrete) under

changing temperature conditions. Changing from bulk water to water in a porous mate-

rial will influence the relaxation behaviour of the NMR signal. Furthermore, changes in

temperature will have an effect on the overall nuclear magnetisation present in the sample

(Section 3.3) as well as the relaxation mechanisms (Section 3.4). In a non-isothermal NMR

experiment it is important to know how the temperature influences the measured signal.

A quantitative moisture content can only be obtained if a proper correction for the tem-

perature dependence is applied. In Section 3.5 the corrections applied to the NMR signal

are explained. The NMR setup and the NMR pulse sequences which have been used to

measure the moisture distribution will be introduced in Section 3.6.

3.2 NMR theory

3.2.1 Nuclear magnetisation

Almost all nuclei have a net nuclear magnetic moment. When such a nucleus is placed in an

external magnetic field B0, the magnetic moment will tend to align with the external field.

However, because of the angular momentum associated with the magnetic moment, the

magnetic moment will precess around the main magnetic field. The precession frequency

fl of the magnetic moment is unique for each nucleus and is called the Larmor frequency.

The Larmor frequency is proportional to the applied magnetic field:

fl =
γ

2π
B0, (3.1)

where γ is the ratio between the magnetic moment and the angular momentum, known as

the gyromagnetic ratio. It is possible to measure selectively different nuclei by changing

the frequency of the NMR measurements to match a specific Larmor frequency. In our

measurements hydrogen is the nucleus of interest (for 1H γ/2π = 42.58 MHz T−1). In a

magnetic field of 1.5 T (our setup) its resonance frequency is 63.9 MHz.
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The individual magnetic moments in a certain volume will contribute to a net nuclear

magnetisation M0. Hence, the nuclear magnetisation is proportional to the amount of nu-

clei. In equilibrium, the net magnetisation is aligned parallel (longitudinal magnetisation)

to B0. The net magnetisation can be manipulated by applying a radio-frequency (RF)

magnetic field (B1) at the resonance frequency (fl). A so-called 90 degree RF pulse will

rotate the magnetisation by 90 degrees from the z-axis (parallel to B0) into the xy-plane.

The magnetisation in the xy-plane is called transverse magnetisation (Mxy). It will rotate

in the xy-plane at the Larmor frequency. The rotating magnetisation will generate an in-

duction signal in an RF pick up coil. After the 90 degree pulse, relaxation processes will

restore the magnetisation to its equilibrium value.

3.2.2 Relaxation

At t = 0 the nuclear magnetisation is brought out of its equilibrium by a 90 degree RF-

pulse. After the pulse, the transverse magnetisation Mxy will exponentially decay to zero

with a typical time constant T2, by a process called spin-spin relaxation. This relaxation

is a result of de-phasing of the individual nuclear magnetic moments. The transverse

magnetisation as a function of time is given by [70]:

Mxy(t) = M0 exp

(
− t

T2

)
. (3.2)

Similarly, the longitudinal magnetisation Mz will exponentially increase to its equilibrium

value M0 because of the interactions of the spins with an external energy reservoir. This

type of relaxation is called spin-lattice relaxation and its typical time constant is T1. The

longitudinal magnetisation as a function of time is given by:

Mz(t) = M0

[
1− exp

(
− t

T1

)]
. (3.3)

For pure bulk water at room temperature at a field of 1.5 T T1 =T2 ≈ 3 s. However, in

a porous building material the relaxation times will decrease significantly due to strong

interactions of the nuclear spins with the pore surface.

3.2.3 NMR signal

The signal S which is induced in the RF-coil by the transverse magnetisation after the RF

pulse at t = 0 is proportional to the nuclear magnetisation and hence to the number of

hydrogen nuclei. The measured NMR signal, e.g., by a Hahn spin-echo sequence, can be

linearly related to the moisture content in a variety of building materials. In this way, it

is possible to obtain a quantitative moisture content from the NMR signal [16]. The NMR

signal at a time t = tE is determined by both relaxation mechanisms described above (Eqs.

3.2 and 3.3):

S(tE) = kρH exp

(
− tE
T2

)[
1− exp

(
− tR
T1

)]
, (3.4)
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where tR is the repetition time of the spin-echo sequence, tE is the so-called spin-echo time,

k is a proportionality constant, and ρH the density of hydrogen atoms. This equation is

valid for T2 � T1. The signal is recorded after a time tE, which should be sufficiently

short compared to the relaxation time T2 to obtain a satisfactory signal. The typical echo

time which is used in our experiments is 160 – 200µs, since the relaxation time T2 of water

in a porous building material can be as short as 200µs. In order to obtain an acceptable

signal-to-noise ratio, the signal resulting from a number of successive NMR pulse sequences

are averaged. The repetition time tR is the time between two successive pulse sequences.

If the repetition time is chosen too short the magnetisation has no chance to relax back

to equilibrium fully, and consequently, signal is lost due to (partial) saturation of the

spin system. Therefore, typically tR ≥ 4T1 is chosen. Water in a porous material has a

relaxation time T1 in the range of 1 ms to 1 s. The repetition time and the number of

averages determine the time which is needed to record, e.g., a moisture profile.

3.2.4 Spatial resolution

In a homogeneous magnetic field B0 all 1H nuclei have the same resonance frequency, and

as a result a signal from the entire sample is obtained. By making the magnetic field

position dependent one can selectively excite the nuclei in a limited volume of the sample,

which offers the possibility to measure spatial distributions of water. In our experiments a

constant magnetic field gradient G is used:

B(z) = B0 +Gz, (3.5)

where z is the position in the sample along the direction of the magnetic field gradient

G [T m−1]. By varying the frequency of B1 the signal can be measured at different positions

in the sample without moving the sample.

3.3 Temperature dependent magnetisation

In an NMR experiment the magnitude of the nuclear magnetisation is measured. In an

isothermal experiment at room temperature a single calibration can be used to convert the

measured signal to a moisture content. However, the nuclear magnetisation depends on the

temperature. To obtain a quantitative moisture content in a non-isothermal experiment,

additional information on the temperature dependence of the magnetisation is needed.

Consider a volume of water which is placed in an external magnetic field. The net

nuclear magnetisation is equal to the sum of all the individual nuclear magnetic moments

in the volume. In the high temperature approximation the nuclear magnetisation is given

by:

M =
Nµ~γB0

2kT
. (3.6)

This relation is also known as the Curie Law. It shows that the magnetisation is inversely

proportional to the absolute temperature.
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Figure 3.3: Measured NMR signal plotted on a reciprocal temperature scale. A fit of a straight

line to the data confirms that the magnetisation varies inversely proportional to the

temperature.

An NMR experiment was performed to verify the inverse temperature dependence of

the magnetisation of water for our setup. A small ampule filled with water was heated

inside the NMR setup. During heating both the NMR signal and the temperature were

measured. In Fig. 3.3 the observed NMR signal is plotted on a reciprocal temperature scale.

This figure shows that indeed the signal decreases linearly with the reciprocal temperature

according to Eq. 3.6.

3.4 Temperature dependent relaxation

Not only changes in the nuclear magnetisation have an effect on the magnitude of the

NMR signal. Also changes in the NMR signal decay rate can have a significant influence

on the measured signal at a certain time t = tE (see also Eq. 3.4). How the signal decay

is influenced by the temperature depends on the dominant relaxation mechanisms. In

bulk water or in a porous material different dominant relaxation mechanisms can exist,

depending on the pore size, surface relaxivity, and chosen NMR parameters such as the field

gradient and the echo time. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the relaxation

time will be different for each porous material. In this section we will look in more detail to

the different relaxation mechanisms for free bulk water and for water in a porous material.

The temperature dependent NMR signal S after a single 90 degrees pulse is given by

(see Eq. 3.4):

S(tE, tR, T ) = M0(T ) exp

(
− tE
T2(T )

)(
1− exp

(
− tR
T1(T )

))
. (3.7)

The influence of the temperature on the transverse magnetisation can be analysed by taking
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the partial derivative with respect to the temperature [71]:

∂ lnS(tE, tR, T )

∂T
= − 1

T
+

tE

T2
2(T )

∂T2(T )

∂T
− tR

T1
2(T )

exp
(
− tR
T1(T )

)
1− exp

(
− tR
T1(T )

) ∂T1(T )

∂T
. (3.8)

In order to separate the different contributions to the temperature dependence, we have

chosen to take the derivative of the logarithm of the magnetisation. The first term at the

right hand side represents the inverse temperature dependence of the magnetisation. The

second and third term represent the temperature dependence of T2 and T1, respectively.

The magnitude of these terms is largely determined by the ratio between the experimental

parameters tR and tE, and T1 and T2, respectively. In an NMR experiment tR can always

be chosen much larger than T1. In this case the temperature dependence of T1 can be

neglected. However, depending on the porous material, we cannot always conduct our

experiment in such a way that the influence of the temperature dependence of T2 can be

neglected. For example, in concrete the dominant relaxation time is in the order of 200 –

400µs. The echo time we use in our experiments is 160µs. Consequently, any change in

T2 with temperature will be reflected in the magnitude of the measured signal. In the next

part of this section we will discuss the temperature dependence of the transverse relaxation

time of water inside a porous material in more detail.

Bulk relaxation

We will first consider the signal decay of free bulk water. The typical relaxation times are

in the order of 3 s for pure water. The T2 of bulk water in a homogeneous magnetic field

is determined by hydrogen dipole-dipole interactions. Relaxation is caused by small field

fluctuations originating from other hydrogen dipoles. These fluctuations can be charac-

terised by a correlation time τc. If the frequency of these fluctuations, 1/τc, is much higher

than the Larmor frequency, i.e., ωLτc � 1, the fluctuations will average out and will not

influence the relaxation time. In this regime the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 is approx-

imately equal to the spin-spin relaxation time and both can be related to the correlation

time [72]:
1

T1,2

∼ τc. (3.9)

The correlation time for a water molecule as a function of the viscosity η and the

temperature is given by [72]:

τc =
4

3
πa3 η

kT
, (3.10)

where a is the radius of the sphere which is used to approximate a water molecule (a ∼
0.15 nm). From these equations it can be seen that as temperature increases the relaxation

times will also increase. A higher viscosity will lead to a shorter relaxation times due to

the decreased mobility and hence shorter correlation time.
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Figure 3.4: Relaxation time of free water (a) and a 0.1 M copper sulphate solution (b) as a

function of the ratio between the viscosity and temperature.

The relaxation times were measured for water and for a 0.1 M copper sulphate solution

in a temperature range between 0 and 100 ◦C. In case of pure water T1 was measured

instead of T2 (T1,2 ∼ 6 s). For these relatively long relaxation rates a T1 measurement is

demanding less power output from the RF transmitter as compared to a T2 measurement.

The relaxation rates are shown in Fig. 3.4. The data are nicely described by a straight line,

indicating that in this temperature range the relaxation times nicely follow the relation

given by Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10. The short relaxation times in the copper sulphate solution are

caused by the magnetic dipole moment of Cu2+, which is a factor of 103 larger than that

of hydrogen. Hence, the field fluctuations are much larger giving rise to shorter relaxation

times.

Diffusion in a field gradient

In the previous section a homogeneous magnetic field was considered. In a typical NMR-

imaging experiment a magnetic field gradient G is applied to obtain a spin-echo or to

measure in a limited volume. Consider a volume of bulk water in a magnetic field with

a constant gradient. The gradient will cause extra dephasing of the magnetisation due to

diffusion. Water molecules which have diffused to a region with, e.g., a lower magnetic

field within the time scale of a spin-echo experiment (tE), will only partially rephase.

Consequently, less atoms will contribute to the spin echo, leading to a faster signal decay

compared to the previous case of water in a homogeneous magnetic field. The decay rate

associated with diffusion in a gradient (for a Hahn spin echo) is given by [73]:

1

T2,D

=
D(γGtE)2

12
, (3.11)

where D is the bulk diffusion coefficient. A higher diffusion coefficient will lead to more

dephasing. The echo time determines the time during which a water molecule can diffuse
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into a region with a different magnetic field. Furthermore, a large magnetic field gradient

leads to more dephasing in the same time. In fact, from the NMR signal decay the diffusion

coefficient can be determined accurately [43, 74].

The magnetic field gradient can be externally applied or can originate from the sample

itself. In porous materials with magnetic impurities, such as iron in fired clay brick, the

internal magnetic field gradients can be much larger, in the order of 7×103 T/m [75], than

the externally applied gradient. In this class of porous materials the signal decay will be

dominated by diffusion, even in a homogeneous magnetic field.

The influence of temperature on this type of decay will be via the diffusion coefficient.

The temperature dependence of the self diffusion coefficient D for a liquid is given by the

Stokes Einstein equation:

D =
kT

4πaη
, (3.12)

where η is the viscosity. For water the ratio of T/η increases with temperature, enhancing

the diffusion process. As a consequence, the signal decay rate increases. Note that this

temperature dependence of the signal decay rate is opposite to that in a homogeneous

magnetic field.

Surface relaxation

In bulk water, the water molecules experience no restrictions in their movement. However,

water molecules in a porous material will spend a certain time in the vicinity of the pore

wall. The chance of relaxing is higher close to the surface. This can be either due to a

susceptibility mismatch between water and the porous material, due to the presence of

paramagnetic ions at the surface, or due to crystal defects in the surface, resulting in the

presence of unpaired electron spins (especially in oxides) [73].

Depending on the pore-size distribution of the material, different surface relaxation

regimes can be identified. Consider the case in which there is a fast exchange in the

timescale of the experiment (tE) between water close to the surface and the center of a

pore, which is the so-called fast diffusion regime. In this regime the relaxation rate is given

by [76]:

1

T2,s

=
1

T2,b

+ ρ2
S

V
, (3.13)

where ρ2 is the surface relaxivity, S/V is the surface to volume ratio of the pore, and T2,b

the bulk relaxation time which can be neglected because for water T2,b � T2,s. If the surface

relaxivity is known, the relaxation times measured by NMR can be used to calculate the

surface to volume ratio of a porous material. By assuming a certain pore size geometry,

e.g. cylindrical or spherical, one can obtain a pore-size distribution.

The temperature dependent factor in the fast diffusion regime is the surface relaxivity.

Without going into the details of the chemical composition of the surface, one can describe
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the temperature influence on the surface relaxivity by an Arrhenius type equation [77]:

ρ2(T ) = ρ2,0 exp

(
∆E

RT

)
, (3.14)

where ρ2,0 is the surface relaxivity at a certain reference temperature and ∆E is the effective

surface interaction energy. The effective interaction energy is a combination of the energies

involved in surface diffusion and surface relaxation, respectively. It must be noted that this

type of description is purely phenomological and that the temperature dependence of the

surface relaxivity depends strongly on the chemical composition of the surface.

In Fig. 3.5 the temperature dependence of the dominant relaxation times are shown for

concrete (gel pores, capillary pores, and cracks) and gypsum. The relaxation times were

obtained from a multi-exponential fit of the signal decay curves. In case of concrete the

signal decay could be described by three exponents, which can be related to the three pore

systems. It can be seen from this figure that in all materials the relaxation times increase

with temperature. The activation energies obtained from the Arrhenius plots are listed in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Measured activation energy for transverse relaxation of water in different porous

materials. For comparison the bulk water energy is also included.

Porous material Energy (kJ mol−1)

concrete gel pores 1.8

concrete capillary pores 4.4

concrete micro cracks 5.6

gypsum 4.3

water 23.4

Table 3.2: Typical relaxation length scales pore size lS , diffusion length lD, and dephasing length

lG in three different porous materials. The dimensionless number ρ2ls/D.

Porous material ls [µm] lD [µm] lG [µm] ρ2ls/D [-]

concrete 0.01 1.5 4.5 10−6 – 10−5

gypsum 3 1.5 4.5 10−3

fired-clay brick 7 1.5 0.2 –

Dominant relaxation process

In a porous material with a certain pore size distribution, all the above mentioned relaxation

mechanisms will contribute to a certain extent to the overall signal decay. Therefore, the
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Figure 3.5: Arrhenius plots of the transverse relaxation time of water inside different pore sys-

tems: concrete gel pores (a), concrete capillary pores (b), concrete cracks (c), and

gypsum (d). The solid lines are fits of a straight line to the data.

effective signal decay which is measured in an experiment is a combination of the different

decay rates:
1

T2,res

=
1

T2,b

+
1

T2,g

+
1

T2,s

+ ..., (3.15)

where b refers to bulk, s to surface, and g to diffusion contributions. Given the pore

size, gradient strength, diffusivity, and surface relaxivity, one can determine the dominant

relaxation mechanism. To estimate which mechanism is dominant in a porous material

three typical length scales can be defined [78]:

ls =
V

S
=
r

3
(spherical pore)

ld =
√

6DtE

lg = 3

√
π
D

γG
, (3.16)

where ls is the typical length scale of a pore, ld is the diffusion length scale, lg is the

dephasing length scale, and r is the radius of a spherical pore. The dominant relaxation
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mechanism corresponds to the shortest of the three length scales. In Table 3.2 the estimated

length scales are given for three different porous materials: concrete, gypsum, and fired-

clay brick. This table shows that for concrete the pore size is the shortest length scale, and

hence the surface relaxation is dominant. Due the large internal field gradients (iron-oxide),

in fired-clay brick the dephasing length scale is dominant. Hence, diffusion in a gradient

will govern the signal decay in this material.

For gypsum all three length scales are of the same order of magnitude, indicating that

all three mechanisms will contribute to the overall relaxation. The dimensionless number

ρ2ls/D can be used to estimate the amount of mixing between water molecules close to

the surface and in the center of the pore. For gypsum this number is in the order of

10−3, indicating that there is good mixing between surface and bulk water (fast diffusion

regime, (ρ2 ∼ 5× 10−6 µms−1) [43]). The relaxation is therefore dominated by the surface

relaxation.

3.5 Temperature correction of the NMR signal

In the previous section we have given an overview of the theoretical temperature dependence

of the nuclear magnetisation and relaxation. The NMR signal profiles measured under

isothermal conditions can be directly related to the amount of moisture. Under non-

isothermal conditions, the NMR signal will change not only by changes of the moisture

content but also by temperature changes. Only after a proper correction for the temperature

dependence the quantitative moisture content can be obtained.

To obtain a temperature correction factor for a certain material, the overall temperature

dependence of the NMR signal must be characterised. The correction for the inverse tem-

perature dependence of the magnetisation is straightforward, and therefore we will focus

on the correction for the relaxation time temperature dependence.

3.5.1 Relaxation correction

A typical NMR signal decay for water inside a porous material can be written as the sum

of different decay times T2,i with amplitudes Ai:

S(t, T ) =
∑
i

Ai(T ) exp

(
− t

T2,i(T )

)
. (3.17)

The number of components in the signal decay depends on the pore size distribution in

combination with the dominant relaxation mechanisms. As shown in the previous section

(see Fig. 3.5) the signal decay of water in concrete can be described by three components,

related to gel pores, capillary pores, and cracks, respectively. In gypsum only one compo-

nent is present. All these relaxation times increase with temperature.

The relaxation times T2,i all have a different temperature dependence. Therefore, each

pore system which is contributing to the total signal should be corrected separately. To ob-
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tain a quantitative moisture content θ a temperature and pore system dependent correction

factor ci(T) is applied:

θ =
∑
i

ci(T )Ai(T ) exp

(
− tE
T2,i(T )

)
. (3.18)

Note that we have written this equation for t = tE because this is the time at which the

signal is recorded. The correction factor ci contains both the magnetisation correction and

the exponential relaxation time correction factor. A full correction of the signal should in-

clude a relaxation correction for all three relaxation times with temperature. Consequently,

during the experiment at each degree of saturation and temperature the distribution of the

moisture over the three pore systems needs to be known.

The overall influence of the relaxation correction for a particular pore system i on the

total signal depends firstly on the amplitude of the relaxation time contribution and sec-

ondly on the ratio tE/T2. The ratio tE/T2 is 5×10−2 for the capillary pores and 3×10−3 for

the micro-cracks. This already indicates that the influence of the temperature dependence

for these two pore systems is negligible. Therefore, in case of concrete for tE = 160µs

correction of only the gel pores is sufficient.

To illustrate this we have plotted in Fig. 3.6 the correction factor ci as a function of

temperature. Three different corrections are shown: the correction for the nuclear mag-

netisation (solid line), the total correction including relaxation for the gel pores, and the

total correction for the capillary pores.

In case of the gel pores the relaxation time correction results in a significantly different

correction factor of about half of the initial correction. Note that the total correction of

the gel pores is effectively smaller since the relaxation time correction for the gel pores is

larger than one. For the capillary pores, this correction at 10 ◦C amounts to 1 %, which is

negligible. We have excluded the relaxation time correction for the micro-cracks from the

discussion since the correction factor will coincide with the solid line.

During heating of the concrete the amplitudes of the different pore systems will decrease

due to drying. It is observed that the relaxation time corresponding to the gel pores does

not significantly change during emptying of the gel pores. Furthermore, as can be seen

in the signal profiles the transition from signal to no signal is sharp. Any relaxation time

dependence of the signal will not significantly change the signal profiles in this region.

3.5.2 Correction example

We will now take one of the uncorrected signal profiles from a concrete heating experiment

and apply both the magnetisation and the total correction including relaxation of the gel

pores. The influence of both corrections is shown in Fig. 3.6(b). Here, the uncorrected

signal profile (solid line), the magnetisation corrected (M, dash-dotted line), and the total

corrected (M+R, dashed line) are shown. The magnetisation correction increases the mea-

sured signal at a position of 40 mm from 1.1 to 1.6. Although the temperature, and hence
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Figure 3.6: a) The first three contributions to the overall temperature correction as a function

of temperature. The temperature correction factor for the nuclear magnetisation

(1/T , solid line). The extra contribution of the surface relaxation for the concrete

gel pores (dashed line). The extra contribution of the capillary pores (dash-dotted

line). b) Corrections applied to the raw signal profile in concrete after 42 minutes

(solid line). The signal profile which is corrected for the temperature dependence of

the magnetisation is indicated by M. The signal profile which is corrected for the

temperature dependence of both magnetisation and relaxation is indicated by M+R.

The total correction factor is shown by the bold curve.

the correction, is higher close to the surface, no significant change of the moisture profile

upon correction occurs in this region (correction indicated by bold curve Fig. 3.6(a)). The

dashed line shows the result after both magnetisation and relaxation correction. The more

or less featureless uncorrected signal profile from 30 to 100 mm shows a distinct peak at

40 mm after the correction.

3.6 NMR setup

The heating experiments were performed using a home-built NMR setup, which was es-

pecially designed for non-isothermal moisture measurements on building materials. A

schematic diagram of this setup is shown in Fig. 3.7. The setup can be placed entirely

in the bore of a 1.5 T whole-body medical scanner (Gyroscan, Philips), which is used only

for its main magnetic field. Two coils, in an anti-Helmholtz configuration, with a diameter

of 35 cm, provide a constant magnetic field gradient G in the direction of B0. The gradient

was calibrated: the coils yield a gradient strength of 9.2± 0.3 mTm−1A−1 (see Fig. 3.8(a)).

In the experiments the gradient is set to 100 mT m−1, providing a spatial resolution of

3 – 5 mm with the used pulse sequences.

A home built birdcage coil (12 legs, low-pass configuration) is used for sending the RF

pulses (B1) and receiving the NMR signal from the sample. The coil is made from copper

strips wrapped around an aluminium oxide (Al2O3) tube. The coil is 140 mm long and has
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the NMR setup. The setup has a cylindrical symmetry. A

whole-body 1.5 T MRI scanner provides the main magnetic field B0. Two coils

in an anti-Helmholtz configuration provide a constant magnetic field gradient G.

A bird-cage RF coil with a diameter of 140 mm is used for both sending the RF

pulses B1 and receiving the NMR signal. The bird-cage coil is constructed on an

aluminium oxide (Al2O3) tube. An array of four 100 W halogen lamps is used to

heat the sample (fourth lamp is behind the other three lamps). The sample has a

diameter of 80 mm and a length of 100 mm. It is thermally insulated and positioned

inside the bird-cage coil.

a diameter of 140 mm. A birdcage type coil is used because it generates a homogeneous

B1 field perpendicular to the long axis of the cylindrical sample. Therefore, the coil can

be placed parallel to the main magnetic field, providing optimal use of the available space

inside the bore. The coil is designed with an internal Faraday shield, in order to prevent

changes in the dielectric constant of the drying sample from de-tuning the RF coil [62].

In this way, quantitative moisture content profiles can be obtained during drying from a

completely saturated to a dry sample. The coil sensitivity profile is shown in Fig. 3.8(b).

The maximum sample size of 10 cm is indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The shape of

the sensitivity profile is directly related to the longitudinal size of the birdcage-coil.

The Al2O3 tube can withstand temperatures far above the requirements of the experi-

ments (melting temperature 2072 ◦C). Furthermore, it does not give any background signal,

which is important when measuring a moisture content as low as 0.03 m3m−3 in concrete

at high temperatures. Two trimming capacitors (specified voltage of 12 kV) were used for

tuning and matching. In order to ensure a constant resonance frequency and sensitivity of

the coil, capacitors with a high thermal stability were used.
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Figure 3.8: a) Calibration of the magnetic field gradient. The NMR frequency shift of a long

H2O sample is plotted against its position within the coil system. The straight line

is a fit to the data, from which the calibration factor is deduced. b) The sensitivity

profile of the birdcage coil. The signal profile of an H2O sample which is much

longer than the RF-coil. The maximum used sample size is indicated by the vertical

dashed lines.

A high power RF amplifier (3.6 kW, 63.9 MHz) is used in order to achieve the relatively

short RF pulses (∼ 40 – 50µs) needed for NMR measurements on concrete. The external

Faraday cage placed around the coil has a twofold purpose: it shields the NMR coil from

spurious RF signals and it prevents the RF pulses from reaching the electronic systems of

the medical scanner.

In order to simulate the conditions similar as in, e.g., a fire, the concrete has to be

heated up quickly. An array of four 100 W halogen lamps is used, capable of generating

a radiative heat flux of 12 kWm−2. The reflectors of the lamps are gold plated to ensure

maximum reflection of infrared radiation towards the sample surface. Gold is used because

it has a very high infrared reflectivity of 0.98 and it does not oxidise [79]. To minimize

heating of the RF coil, the lamp array is cooled. The heat flux from the lamp was cal-

ibrated calorimetrically and varies linearly with the applied electrical power to the lamp

(see Chapter 6). The maximum temperature which can be reached at the heated surface

is about 400 to 500 ◦C. Although we do not reach the maximum temperatures occurring in

a real life fire (∼ 1000 ◦C), we are in the region of temperatures where the most interest-

ing moisture related processes occur, such as boiling at temperatures higher than 100 ◦C,

moisture clogging, and dehydration of the concrete.

The temperatures inside the sample were measured using type-K thermocouples. The

thermocouples were found to decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements slightly.

At the receiving end of the thermocouple wires a low pass filter is used to minimize the RF

signal at the inputs of the thermocouple amplifier.

The setup is designed to facilitate different inserts, depending on the type of experiment.
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The birdcage coil has ample space for a variety of experiments, such as spalling and one-

sided freezing of concrete and other materials.

3.6.1 Sample preparation

The porous sample is pressed in a PTFE holder to seal all sides except for the heated

surface (transverse plane of the cylinder). In this way the moisture transport is limited to

one dimension. PTFE was used because it does not contain hydrogen. A major drawback

of PTFE is that toxic fumes can be released when it is heated above 300 ◦C. Therefore,

a ventilation system is used to extract smoke or fumes produced in the setup during the

experiment. The flow of heat is limited to one dimension by insulating the sample using

mineral wool, at the same time preventing the RF-coil from heating. From numerical

analysis of the heat conduction of the setup geometry and the materials used, the radial

temperature gradient is estimated to be 5 – 10 % of the longitudinal temperature gradient.

By creating a one dimensional moisture and heat transport experiment, the conditions

inside a concrete wall are simulated.

At the start of the experiment one moisture and temperature profile is measured to

record the initial state of the sample. The first moisture profile (homogeneous moisture

content) is used to correct subsequent profiles for the longitudinal inhomogeneity of the

RF field. Next the heating is turned on and the moisture and temperature profiles are

measured every 2 to 5 minutes, depending on the number of averages needed to obtain a

satisfactory signal to noise ratio.

3.7 NMR pulse sequences

3.7.1 Solid echo multi slice frequency scan

To obtain a full moisture profile of the sample a so-called ‘multi frequency scan’ was used.

Slice selection is achieved with a constant magnetic gradient. A solid echo (90y - τ - 90x - τ

- echo) is used to obtain the signal of each selected frequency [80, 81] (see Fig. 3.9(a)). The

signals measured at different frequencies/positions are combined to give one profile. The

frequency bandwidth of the RF coil (∼ 400 kHz) is large enough to scan the entire sample

without moving it (see Fig. 3.8).

In order to minimise the scanning time, the frequencies are scanned in an interleaved

manner (see Fig. 3.9(b))[69]. In this way, one does not have to wait for the magnetisation

in a certain part of the sample to return to equilibrium before another measurement is

done. During the recovery time of a certain slice (∼ 4T1), a number of different slices

can be measured before returning to that particular one. In the illustrated example, all

first slices of a set of stacks of slices are measured, followed by all second slices, etc. The

time to scan one profile is minimised to obtain a good temporal resolution. Therefore, the

complete NMR signal decay cannot be measured at each point of the profile. Instead, the
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Figure 3.9: Schematic overview of the multi-slice frequency sequence which is used to measure

the moisture profiles. The echo time and repetition time are indicated by tE and tR,

respectively. The frequencies are scanned in an interleaved fashion, which shortens

the scan time considerably. The frequencies ωn corresponding to the first slice of

subsequent stacks of slices which together cover the whole sample. First, all first

slices of the stacks are scanned, followed by the all the second slices, etc.

signal decay is measured at a single single slice of the sample at a suitable position.

We have chosen to use a solid echo in our experiments for several reasons. First of all,

it allows us to decrease the echo time so that we can measure the short relaxation times

of concrete with a higher accuracy. Another benefit is that two RF pulses of the same

duration both excite the same slice width. Moreover, the RF-transmitter (3.4 kW) and

-coil are heated less intensively during a pulse sequence, since a 90 degree pulse contains

half of the energy of a 180 degree pulse. Finally, the temporal width of the solid echo is

smaller than the Hahn-spin echo, which allows us to reduce the width of the acquisition

window and thereby also the echo time.

3.7.2 Ostroff-Waugh sequence

The transverse relaxation times were measured using an Ostroff-Waugh sequence (OW):

90◦ – τ – 90◦
n – τ – echon [82]. A solid echo is followed by a series of equally spaced 90 degree

pulses. It results in a train of echoes at t = 2nτ . The decay of the echo amplitudes

is a measure for the transverse relaxation time. It must be noted that the relaxation

times measured with an OW sequence may be different from those measured with the more

generally used CPMG sequence. The T2 relaxation time is in general longer, since because of

the 90 degree pulses longitudinal magnetisation is transferred to transverse magnetisation.

In a material where T2 = T1 therefore no change is expected. The series of 90 degree pulses

offers less time for rephasing than the series of 180 degree pulses of the CPMG sequence.

As a result the diffusion weighing is larger in the OW sequence [83].
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3.8 Conclusions

At the start of this chapter we have given a number of design constraints for the NMR setup.

The heating rate and maximum temperature which can be reached with the halogen lamp

array are 20 ◦C min−1 and 500 ◦C, respectively. With these parameters our setup covers

the temperature range in which the most interesting processes with respect to moisture

transport take place. The materials used in the setup are capable of withstanding much

higher temperatures than needed. In the future, it is therefore possible to increase the

maximum temperature. Furthermore, the high thermal stability of the RF-coil makes it

possible to obtain quantitative moisture contents above room temperature.

A moisture profile (sample length 10 cm, 8 cm in length) can be measured in approx-

imately 10 s. By averaging successive measurements it is possible to measure a moisture

profile with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio every 2 – 3 minutes. To save time, the signal

decay is measured only at a single position in the middle of the sample.

The temperature dependence of both the nuclear magnetisation and the relaxation

processes complicate the interpretation of the NMR signal. A method to correct for the

influence of the large temperature gradient on the observed signal profiles was introduced.

With this method it is possible to obtain a quantitative moisture content profile.



Chapter 4

Vapour transport: a simplified model

In this chapter a simple model for vapour transport in porous materials during one-sided

heating is described. A boiling front moves through a porous material. The vapour generated

at the front must be transported to the surface to escape from the material. A certain

pressure is needed to drive the vapour transport. The pressure generated at the boiling front

depends on the properties of the porous material in combination with the applied heat flux.

The movement of the boiling front and the corresponding vapour pressure are obtained by

equating the amount of vapour which is generated at the boiling front to the viscous flux

towards the surface. It is assumed that the vapour can only be transported towards the

surface.

This simple model can already identify the most important parameters in the spalling

of concrete in fire problem with regard to moisture transport. The model predictions with

respect to spalling are in agreement with experimental observations in large scale fire testing.

To validate the model, moisture and temperature profiles were measured during one-

sided heating of three different porous materials: fired-clay brick, calcium silicate brick, and

concrete. The vapour permeabilities of these materials range over six orders of magnitude.

The model was able to describe accurately the movement of the boiling front in these mate-

rials.

Adapted from G.H.A. van der Heijden et al. Cement and Concrete Research, 37 (6):894 –

901, 2007.

4.1 Introduction

Over the past decades concrete has improved in both strength, workability, and durability,

and the research on concrete still continues [19]. Ordinary concrete (OC) has evolved in

so-called high performance concrete (HPC), which is commonly used in modern structures

like tunnels, bridges, and buildings. In order to achieve a higher strength and better

durability the water cement ratio is reduced. As a result, the porosity and, more important,

the permeability of the concrete are also greatly reduced. Due to these modifications an

increased danger of (violent) spalling is present when the concrete is subjected to high

43
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temperatures as occur in a fire [21, 22, 32, 84].

Two main mechanisms are assumed to be responsible for spalling. First, upon heating

the moisture inside the concrete will evaporate and depending on the pressure it will boil at

a certain temperature. The escaping water vapour is hindered by the very low permeability,

and as a result the pressure inside the pores increases. If the pore pressure exceeds the

tensile strength of the concrete, it can result in different forms of spalling. Second, due to

the large temperature gradient resulting from the one-sided heating the surface layer will

try to expand and the colder layer behind the surface will constrain this expansion. Tensile

stresses will result in cracking. In most cases a combination of both mechanisms described

above is needed for spalling to occur [32]. A number of additional factors, e.g., phase

changes of crystals, section shapes, applied loading, parasitic stresses, and aggregate size

can be detrimental to the structural integrity and spalling resistance of concrete. However,

the role of moisture and vapour in spalling of concrete in a fire is still relatively unknown;

therefore, our focus in this chapter will be on the moisture and vapour transport.

In addition to full scale experiments, numerous mathematical models have been used to

predict moisture transport and the spalling behaviour of concrete [85–87]. In these models

measurements of temperature and pressure are generally used for validation. No direct

measurements of the moisture content are available. With NMR it is possible to measure

non-destructively the moisture content inside porous building materials [53, 62]. In this

chapter we describe a study in which NMR is used to measure the moisture content inside

a porous material, e.g., concrete, during intensive heating. We have constructed a model

based on vapour fluxes and a receding drying front that explains the high pore pressures

in concrete.

4.2 Theory

In this section a model will be introduced that describes the movement of the drying front

based on the vapour flux that results from evaporating water at this drying front. The

influence of different parameters, such as permeability, porosity, and temperature on the

movement of the drying front will be discussed. The aim of our model is to determine the

amount of influence that moisture and vapour alone have on spalling of concrete.

4.2.1 Model

Consider a semi-infinite half-space filled with a wet porous material, which is uniformly

heated at its surface (see Fig. 4.1). The geometry of the system allows us to use a 1D

description, with the distance to the heated surface x as the only spatial variable. The

heating causes the temperature to rise everywhere in the material. As a consequence water

will evaporate and a drying front will develop in the material at which the liquid pore water

boils to vapour. We will assume that the drying front is a sharp front, and that we can

divide the material in a dry part, and a wet part with a saturation S, which denotes the
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the model. The porous material is heated uniformly at its

surface (x = 0). Due to the heating the temperature T (x, t) rises (solid line), and a

receding drying front moves into the sample. This front is located at x = u(t) and

separates the material into a dry and a wet part. The pressure (dotted line) will be

highest at the drying front.

pore volume occupied by liquid water relative to the total pore volume.

To construct an equation for the position u of the drying front, we introduce some

additional simplifications. First, the temperature in the material T [ ◦C] is assumed to be

independent of the drying front, i.e., T = T (x, t), with x the depth into the material and

t the time. This assumption implies that the latent heat of liquid water can be neglected

compared to the heating of the solid matrix, which may be correct for materials with a low

porosity, such as concrete, since the relative water content is low. For such a situation the

temperature T = T (x, t) is theoretically given by [88]:

T (x, t) = T0 +
2F0

K

(√
κt

π
exp

(
−x2

4κt

)
− x

2
erfc

(
x

2
√
κt

))
, (4.1)

with F0 [W m−2] the heat flux, T0 the temperature at t = 0, K the thermal conductivity

[W m−1 ◦C−1] of the material and κ [m2s−1] the thermal diffusivity. At t = 0 and x > 0

the temperature is T0, and for x = 0 (the heated surface) a constant heat flux (F0) is

applied for t > 0. We will also neglect dehydration as a moisture source and heat sink.

The total amount of water that can be released by dehydration is significant, but the rate

of this dehydration process is very slow compared to the vaporisation process. Second, we

will assume that the liquid water content of the wet part is constant. This assumption

implies that the moisture transport in the wet part of the material can be neglected, which

we believe to be a reasonable assumption. We expect the pressure in the material to be

highest at the drying front, since in the wet part the temperature is dropping when moving

away from the drying front, and in the dry part the water vapour can escape through the

pore network and the external surface. Close to the surface the pressure must be equal

to the outside (atmospheric) pressure, hence the pressure must continuously decrease from

the drying front towards the material surface [22, 32, 89, 90].

Driven by the boiling process, the drying front will recede into the material, and its
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speed will be governed by the vapour flux from the drying front to the external surface.

When the drying front advances a distance du in a time dt, a liquid water quantity per

unit area of nS0du is converted to vapour, where n is the porosity. This generates a vapour

mass-flux Jv from the drying front to the external surface:

Jv = −nS0

Vm

∂u

∂t
, (4.2)

with Vm the molar volume of liquid water. The vapour transport is assumed to be a

viscous flow driven by the pressure gradient. The vapour is transported mainly through

the larger pores. In this range of pore sizes, temperatures, and pressures the vapour is in

the continuum regime (Knudsen number Kn < 0.1; the main free path of a molecule is

much smaller than the typical pore size) [91]. Moreover, vapour is assumed to be the only

gas phase present. Therefore, the vapour flux can be calculated from Darcy’s law. We

assume that the temperature gradient does not influence the vapour flux in the dry part,

and that the vapour behaves as an ideal gas. The vapour flux Jv can now be expressed as

a volume flux q times the density:

Jv = qρ = −k
µ

∂p

∂x

p

RT
, (4.3)

where k [m2] is the intrinsic permeability, µ [kg m−1s−1] is the kinematic viscosity of vapour,

p is the pressure, and R is the ideal gas constant. Note that we have used the fact that

p = ρRT . The pressure at the drying front depends on the temperature at which the water

boils and is given by the empirical Antoine equation:

10 log
( p
D

)
= A− B

T + C
, (4.4)

with the constants A = 8.07, B = 1731, C = 233, and D = 133 [92]. By substituting

Eq. 4.3 in 4.2 and assuming a quasi-stationary situation, the following differential equation

for the position of the drying front is found:

∂u

∂t
=

kVm
2µRTnS

∆p2

u
(4.5)

Eqs. 4.1, 4.4, and 4.5 form a closed set of equations, which can be solved numerically to

investigate the influence of different parameters on the movement of the drying front.

Although we have made several simplifying assumptions, our model already contains a

mechanism that could account for the explosive spalling of concrete. Moreover, the model

can be extended to account for more influences, which will merely complicate numerics. For

instance, moisture transport into the wet part will add a coupled differential equation for S,

but leave Eq. 4.5 intact. Dehydration reactions in concrete can be added as a temperature

dependent source term. Similarly, vapour transport within the wet part, and/or taking the

temperature gradient in the dry part into account are conceptually easy to implement by

adjusting the expressions for vapour fluxes, but maintaining the central idea of a balance

between them.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Position u of the drying front as a function of time according to Eq. 4.5, for

concrete (permeability k = 10−18 m2, porosity n = 0.1, ◦) and fired-clay brick

(k = 10−14 m2, n = 0.2,♦), heated at the surface with a constant flux of 5 kW m−2.

The dashed curve marks the position of the 100 ◦C isotherm. The front starts to

move after about 1 h, as the material heats up to 100 ◦C first. (b) Calculated

pressure at the drying front, for concrete (◦) and brick (♦). The dashed line marks

atmospheric pressure (1 bar). (c) Depth at which a critical pressure of 50 bar is

exceeded, as a function of the heat flux into the material, for various permeabilities:

k = 10−17 m2 (◦), k = 10−18 m2 (♦) and k = 10−19 m2 (�). (d) Time at which

the critical pressure of 50 bar is exceeded, as a function of the heat flux into the

material, for the permeabilities as in graph c.

4.2.2 Model predictions

In Eq. 4.5 several important parameters can be identified, which influence the speed of the

drying front. Most important is the permeability, which can vary over several orders of

magnitude, depending on the material. The speed of the drying front is proportional to

the permeability. The pressure at the drying front has a similar influence on the drying

front, large pressures yield a fast moving drying front. In materials with a high porosity

and water content the drying front moves slower, because a larger amount of water has

to evaporate. When the drying front is receding further into the material, the speed will

decrease due to the increased distance the vapour has to move before leaving the material.

In Fig. 4.2 the results from the model are illustrated for two different materials, fired-

clay brick, with a permeability of 10−14 m2 and a porosity of 20 %, and concrete with a
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permeability of 10−18 m2 and a porosity of 7 %. In Fig. 4.2(a) the drying front position for

brick and concrete are shown as a function of time. The 100 ◦C isotherm is included as a

reference, indicating the position at which the water would boil at a pressure of 1 bar. It

can be clearly seen that the drying front in brick can follow the 100 ◦C isotherm more easily

than in concrete. As a consequence the temperature, and hence the pressure, at the drying

front is higher in concrete than in brick (see Fig. 4.2(b)). The pressure at the drying front

reaches 40 bar in concrete, whereas in brick it remains close to 1 bar.

In order to make some predictions regarding spalling behaviour, a reference pressure of

5 MPa is chosen. This pressure is chosen because it reflects the typical tensile strength of

an HPC. When this pressure is exceeded, possible cracking and explosive spalling can occur

[90]. Fig. 4.2(c) shows the depth u∗ at which such a critical pressure is exceeded first, as a

function of the heat flux into the material and for several permeabilities that are typical for

concrete. For high heat fluxes the spalling would occur close to the surface, whereas lower

heat fluxes would result in spalling deeper into the material. Similarly, Fig. 4.2(d) shows

the time t∗ at which this critical pressure is exceeded as a function of the heat flux into the

material. High heat fluxes cause quick spalling, and lower heat fluxes delay spalling. Again

the same typical values for the permeability are used. This predicted behaviour is in good

agreement with empirical observations [93], where a rapid increase in temperature is known

to cause a fast spalling of small pieces of material, and a slow temperature increase causes

a delayed spalling, which is more violent and involves larger chunks of material. However,

if the heat flux is too low, spalling is unlikely to occur.

4.3 Experimental

4.3.1 NMR setup

The experiments were performed with a home-built NMR setup which was especially de-

signed for moisture measurements on building materials. A schematic diagram of the setup

is shown in Fig 4.3. The main magnetic field is provided by a 1.5 T medical scanner (Gy-

roscan, Philips). The setup can be placed in the bore of the magnet. Two anti-Helmholtz

coils provide the magnetic field gradient G in the direction of B0. The magnitude of the

gradient is 86.5 mT m−1, providing a spatial resolution of 3 – 5 mm (depending on the NMR

settings and material). A home built birdcage coil is used for sending the RF pulses (B1)

and receiving the NMR signal from the sample. The coil is 60 mm long and has a diameter

of 60 mm. It must be noted that the NMR setup described in this chapter is a predecessor

of the NMR setup used in the following chapters.

A birdcage coil is used because it generates a homogeneous B1-field perpendicular to

the sample. Therefore, the coil can be placed parallel to the main magnetic field providing

optimal use of the available space inside the bore. The sample is heated with a halogen

lamp. The reflector of the lamp was gold plated to ensure maximum reflection of the infra-

red radiation. The sample is placed inside the birdcage coil and is thermally insulated
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the NMR setup. A 1.5 T MRI scanner provides the main

magnetic field B0. Two anti-Helmholtz coils provide a gradient G of 86.5 mT m−1

in the z direction. A birdcage coil is used for both applying RF pulses B1 and

receiving the NMR signal. A halogen lamp is used to heat the sample, which is

thermally insulated and positioned within the birdcage coil.

using mineral wool. The thermal insulation also limits the heating of the coil.

Table 4.1: Mean pore size, permeability and porosity of the three samples: concrete (C),

calcium-silicate brick (CSB) and fired-clay brick (FCB). Mean pore size and poros-

ity were measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The permeability of

the fired-clay brick was measured using a constant head permeameter. The values

indicated with a ∗ are taken from literature [7].

C CSB FCB

Permeability (m2) 10−17 – 10−18 ∗ 10−13 – 10−16 ∗ 10−12

Porosity (m3m−3) 0.07 0.20 0.25

Mean pore size (nm) 15 890∗ 4100

4.3.2 Materials and methods

Three different samples have been investigated: fired-clay brick, calcium-silicate brick, and

a B40 concrete. The cylindrical samples all have a diameter of 40 mm. The calcium-silicate

and concrete samples are 40 mm long, and the fired-clay brick sample is 60 mm long. In

table 4.1 the mean pore size, permeability [7], and porosity of the three samples are given.

Mean pore size and porosity were measured by mercury intrusion porometry (MIP). The

permeability of the fired-clay brick was measured using a constant head permeameter.
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The concrete sample has the lowest porosity, pore size, and permeability followed by the

calcium-silicate brick and then fired-clay brick.

The samples are capillary saturated after which they are tightly fitted in a PTFE sample

holder. PTFE is used because it does not contain hydrogen. The liquid water or vapour can

only escape from the heated surface. In this way a one-dimensional experiment is created

and a local increase of the pressure inside the sample is possible.

The fired-clay brick sample was heated with 50 W (electrical power) and the calcium-

silicate brick and concrete samples with 95 W. The measuring time of one profile depends

on the number of NMR signal averages needed. However, to ensure a good temporal

resolution the maximum measurement time was limited to 10 minutes. Thermocouples

(type K) were placed at eight positions in the fired-clay brick and calcium-silicate brick

sample and at five positions in the concrete sample. The thermocouples were positioned in

drilled holes with a diameter of 2 mm and were sealed using PTFE tape. First a moisture

and temperature profile is measured. Next, the heating is turned on. The first moisture

profile of the saturated sample is used as a reference to correct for the coil profile.

4.4 Results

In this section the results from the NMR measurements on fired-clay brick, calcium-silicate

brick and concrete will be presented. First, the measured moisture profiles will be pre-

sented in Section 4.4.1. The profiles were measured using the NMR setup described in the

previous section. Next, the results from the temperature measurements will be discussed

in Section 4.4.2. Finally, the predictions from the model presented in Section 4.4.2 will be

compared with the measurements.

4.4.1 Moisture profiles

The measured moisture profiles are shown in Fig. 4.4. The moisture profiles are shown

for (a) the fired-clay brick, (c) the calcium-silicate brick and (e) the concrete sample. The

vertical axes represent the saturation, with S = 1 corresponding to a fully saturated sample.

The horizontal axes represent the position x in the sample with x = 0 corresponding to

the position of the heated surface. The time between two subsequent profiles is 10 min.

In fired-clay brick the moisture remains homogeneously distributed during the initial

drying stage (first 40 min.). In this stage the pore system is still percolated with liquid

water, and moisture can be transported by liquid flow to the heated surface where it

evaporates. However, when a certain critical moisture content is reached a receding drying

front develops, indicating that the drying is limited internally by the transport of vapor to

the external surface. The same behavior can be observed in calcium-silicate brick, however,

in concrete this drying front is less pronounced.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental moisture and temperature profiles for (a,b) fired-clay brick, (c,d)

calcium-silicate brick and (e,f) concrete. For the moisture profiles, the vertical axis

corresponds to the saturation S, and the horizontal axis is the position in the sample

(x = 0 corresponding to the heated surface). Initially the sample is fully saturated

(S = 1). The time between two subsequent profiles is 10 min. Initially the temper-

ature of the sample is 20 ◦C. The surface is heated and the temperature increases in

the whole sample. The temperature at the drying front as a function of the position

of the drying front is also shown H. The horizontal dashed line (−−)indicates the

100 ◦C isotherm. The positions of the thermocouples are indicated with dots (•).
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4.4.2 Temperature profiles

The temperature was also measured during the experiments at different positions in the

samples. In Fig. 4.4 the temperature profiles for (b) fired-clay brick, (d) calcium-silicate

brick and (f) concrete are shown for every 10 min. The vertical axis represents the tem-

perature and the horizontal axis the position in the sample measured from the external

surface. The positions of the thermocouples are indicated on the first temperature profile

(•). The positions of the drying front with the corresponding temperature at the drying

front are also shown (H). The position of the drying front is associated with maximum

slope in the moisture distribution.

The main difference between the three materials is the influence of evaporating and boil-

ing water on the temperature increase. Evaporating water has a cooling effect. Therefore,

the initial temperature increase for the two types of brick stalls at 70 - 80 ◦C. The influence

of the latent heat on the temperature increase is not taken into account in the model.

The temperature further increases after the initial uniform drying stage ends, and a drying

front develops. Furthermore, in both the fired-clay brick and the calcium-silicate brick

the temperature increase stalls at 100 ◦C due to the presence of boiling water, whereas in

concrete the influence of boiling water is less pronounced. The reason is the large porosity

and hence water content of the bricks, 22 % and 25 %, respectively, compared to concrete

(7 %).

The temperature at the drying front increases above 100 ◦C for concrete, with a max-

imum temperature of 170 ◦C (see Fig. 4.4). In the calcium-silicate brick the temperature

remains at 115 ◦C, whereas in fired-clay brick the temperature decreases from a maximum

value of 110 ◦C to 100 ◦C. It is assumed that the highest pore pressures are reached at the

drying front, therefore the temperature at the drying front was used to estimate the pres-

sure using Eq. 4.4. For fired-clay brick the maximum temperature of 110 ◦C corresponds

to a pressure of 1.5 bar. For calcium-silicate brick (115 ◦C) a maximum pressure of 2 bar,

and for concrete 10 bar (170 ◦C). It must be noted that these pressures are only valid for

a closed volume of water which is in thermal equilibrium with vapor, therefore, the actual

pressure will be lower.

4.5 Comparison with the model

For each sample the position of the drying front is determined as the point of maximum

slope in moisture distribution, shown in Figs. 4.5(a), (b) and (c) (•). As a reference,

the position of the 100 ◦C isotherm is included as well (dashed line). Using the measured

temperature distributions, instead of Eq. 4.1, we have calculated the predicted position of

the drying front. The unknown permeabilities of the samples have been used as a fitting

parameter, with a fixed porosity. For the saturation S0 in the wet part the measured

saturation to the right of the drying front is used.
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Figure 4.5: Measured position of the drying front, indicated with • for (a) fired-clay brick, (b)

calcium-silicate brick, and (c) concrete. As a reference the position of the 100 ◦C

front is shown with a dashed curve (−−). The position of the drying front resulting

from the model calculations is shown by a solid curve. For fired-clay brick two model

results are shown to illustrate the small difference between a permeability of 10−12

and 10−14 m2. The calculated positions from the model correlate very well with the

measured positions.
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In this way, excellent agreement with experiment has been obtained for concrete and

calcium-silicate brick, with permeabilities well within the expected (literature) values. For

concrete with a porosity of 7 % a permeability of 5×10−17 m2 was found to give optimal

results, for calcium-silicate brick (porosity 20 %) a permeability of 5×10−15 m2, and for

fired-clay brick (porosity 25 %) a permeability of 10−14 m2.

For fired-clay brick the permeability resulting from the model prediction is a factor of

100 lower than the value given in Table 4.1. However, the difference between the drying

front predictions and the 100 ◦C isotherm diminishes for relatively high permeabilities. The

difference in drying front movement resulting from the model for permeabilities of 10−12

and 10−14 m2 is small (see Fig. 4.5(a)). This means that the movement of the drying front

in materials such as fired-clay brick is not limited by the transport of vapor from the drying

front to the surface, as might be expected.

4.6 Conclusions and further research

It is possible to measure non-destructively the moisture distributions with NMR inside

building materials during intense heating. The results of the present measurements already

show that very interesting information can be obtained from the moisture and temperature

profiles. They indicate that pressures close to the tensile strength of concrete can be

generated by vaporization processes alone. Therefore, we conclude that moisture is one

of the key parameters for understanding fire-spalling. The heating rate, permeability, and

pore-size distributions determine the position of the drying front with respect to the 100 ◦C

front. If the drying front lags behind the 100 ◦C front the water is superheated, which

results in an increased pressure.

The theoretical model accurately describes the movement of the drying front observed

in the experiments. It has to be remarked that at high permeabilities, such as in fired-clay

brick, the movement of the drying front is not limited by vapor transport to the surface and

therefore relatively insensitive to the actual value of the permeability. Although several

simplifying assumptions have been made, this model still contains a mechanism that causes

high pore pressures. Deeper in the material, the water vapour generated at the drying front

cannot leave the material fast enough and thus slows down the movement of the drying

front. However, the temperature in the material keeps on rising, and the liquid water in the

pores becomes superheated, resulting in high pore pressures. The permeability, porosity

and saturation of the material prove to be critical parameters in this model. For the high

permeabilities typical of fired-clay brick, the drying front can move relatively unhindered

through the material and pore pressures remain close to atmospheric. In more impermeable

materials such as concrete the drying front is clearly lagged, indicative of superheated water

and high pore pressures.

In future work, the model can be extended by taking moisture transport and vapor

fluxes in the wet part of the material into account, providing a more accurate description
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of a construction situation. Currently the experimental setup is being extended with a

larger birdcage coil, for measuring samples up to 80 mm in length. A longer sample will

give a more realistic representation of situations in practice, and will further enhance the

one dimensionality of the experiment. In the future the pressure will be measured simul-

taneously with the temperature and moisture profiles. The spalling behavior of different

types of concrete, e.g., OC or HPC [24], and the influence of PP-fibres [30, 94, 95] are some

examples that could be studied using the new NMR setup.
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Chapter 5

Modeling of moisture and heat transport in

porous materials

In the previous chapter a ‘simple’ model based on Darcy’s law, was introduced, which could

qualitatively predict the influence of several important parameters such as the moisture

content, the heating rate, and the permeability. Moreover, the model did quantitatively

describe the movement of the boiling front during the heating experiments by using the

vapour permeability as the only fitting parameter. In all its simplicity this model already

identified the influence of the most important parameters on the concrete spalling process.

The main goal of this chapter is to gain more insight in the different vapour transport

processes that are playing a role in a porous material. One of the assumptions of the

previous model: vapour transport described as a viscous gas flow (Darcy), will be discussed

based on the Stefan Tube. We will introduce an extended moisture and heat transport

model. The moisture and heat transport model will include a coupling between the mass

and heat transport, dehydration as a source of water vapour, and liquid moisture transport.

Moreover, we will no longer impose a constraint on the direction of the vapour flow. The

moisture and heat transport model will be applied in a case study based on the NMR heating

experiments. Furthermore, in Chapter 7 the model will be used to describe the heating

experiments on gypsum.

5.1 Introduction

The example of the exploding locomotive (see Chapter 1) illustrates just how destructive

a confined boiling liquid can be. In case of concrete the confining ‘valve’ is the extremely

low intrinsic permeability. The presence of moisture, either free or chemically bound,

in combination with the extremely low permeability is considered to be one of the key

ingredients for spalling [22, 26, 33].

However, it must be noted that the moisture and vapour transport in concrete is part

of a bigger problem, involving other areas of research: heat and mass transport, chemistry,

and mechanics in porous materials. The spalling problem can only be solved by combining

and understanding all these areas. Consider for example a concrete wall which is heated by

a fire. A temperature gradient will develop in the surface layer and as a direct result of the

57
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thermal stresses and differences in expansion of the different constituents, parasitic stresses,

will lead to cracking of the surface (thermo-mechanical). The cracks will in turn increase the

permeability for moisture transport (mechanical-hygro). In short, the vapour transport is

influenced by changes in the porous matrix induced by an increase in temperature (thermo-

mechanical-hygro).

The loss of free and physically bound water will slightly increase the strength of the

concrete [96]. However, at higher temperatures, dehydration reactions take place (endother-

mic). Dehydration converts the hydrated crystals in dehydrated products and water. The

result is therefore twofold: the material will loose strength (chemical-mechanical) and an

amount of water vapour is released in the pore space, resulting in an increase in pressure

(chemical-hygro).

These examples illustrate the intricate interplay between different processes taking place

during heating of a porous material. A variety of models have been presented in the

literature describing the coupling between all four main processes: hygro, thermal, chemical,

and mechanical [23, 86, 97–104]. These models are often complex, making it difficult to

determine the most dominant effects. More important, without a proper validation of these

models, especially with regard to the moisture transport, the obtained results should be

interpreted with care.

In the model presented in this chapter we will focus solely on the moisture and heat

transport during intense one-sided heating of a porous material. Although we acknowledge

that mechanical and chemical processes have an influence on the porous structure and

hence the moisture transport we will neglect these influences. We will further discuss the

degradation of porous materials Chapter 7 on Gypsum, and the outlook in Chapter 9. First,

in Section 5.2 we will discuss the processes responsible for the phase change of water to

vapour: boiling and dehydration. In Section 5.3 the vapour transport in a single capillary

will be used to illustrate the different vapour transport mechanisms. In Section 5.4 the

conceptual model is introduced, followed by its mathematical formulation in Section 5.5.

Finally, a case study will be discussed in Section 5.6, followed by a summary in Section 5.7.

5.2 The sources of vapour in concrete

5.2.1 Free moisture

Consider a saturated porous material which is heated from one side. At the heated surface

the temperature will increase and moisture will evaporate, resulting in a local decrease of the

surface moisture content. A liquid water flux, driven by the difference in capillary pressure,

will be generated towards the heated surface. As long as the liquid water flux can be

maintained, evaporation will only take place at the surface. Also, the temperature increase

at the surface will be limited because of evaporation of water and the flow of relatively

’cold’ liquid water towards the surface. In this situation, the redistribution of moisture is
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fast enough to maintain an almost homogeneously distributed moisture content throughout

the material. It must be noted that the drying conditions at which a homogeneous moisture

content can be maintained depend on the length scale of the problem. Factors such as the

applied heating and/or the relative humidity of the environment will determine the drying

rate. This stage, during which the drying is externally limited, is also referred to as the

first drying stage.

If the liquid water flux towards the surface is lower than the surface evaporation, the

surface layer will start to dry out. We will define dry as zero free moisture content; chemi-

cally bound moisture can still be present. A gradient in moisture content or even a sharp

drying front will develop, and start to move further inside the material. Vapour is produced

at this front, leading to an increase in local vapour pressure. In the dry region, the trans-

port of moisture towards the surface will predominantly take place via the vapour phase.

The increase in vapour pressure will drive the vapour transport towards the surface. In

the wet region, depending on the moisture content, the redistribution of moisture is either

dominated by liquid or vapour transport. This stage, during which the drying process is

internally limited, is also referred to as the second drying stage.

It may be instructive to compare two different materials with the same dimensions:

one with a high permeability and the other with an extremely low permeability. For the

high permeable material, the first drying stage is more likely to dominate the moisture

transport. Only at low moisture contents or high heating rates the liquid water flux can

no longer be maintained and a drying front is formed. However, in the low permeable

material, such as concrete, the first drying stage is often short or non-existent. During the

second drying stage, the large vapour pressures are generated, which are responsible for

spalling. Therefore, in this chapter we will limit the conceptual model to describe only this

stage. A more detailed description of the first and second drying stage separately will be

given in the experimental chapter on fired-clay brick (Chapter 6).

5.2.2 Chemically bound water

Consider a ‘dry’ porous material of which the porous matrix is built up of hydrated crystals.

The only water present is now chemically bound to the porous matrix. As the temperature

increases above a certain activation temperature, the crystals will loose their hydration

water, a process which is called dehydration. The water is released as water vapour into

the pore space. The dehydration reactions can take place at well defined temperatures,

e.g., in gypsum (see Chapter 7), or within a range of temperatures, such as in concrete. In

Chapter 2 we have characterised the different porous materials of interest with respect to

the thermo-chemical stability. The amount of chemically bound water can be a significant

contribution to the vapour production and hence result in an increase of the partial vapour

pressure.
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5.3 Vapour transport

Evaporation of water and dehydration of crystals will release water vapour into the porous

material. As an example we consider the second drying stage described in the previous

section. A drying front is located a certain distance from the surface of the material,

separating a dry and a wet region. As a result of the vapour production at the drying front,

the local vapour pressure is increased. The increased vapour pressure will cause the vapour

to move away from the front. The produced vapour must move through the porous material

to the surface where it can escape and relieve the increased vapour pressure. The maximum

vapour pressure reached in a porous material will depend on the material properties, which

in turn determine the dominant mechanism by which vapour is transported.

The transport of a single gas species in a multi component gas, such as water vapour

in air, is driven by gradients in the partial vapour pressure (diffusion), the total pressure

(convection), temperature (thermal diffusion), and/or a combination of these mechanisms

[105, 106]. The magnitude and direction of these gradients will determine the resulting net

flux of the water vapour. In order to obtain a correct description of the vapour pressure

distribution in a material under heating conditions, the dominant transport mechanism

must be known.

Before we will discuss the vapour transport in a porous material we will examine a simple

model system, i.e., vapour transport through a single capillary. Although the transforma-

tion from a single capillary to a porous material is far from trivial, the insights obtained

from the single capillary can be used to illustrate the different macroscopic transport mech-

anisms.

5.3.1 The Stefan tube

Consider a capillary with a diameter d and length L, partially filled with water (see Fig. 5.1).

The water and the capillary are at a constant temperature T . Dry air is flowing over the

open end of the capillary (z = L), maintaining a constant boundary condition or zero

vapour pressure (pv = 0). The total pressure P is equal to the atmospheric pressure.

The diameter of the capillary is chosen sufficiently small, so that the radial concentration

gradient is negligible compared to the longitudinal one. In equilibrium, a gradient in the

partial vapour pressure will develop along the length of the capillary, with the saturated

vapour pressure at z = 0 and zero vapour pressure at z = L. The tube described here

is known as a Stefan tube (called after Jožef Stefan) [107, 108]. By monitoring the liquid

level as a function of time, this type of tube can be used to determine the gas diffusion

coefficient with a high precision.

In a paper by Kerkhof [108] the Stefan tube has been used as an illustrative example to

introduce the so-called Binary Friction Model (BFM) for multi-component gas transport.

Although more sophisticated models have been developed since then [109, 110] we will use

the BFM and the Stefan tube to illustrate the binary gas transport of water and nitrogen
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the so-called Stefan tube. A capillary with length L

and diameter d, filled with a small amount of water.

(dry air) over a large range of vapour pressures. Furthermore, this will illustrate the effect of

decreasing the capillary diameter to a size where the continuum approach is no longer valid.

Although the use of the BFM in our model is outside the scope of this thesis, we will use the

results obtained by Kerkhof in which he compares the limiting cases of diffusive, viscous,

and Knudsen fluxes with the BFM. This model has been shown to describe accurately the

binary gas transport in a variety of systems, and will be taken as a reference [111, 112].

From the comparison we can illustrate which of these limiting transport mechanisms are

dominant at certain vapour pressures and capillary diameters.

The dominant mechanism for the transport of vapour through the capillary depends

on the partial vapour pressure at z = 0 and the diameter of the capillary. By changing

the temperature of the water, the partial vapour pressures at z = 0 can be regulated.

At a temperature of 20 ◦C the saturated vapour pressure is about 24 Pa, which is much

smaller than the atmospheric pressure. If the temperature is increased the saturated vapour

pressure increases to ∼1 bar at 100 ◦C and up to ∼15 bar at 200 ◦C. The vapour pressure

range which will be considered is from 24 Pa to 1.5 MPa, corresponding to a temperature

range from 20 to 200 ◦C. The diameter of the capillary determines to what extent the

vapour phase can be described as a continuum.

Diffusion

At temperatures substantially below 100 ◦C the partial vapour pressure is much smaller

than the atmospheric pressure (pv/P ∼ 0.023 at 20 ◦C ). Hence, no significant pressure

gradient is present in the capillary. The only driving force for vapour transport is the

gradient in the vapour density, hence the transport of water vapour will be driven by

diffusion [105, 113]. Vapour produced at the liquid surface will move through the layer of

dry air and escape at the top of the capillary. Since there is no gradient in the partial dry air
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pressure, it is reasonable to assume the dry air to be approximately stagnant [107, 109, 111].

The diffusion mass flux Jd can be described as [105, 106]:

Jd = −Dva
∂ρv
∂z

, (5.1)

where Dva is the vapour diffusion coefficient in air, Mv the molar mass of water, and ρv

the vapour density. The ideal gas law can be used to express the vapour density in terms

of temperature and vapour pressure.

Viscous flow

At temperatures above 100 ◦C, the partial vapour pressure is larger than the atmospheric

pressure. As a consequence, a gradient in the total pressure P will be present in the

capillary. The mass flux of vapour (Jv) can now be described by the Poiseuille equation

for viscous gas flow through a capillary:

Jv = −ρv
d2

32µv

∂pv
∂z

, (5.2)

where µv is the dynamic viscosity of vapour. Also in this case the vapour flux is thus

proportional to the gradient in vapour pressure. The magnitude of the flux is now also de-

termined by the size of the capillary and the gas viscosity. These two parameters represent

the relative permeability of the capillary to water vapour.

Knudsen and slip flow

The expressions for diffusion (Eq. 5.1) and advection (5.2) hold as long as the gas phase

can be described as a continuum. The macroscopic gas properties can be obtained by

averaging the microscopic properties over a sufficiently large representative elementary

volume (REV). For a gas the validity of the continuum approach holds as long as the mean

free path λ of a gas molecule is much smaller than the typical flow dimension, in case of

a porous material the capillary diameter d. The ratio between these two length scales is a

dimensionless number called the Knudsen number [114]:

Kn =
λ

d
, (5.3)

where:

λ =
kBT√
2σP

. (5.4)

Here kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and σ is the molecule collision area. If the mean free

path is comparable to or smaller than the capillary diameter the interactions between the

molecules become less frequent than interactions with the wall. The continuum assumption

no longer holds. These conditions occur, e.g., in vacuum systems or in porous materials

with small pores.
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Three regimes can be identified: the continuum regime for values of the Knudsen number

smaller than 10−3. In this regime the vapour transport can be described by the normal

diffusion and viscous flow equation. A Knudsen number of 10−3 < Kn < 10 indicates the

slip or transition flow regime in which the vapour transport makes a transition towards the

Knudsen or free molecular flow regime: for Kn > 10 [115, 116]. At room temperature and

atmospheric pressure these regimes correspond to capillary diameters larger than 60µm,

6 nm< d < 60µm, and d smaller than 6 nm, respectively.

In absence of any total pressure gradients the transport is driven by diffusion. In the

Knudsen regime, the Knudsen diffusive flux Jk is given by [105, 106, 114]:

Jk = −Dk
v

∂ρv
∂z

, (5.5)

where Dk
v is the vapour Knudsen diffusion coefficient:

Dk
v =

2

3
dv̄ =

2

3
d

√
8RT

πMv

, (5.6)

where Mv is the molar mass of water and v̄ is the mean molecular velocity. Because the

molecule-wall interactions dominate over the molecule-molecule interactions, the Knudsen

diffusion coefficient depends on the diameter of the capillary. For the same reason, the

diffusion coefficient does not depend on the overall pressure P .

If the temperature of the water in the capillary is increased above 100 ◦C, the equilib-

rium vapour pressure will exceed the atmospheric pressure. The result is gradient in total

pressure. Similarly as in the previous section, one assumes that the viscous flow equation

(Eq. 5.2) can be applied and that the flow of vapour will be viscous. However, in the regime

10−3 < Kn < 10 a so-called slip flow will develop. The no-slip boundary condition which

is used in the Hagen-Poiseuille equation does not apply in this regime. The flux of water

vapour (Jsfv ) will be given by a combination of the viscous flow and Knudsen diffusion

[117]:

Jsfv = −
(
pv

d2

32µv
+DK

v

)
Mv

RT

∂pv
∂z

. (5.7)

Effectively, the factor between the brackets, the permeability, is no longer a constant but a

function of the vapour pressure. In concrete a large part of the pores are in the sub-micron

range where such a slip flow behaviour is expected.

5.3.2 Comparing the vapour transport mechanisms

In the previous section we have introduced four different expressions for vapour transport in

a capillary at specific conditions. We will now compare the magnitude of three of these four

fluxes: diffusion, viscous, and slip-flow, with the results calculated by the binary friction

model. This will be done for the temperature range from 20 to 150 ◦C. Furthermore, the

vapour fluxes for two different capillary diameters of 1 mm and 100 nm will be compared.

These two extreme capillary dimensions of 1 mm and 100 nm will be used to asses the range
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Figure 5.2: a) The vapour flux through a Stefan tube with a diameter of 1 mm and a length

of 0.1 m, as calculated with the diffusion equation, viscous flux, and a viscous flux

taking into account slip flow (Knudsen or free moleculear flow). b) The vapour flux

through a Stefan tube with a diameter of 100 nm, as calculated for the same three

fluxes. The solid line represents the flux as calculated by the binary friction model

(BFM). The graphs are from [108] with approval of the author.

in which the continuum approach still holds. By changing the temperature of the water

the saturated vapour pressure at z = 0 is changed.

Capillary of 1 mm

In Fig. 5.2(a) the magnitude of the three fluxes, diffusion (�), viscous- (♦) and slip-flow

(M), are shown for temperatures of 0 – 150 ◦C. The temperature range corresponds to a

range of vapour pressures of 27 Pa to 0.48 MPa. The BFM is indicated by the solid line.

By comparing the fluxes it is clear that in the temperature range of 0 – 100 ◦C the vapour

transport is of a diffusive nature. Both the viscous and slip-flow expressions overestimate

the vapour flux by a factor of 104 to 107. Close to a temperature of 100 ◦C, the partial

vapour pressure at the water surface will increase to 0.1 MPa. As a result the partial dry air

pressure will decrease significantly. The assumption that the dry air phase is stagnant will

no longer hold. Above 100 ◦C the vapour pressure at z = 0 is larger than the atmospheric

pressure at z = L. Hence, a total pressure gradient exists across the tube, and the vapour

transport is dominated by the viscous flow. Note that in Fig. 5.2(a) the diffusive flux is not

shown for temperatures above 100 ◦C. At increasing vapour pressures the influence of dry

air on the vapour flux will decrease, since it is driven out by the water vapour flux. Above

100 ◦C the viscous flux and the slip-flow give the same result because of the large capillary

diameter (see Eqs. 5.2 and 5.7). The sharp drop at 100 ◦C for both fluxes is a consequence

of the chosen boundary conditions. A zero vapour pressure boundary condition at z = L is

not realistic at temperatures above 100 ◦C, yielding vapour pressures above atmospheric.
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Therefore, at these temperatures the vapour pressure boundary condition at the open end

was modified to account for the mixing between vapour and dry air, which is taking place

at the end of the capillary [108].

Capillary of 100 nm

We will now reduce the diameter of the capillary from 1 mm to 100 nm. The mean free path

for water vapour at room temperature and atmospheric pressure is about 60 nm, resulting in

a Knudsen number of 0.6. In the previous section we indicated that based on this Knudsen

number, the vapour transport in this diameter range can be characterised as the slip-flow

regime. In Fig. 5.2(b) the magnitude of the three fluxes are shown for temperatures of

0 – 250 ◦C, corresponding to a pressure range of 27 Pa to 4.0 MPa.

At a temperature of 20 ◦C the driving force for the vapour flux is the gradient in partial

vapour pressure, since the total pressure in the system is constant. It can be seen that both

the diffusive and the slip-flow flux are comparable to the results of the BFM. However,

whereas in the 1 mm capillary the vapour flux was viscous for temperatures above 100 ◦C,

in this capillary the vapour flux is dominated by slip-flow. It can be seen from these results

that viscous transport alone will underestimate the vapour flux by a factor of 100 to 10,

depending on the pressure and temperature.

Discussion

It is important to note that neglecting the contribution of the Knudsen diffusion will lead to

an underestimation of the vapour flux in narrow capillaries. Especially in concrete, where

a large part of the pores is in the nanometer range, the influence of Knudsen flow (slip

flow) cannot be neglected [118–120]. Furthermore, it can be concluded that diffusion is not

a dominant transport mechanism when the partial vapour pressure is dominating the total

pressure, i.e., at temperatures above 100 ◦C.

In a porous material, a wide range of capillary sizes from 1 mm down to 1 nm is present.

Depending on the liquid saturation not all pore sizes are available for gas transport. The mi-

croscopic equations introduced in this section have to be averaged over a sufficiently large

representative volume to obtain the macroscopic fluxes, which can be used in a porous

material. We will not go into the details, but refer the reader to the work of Bear and

Bachmat [121, 122]. They have derived the macroscopic moisture transport equations in

porous materials, by integration of the microscopic transport equations over a representa-

tive elementary volume.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic overview of the model for the moisture transport. The model aims to

simulate the experimental setup in which the sample is prepared in such a way that

transport of moisture and heat is limited to one dimension. A wet and a dry region

are separated by a boiling front. A constant heat flux is applied at x = 0.

5.4 Conceptual model

A one-dimensional heat and mass transfer model will be introduced, keeping the NMR

experiments in mind. A schematic representation of the model is shown in Fig. 5.3. The

porous material is confined by adiabatic boundaries, limiting the transport of heat and

mass to one dimension. In the design of the NMR experiments we have tried to limit

the heat and mass transfer to one dimension as much as possible. At x = 0 the vapour

can escape from the material. We will focus ourselves to the second drying stage, since

we expect this stage to be dominant in spalling of concrete in a fire (see Section 5.2). In

Chapter 6 we will focus on the first drying stage in fired-clay brick, a material with a high

intrinsic permeability. The following initial and boundary conditions are applied:

(C1) At t = 0 the moisture is homogeneously distributed

(C2) At t = 0 the sample is at room temperature

(C3) For t > 0 a constant heat flux is applied to the surface at x = 0

(C4) At x = 0 pv = 0 and P = Patm

With respect to the description of the porous material a number of assumptions are intro-

duced:

(A1) A local thermodynamic equilibrium exists [123]

We assume that the transfer of heat between the different phases (solid, liquid, and gas) in

concrete is fast compared to the overall heating rate. Moreover, the transport of moisture

or vapour is slow enough to ensure thermal equilibrium.

(A2) The porous material can be macroscopically described by averaging microscopic

properties over an REV (continuum approach)

The size of the samples in our experiments is chosen large enough to ensure that a repre-

sentative volume is measured.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic overview of the model for the heat transport. A wet and a dry region are

separated by a boiling front. At the boiling front heat is consumed by evaporation.

With respect to the moisture transport the following assumptions will be made:

(A3) The influence of dry air is neglected

We assume that any dry air present in the concrete will be driven out by the vapour flux

at temperatures above 100 ◦C and will therefore not influence the vapour transport.

(A4) The relative moisture and vapour permeabilities are a function of saturation only

We will neglect changes in the moisture or vapour permeability due to changes in the

porosity induced by dehydration, cracking, etc. Only the influence of the moisture content

is taken into account.

With respect to the heat transport (see Fig. 5.4) the following assumptions are made:

(A5) The heat exchanged by evaporation/condensation and dehydration is taken

into account

The energy involved in the endothermic and exothermic phase change reactions has a

significant influence on the heat transport.

(A6) Transport of vapour does not contribute to the convective transport of heat

Only liquid water is assumed to contribute to the convective heat transport. Vapour does

not significantly contribute to the heat transport, due to its low density and low heat

capacity.

(A7) The thermal conductivity and heat capacity depend only on the moisture content

The effective thermal conductivity and heat capacity are considered to depend only on the

moisture content.
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5.5 Macroscopic balance equations

5.5.1 Moisture transport

Liquid water is driven by a gradient in capillary pressure, which is defined as pc = p− pw,

where pw is the water pressure, and p = pv + pa is the total gas pressure. In (A3) we have

assumed that the influence of dry air on the total pressure is negligible for temperatures of

100 ◦C and higher. As a consequence the total pressure p in our system is determined by

the vapour pressure. A temperatures of 100 ◦C and higher we will also neglect the influence

of diffusion as a contribution to the total vapour flux. The liquid mass flux Jw is given by

Darcy’s law:

Jw = −ρwvw = −ρw
k0kw
µw

∂pc
∂x

, (5.8)

where k0 is the intrinsic permeability, kw is the water relative permeability, µw is the water

viscosity, ρw is the water density, and vw is the water velocity. Similarly, the viscous vapour

flux is defined as:

Jv = −ρvvv = −ρv
k0kv
µv

∂pv
∂x

. (5.9)

where vv is the vapour velocity, and kv the vapour relative permeability. For Knudsen

numbers of 10−3 and larger, the vapour permeability can be expressed as a function of the

mean vapour pressure (see Section 5.3) [85]. This is known as the Klinkenberg effect, which

is an empirical description for the slip-flow effect (Eq. 5.7).

In porous materials with either a very low moisture content, and hence vapour pressure,

or in materials with a large vapour permeability, the total pressure might not be dominated

by the vapour pressure alone. In this case diffusive transport is equally important or even

dominating the transport of vapour (see also Chapter 7 on moisture and vapour transport

in gypsum). In this case, the diffusive flux is described by Eq. 5.1.

The permeability of a porous material for liquid and vapour flow depends strongly on

the moisture saturation (S). In a porous material which is completely saturated with water,

no gas flow can take place. On the other hand, below a certain ’critical’ moisture content,

the liquid phase is no longer percolating the material, and no liquid flow is possible. The

relative permeability as a function of the saturation is given by [85, 101]:

kv =
(
10Sλ − S10λ

)
k0 (5.10)

kw = 1− kv (5.11)

where S is the moisture saturation, k0 is the intrinsic permeability, and λ = 0.05− 22.5n.

5.5.2 Heat transport

In a porous material heat is transported by a combination of conduction, convection, and

radiation. In a porous material heat is conducted mainly through the solid matrix and
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the moisture present in the material. The convection of water and gas contributes to the

transport of heat. The heat capacity and conductivity of a porous material will depend

on the moisture content. A large amount of latent heat is involved in the phase change of

water and the dehydration reactions.

We will start with the heat conduction. The conductive heat flux Qc through a porous

material is given by:

Qc = −λeff∇T, (5.12)

where λeff is the effective heat conductivity:

λeff = (1− n)λs + nSλf (5.13)

where n is the porosity, λs is the heat conductivity of the solid matrix, S the saturation,

and λw the heat conductivity of water. As a first order approximation we use a linear

combination of these two heat conductivities. The effective heat capacity ceff of a porous

medium with a certain saturation is given by:

ceff = (1− n)ρscs + nSρwcw, (5.14)

where cs and cf are the effective heat capacities of the solid matrix and water, respectively.

The amount of energy transported by the water depends on the heat capacity, temperature,

and flow speed of the water. The convective heat flux Qconv associated with a water flux is

given by:

Qconv = ρwcwvw∇T, (5.15)

where vw is the flow velocity. This equation shows that a combination of the heat capacity

and density determines the magnitude of a convective heat flux, and hence the influence

on the resulting temperature distribution in a porous material. The heat capacity of liquid

water is only a factor of two larger than that of water vapour. However, the density of

water vapour is factor of 103 smaller than that of liquid water. Therefore, liquid water is

much more effective in transporting heat through a porous material, and the convective

transport by water vapour is negligible.

5.5.3 Constitutive relations

A number of constitutive relations will be used. First, we will assume that water vapour

and dry air behave as ideal gases:

ρv,a =
pv,aMv,a

RT
, (5.16)

where Mv is the molar mass of water.

The saturated vapour pressure pvs as a function of temperature is given by the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation:

pvs = p0 exp

(
−Hv

R

(
1

T
− 1

Tb

))
, (5.17)
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where Hv is the evaporation enthalpy and p0 is the vapour pressure at the boiling temper-

ature Tb. The evaporation enthalpy as a function of temperature is given by the Watson

equation [87, 124]:

Hv = 267× 103(647.3− T )0.38 (5.18)

From the ratio of the vapour pressure and the saturated vapour pressure, the relative

humidity can be obtained.

5.5.4 Conservation equations

The conservation equation for the vapour in a porous material is a combination of the

vapour flux (Eq. 5.9), an evaporation/condensation term ξ, and a dehydration vapour

source term κ:
∂nρv(1− S)

∂t
+∇(n(1− S)ρvvv) = ξ + κ. (5.19)

The vapour source term κ is obtained from TGA experiments with similar heating rates

as in the NMR experiments. The water conservation equation is given by a combination

of Eq. 5.8 and the evaporation source term ξ:

∂nρwS

∂t
+∇(nSρwvw) = −ξ. (5.20)

These two equations can be combined to exclude the evaporation source term. The

energy conservation equation is given by:

ceffT

∂t
+∇(λeff∇T +∇(ρwcwvwT )) = −ξHv − κHd, (5.21)

where Hd and Hv are the enthalpy of dehydration and evaporation, respectively.

Table 5.1: Model parameters.

Parameter value

Porosity [m3 m−3] 0.11

Moisture content [m3 m−3] 0.05

T0 [K] 293

ρs [kg m−3] 2300

heat conduction concrete [W m−1 K−1] 1.6

heat conduction water 0.6

heat capacity concrete [J kg−1 K−1] 940

heat capacity water [J kg−1 K−1] 4200

evaporation enthalpy [J mol−1] 40.7 ×10−3

intrinsic permeability [m2] 5×10−18

heat flux [kW m−2] 12
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Figure 5.5: Case study results: moisture content (top), temperature (middle), and vapour pres-

sure (bottom) profiles as calculated in a sample 100 mm in length. The time between

two successive profiles is 8 minutes up to a total time of 104 minutes. The applied

heating rate is taken from the NMR experiments. The arrows indicate the evolution

with time. A large increase in vapour pressure results in a vapour flux towards

both sides. To the right of the boiling front the temperatures are lower, where

condensation of moisture results in a significant increase in moisture content.
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5.6 Case study: a typical NMR experiment

The model outlined in the previous sections will be used to calculate the evolution of the

temperature, moisture content, and vapour pressure profiles during one-sided heating of

a concrete sample. The heating rate and sample dimensions were chosen the same as in

our NMR experiments. An overview of the model parameters is given in Table 5.1. The

initial moisture content was chosen in equilibrium with 50 % RH. The hygroscopic curve

presented in Chapter 2 was used to obtain the moisture content as a function of relative

humidity. The results of the DSC and TGA measurements (Chapter 2) were used to

obtain the dehydration dynamics of the concrete. The equations are numerically solved

using COMSOL multiphysics.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. The time between two successive profiles is 8 min-

utes and the total time is 104 minutes. The arrows indicate the evolution with time. In

the top panel the moisture content profiles are shown. The initial moisture content is ap-

proximately 0.03 m3m−3, corresponding to 50 % RH. As the heating is started, a boiling

front develops immediately. The low permeability prevents a redistribution of moisture

via liquid flow. Furthermore, as the heating continues, to the right of the boiling front an

increase in moisture content is observed. The maximum moisture content is approximately

0.045 m3m−3, which is still far from saturation, which amounts to 0.11 m3m−3.

In middle panel the temperature profiles are shown. The temperature at the surface

reaches approximately 350 ◦C, while the temperature at the back of the sample is 180 ◦C.

The boiling and recondensation processes do not seem to influence the heating rate of

the concrete. No inflection point at the position of the boiling front is observed in the

temperature profiles. Obviously, the moisture content is too low to have an effect on the

heat transfer.

The vapour pressure profiles are shown in the bottom panel. The vapour pressure

increases significantly as a result of boiling and dehydration. The maximum vapour pressure

is 2.3 MPa at t = 110 min. These pressures are comparable to those found in other

experiments and calculations [22, 26, 60]. From the vapour pressure peak the vapour

is transported in two directions, either towards the surface or towards the back of the

sample.

With respect to the observed increase of the moisture content one should note that

the local relative humidity is determined by the vapour pressure in combination with the

saturated vapour pressure. The latter is an exponential function of the temperature (see

Eq. 5.17). Therefore, a gradient in temperature corresponds to a gradient in saturated

vapour pressure. To the right of the boiling front, the increase in vapour pressure combined

with the decrease in temperature results in an increase in relative humidity. An equilibrium

is assumed between the local relative humidity and the moisture content. Hence, the

moisture content to the right of the boiling front increases.
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5.7 Discussion and summary

In this chapter we have introduced and discussed a heat and mass transfer model which

can be used to describe the moisture and vapour transport in building materials at high

temperatures. The model focuses on the vapour sources and subsequent vapour transport.

Therefore, we have not included the influence of heat, pressure, and dehydration on the

mechanical properties of the concrete.

A Stefan tube was used to illustrate the different vapour transport processes which

occur at different partial vapour pressures and capillary sizes. In this example the partial

vapour pressure was regulated by changing the temperature of the water in the tube. Three

different regimes can be identified. First, if the partial vapour pressure is much smaller than

the atmospheric air pressure, vapour diffusion is the dominant transport process. Second,

if the partial vapour pressure is equal to or larger than the atmospheric pressure, the

transport is dominated by a viscous gas flow. Third, depending on the size of the capillary

compared to the mean free path of the molecules, different gas transport mechanisms can

dominate the viscous or diffusion regime. The ratio between the mean free path length

and the size of the capillary is characterised by the Knudsen (Kn) number. For Kn� 1

Knudsen flow, or free molecular flow, is dominant. In this regime the gas molecules interact

only with the wall. In this regime the permeability of a capillary is pressure dependent.

For a cementitious material it has been shown that Knudsen flow has a significant effect on

the overall gas flux. For Kn< 10−3 viscous flow, as described by Darcy’s law, is dominant.

A case study of a one-sided heating experiment, with the NMR heating experiments in

mind, has been performed. The model predicts three characteristic features of the moisture

transport process. First, immediately after the heating is started, a boiling front is formed.

Second, a significant increase in moisture content occurs behind the boiling front. Third,

a significant increase in vapour pressure occurs at the boiling front. The maximum vapour

pressure is in the order of 2 – 2.5 MPa, which is roughly a factor of 20 higher than the

atmospheric pressure. Of course, experiments yielding a quantitative moisture content

profiles are necessary to validate the model output.
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Chapter 6

Moisture transport in fired-clay brick in the

presence of a temperature gradient

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was used to measure moisture profiles during non-

isothermal drying of fired-clay brick. Drying was induced by a temperature gradient resulting

from one-sided heating. A saturated fired-clay brick sample which was closed and isolated

on all sides except for the front surface was heated with a halogen lamp of variable intensity.

By measuring the moisture profiles in time it was possible to identify two distinct drying

stages. During the first drying stage homogeneous drying is observed. When the critical

moisture content is reached a drying front enters the sample. The characteristic time t0

after which this drying front develops depends on the applied heat flux.

The total amount of energy needed for evaporation of the moisture in the first drying

stage is found to be independent of the heat flux from the lamp. As a result the total amount

of moisture as a function of time can be scaled to one master curve using the time t0. The

data from these measurements provided an interesting view on drying processes, not only

under isothermal conditions but also in the presence of a thermal gradient. By using the

power input as a scaling parameter it is shown that both the total mass and the drying front

position as a function of time show the same behaviour in all experiments.

Adapted from van der Heijden et al., Chemical Engineering Science, 64: 3010 – 3018 (2009).

6.1 Introduction

Drying plays a role in many different areas, varying from industrial food preservation to

damage in building materials [1–4]. The combination of moisture and building materials has

proven to be very destructive [5, 7]. An example of a destructive combination of moisture

in a porous material is spalling of concrete in case of a fire. When concrete is subjected

to a high heat flux, as can occur in a fire, moisture will evaporate and large pressures can

be generated. This can result in cracking and chipping of the outer layer of the concrete,

or even explosive failure of concrete members. Especially newly developed concrete types

with a high strength and, consequently, a very low permeability for moisture are prone to

spalling [22, 32].

75
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Both this example and many other moisture related problems can be studied using

different approaches, such as numeric modeling, macroscopic weight measurements, and

large/expensive scale tests. Weight measurements are still most frequently used. However,

in order to obtain an accurate moisture distribution in a certain material, a sample will have

to be cut in thin slices to determine its moisture content gravimetrically. This procedure

is time consuming and its accuracy is limited to 0.5 – 1 cm. Accurate and non-destructive

measurements of the moisture content inside a porous material are scarce. However, espe-

cially experimental data are important in solving problems like those given above. Instead

of measuring integrated quantities such as total weight, spatial information is often needed

to unravel the underlying processes.

A number of methods exist to measure moisture inside a material. X-ray and neutron-

beam attenuation [11–15] and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) [16] are examples which

are useful for monitoring moisture movement inside porous materials. However, neutron-

beam and X-ray attenuation measure differences in overall density or scattering power,

whereas NMR is the only technique capable of selectively measuring hydrogen (water) in

porous materials.

Measurements and simulations on isothermal drying show that the drying process can be

subdivided in two drying stages. During the first stage the moisture remains homogeneously

distributed inside the porous material and the drying rate is determined only by external

factors such as relative humidity of the environment and air flow. This stage is followed

by a stage during which the moisture movement is limited internally. During this stage

the liquid phase is no longer percolating the material, liquid islands are being formed, and

vapour diffusion is the dominant transport process. Although many simulations of drying

of a porous media under a temperature gradient exist [125–129], to our knowledge only

a few experiments on non-isothermal drying have been reported [130–132]. Most of the

experiments are limited to isothermal drying of model porous materials, and recording of

mass-time data [133, 134].

By applying a heat flux to the surface of a porous material a temperature gradient

will develop. A difference in temperature will affect properties such as the viscosity, the

vapour diffusivity, and the surface tension, which in turn influence the drying behaviour

[135, 136]. In the experiments presented in this chapter, NMR has been used to measure

moisture profiles of a drying fired-clay brick subjected to different heating loads. During

these measurements, the temperature profiles were also recorded. The main goal was to

obtain a better understanding of drying under non-isothermal conditions.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 6.2 the NMR setup is introduced.

In section 6.3 the experimental procedure will be given, and in section 6.4 the results are

presented. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the NMR setup. A whole-body 1.5 T MRI scanner provides

the main magnetic field B0. Two anti-Helmholtz coils provide a magnetic field

gradient G of 100 mT m−1. A bird-cage coil is used for both sending RF pulses with

alternating magnetic field B1 and receiving the NMR signal. A halogen lamp is used

to heat the sample, which is thermally insulated and positioned in the bird-cage coil.

6.2 NMR setup

The experiments were performed with a home-built NMR setup which was especially de-

signed for moisture measurements on building materials. A schematic diagram of the setup

is shown in Fig. 6.1. The setup was recently introduced in a study on non-isothermal

moisture transport in heated concrete [137]. It is designed to measure moisture profiles in

porous samples which are subjected to heat fluxes. The main magnetic field is provided by

a 1.5 T whole-body medical scanner (Gyroscan, Philips). The setup can be placed in the

bore of the magnet. Two anti-Helmholtz coils provide the magnetic field gradient G in the

direction of B0. The magnitude of the gradient is 86.5 mT m−1, yielding a spatial resolution

of 3 – 5 mm, depending on the experimental NMR settings. A home built birdcage coil is

used for sending the RF pulses (B1), and receiving the NMR signal from the sample. The

coil is 60 mm long and has a diameter of 60 mm.

A birdcage coil is used because it generates a homogeneous B1 field perpendicular to the

long axis of the cylindrical sample. Therefore, the coil can be placed parallel to the main

magnetic field, providing optimal use of the available space inside the bore. The sample

was heated with a halogen lamp. The reflector of the lamp was gold plated to ensure

maximum reflection of infrared radiation. The heat flux from the lamp was calibrated

calorimetrically and behaves linearly with the electrical power applied to the lamp (see

Fig. 6.2). The heating efficiency was about 40 %. The sample is placed inside the birdcage

coil and is thermally insulated using mineral wool. The thermal insulation also reduces

heating of the coil.
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Figure 6.2: Calorimetric calibration of the halogen heating lamp. The effective heating power

Pe is shown as a function of the electrical power input P (�). The straight solid

line is a fit to the data. The dashed line indicates 100 % efficiency. The efficiency

of the lamp is about 40 %.

6.3 Experimental procedure

In this section the experimental procedure is described. A cylindrical fired-clay brick sam-

ple, with a diameter of 40 mm and 70 mm in length, was used in all experiments. The

sample was sealed on all sides with PTFE tape except for the top surface of the cylinder.

A PTFE sample holder was used to further seal the sample and to position it in the bird-

cage coil. Mineral wool was used as isolation between the sample holder and the coil. In

this way both moisture and heat transport are limited to one dimension. From numerical

analysis of the heat conduction of the setup geometry the radial temperature gradient is

estimated to be 5 – 10 % of the longitudinal temperature gradient. In order to measure the

temperature profiles during heating thermocouples (type K) were placed at seven positions

along the length of the sample. The thermocouples were positioned in drilled holes of 1 mm

diameter, after which the holes were filled with PTFE tape.

The actual experiment proceeds as follows. The sample is vacuum saturated with

water. The completely saturated sample is placed inside the PTFE holder and isolated with

mineral wool. Before heating is started one moisture and temperature profile are measured

to record the initial state of the sample. All subsequent moisture profiles measured during

heating are divided by this reference profile to correct for the inhomogeneous RF coil profile

and any heterogeneities in the brick. The time between two successive measurements ranges

from 2.5 minutes to 1 hour, depending on the heating power and hence the drying speed

of the sample. Six experiments were performed with electric heating powers ranging from

isothermal drying (0 W) to 100 W. To ensure a constant condition at the drying surface,

air with a RH of approximately 5 % was blown over the surface in all experiments. The

temperature of water inside the brick remained below 100 ◦C.
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6.4 Results

In this section the results for the drying experiments with different heating conditions

(isothermal, 10, 30, 50, and 100 W) are presented. The typical moisture profiles measured

with NMR and the derived quantities such as the total moisture content will be introduced

in subsection 6.4.1. The first and second drying stage for the different heating experi-

ments will be analysed in subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, respectively. In subsection 6.4.4 the

temperature profiles measured during heating will be discussed.

6.4.1 Drying behaviour

Two typical examples of the performed drying experiments are shown in Fig. 6.3. The two

most ’extreme’ experiments are chosen: the ’isothermal’ (0 W) and the 100 W experiment.

Here the moisture saturation of the brick is shown as a function of the distance measured

from the drying surface (x = 0). The time between two successive moisture profiles is

60 minutes for the isothermal experiment, and 2.5 minutes for the 100 W experiment. A

saturation of one corresponds to a saturated brick, and zero corresponds to completely dry.

In both experiments the two drying stages can easily be identified. During the first

drying stage the moisture remains more or less homogeneously distributed throughout the

sample and there is no receding front (t < t0). During the second drying stage (t > t0) a

clear receding drying front can be observed.

The first stage is often referred to as the ’constant’ rate period, because the evaporation

rate remains constant until a certain moisture content or percolation limit is reached [138–

140]. During this first stage, drying is limited externally by evaporation from the external

surface. The rate of evaporation h is determined by the difference in relative humidity

between the outside environment and the surface of the material.

To understand why a receding drying front is absent in the beginning of the experiment,

the typical capillary number Ca for this problem can be calculated. For our experiments we

define a capillary number by comparing the maximum moisture flux q [m3m−1s−1], which

can be generated by capillary pressure differences, with the evaporation rate h [m3m−1s−1]

during the first stage.

Ca ≡ h

q
≈ µLh

κPc,max
. (6.1)

Here, κ is the intrinsic permeability, µ the dynamic viscosity, Pc,max the maximum capillary

pressure, and L is the size of the sample. In the derivation of this relation we have used

Darcy’s law in combination with the maximum pressure difference ∆Pc,max, that can be

generated by the capillary pressure, which is approximated by Pc,max. The capillary number

is calculated using κ = 10−12 m2 and a smallest pore size obtained via MIP of 0.1µm which

are typical values for the material we have used [16]. The evaporation rate h is determined

from the experiments. In Fig. 6.4 the capillary number is plotted for all five experiments,

ranging from 10−6 in the isothermal experiment to 10−3 in the 100 W experiment. This
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the isothermal (left column) and 100 W experiment (right col-

umn). a) A drying fired-clay brick measured by NMR. Saturation S against the

position relative to the drying surface. The time between the successive profiles is

1 hour for the isothermal experiment and 2.5 minutes for the 100 W experiment.

During the first drying stage more or less homogeneous moisture profiles are ob-

served. The second drying stage is initiated by the development of a drying front.

b) Normalised total water content of the fired-clay brick as a function of time. The

total water content is the calculated integral of the moisture profiles. The start of

the second drying stage occurs at t = t0. c) Temperature at the surface as a function

of time.
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Figure 6.4: Calculated capillary number (Ca) plotted for all five heating experiments. The

drying rate during first drying stage was used for calculation of Ca. In all experi-

ments capillary pressure differences were large enough to cause homogeneous drying

behaviour during the first drying stage. The dashed line is shown to guide the eye.

means that in all experiments the length scale associated with the range over which capillary

forces can act is much larger than the length of the sample. Therefore, a drying front cannot

develop.

The first drying stage ends when the moisture content reaches a critical value. In this

system the critical moisture content was 20 – 25 % (see Fig. 6.3(a)). This value is close to the

value that is predicted for ordinary percolation on a cubic lattice [141]. This indicates that

for the material discussed in this study, a cubic network is a reasonably good representation

of the pore space.

When the critical moisture content is reached the second drying stage starts. The liquid

phase inside the material is no longer percolating, i.e., separate islands of moisture exist.

Evaporation of liquid now takes place inside the material. Vapour diffusion to the external

surface is the limiting factor. The evaporation rate decreases as the drying front enters the

material. The evaporation rate R in the second drying stage can be estimated by:

R ≈ J = −D∆ρv
f
, (6.2)

where J is the vapour flux, D is the vapour diffusion coefficient, ∆ρv the difference in

vapour concentration between the environment and the drying front, and f the position

of the drying front. From this equation it can be seen that a receding drying front will

decrease the evaporation rate.

The two stages discussed above can also be identified in the mass-time diagram shown

in Fig. 6.3(b). The total water content is calculated by taking the integral of the moisture

profiles shown in Fig. 6.3(a) (see also [133, 139, 140]). During the first drying stage a

relatively high constant drying rate can be observed. When a critical moisture content

is reached, which in this case is about 20 – 25 % of the initial saturation, the drying rate
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Figure 6.5: a) Estimated ratio between the typical length scale ξ over which surface tension can

generate a moisture front and the length of the sample L plotted as a function of

input power. The dashed line is shown to guide the eye. b) Calculated duration of

the first drying stage t0 against the value of t0 derived from the measurements. The

solid line is a fit to the data.

decreases and the second drying stage starts. The start of the second drying stage is

indicated by t0. The start of the second stage can be observed in both the moisture profiles

and the mass-time curve. In this study, the time t0 is determined from the drying front

positions obtained from the moisture profiles. As can be seen from the figure the drying

rate continues to decrease as the drying proceeds. It can be observed that the time to reach

the critical moisture content is much shorter in case of the 100 W experiment.

In Fig. 6.3(c) the temperature at the surface is shown. For t < t0 the front is not devel-

oped and its position is the same as the external surface (x = 0). The front temperature

therefore corresponds to the temperature at the surface. Due to evaporation the tempera-

ture in the isothermal experiment drops at the surface below room temperature, which is

comparable to the so-called wet-bulb temperature for air of 5 % RH (∼ 12 ◦C). At t0 the

evaporation rate decreases and as a result the temperature increases to room temperature.

In the 100 W experiment the influence of evaporating water manifests itself as an inflection

in the temperature curve, which can be observed at t0. For t > t0 the temperature starts

to increase more rapidly.

6.4.2 First drying stage

During the first drying stage the moisture remains more or less homogeneously distributed

and evaporation takes place mainly at the surface. A continuous flow of water exists

towards the surface of the brick, where water is evaporated. If the surface is being heated

by a halogen lamp a temperature gradient across the length of the sample is induced. As

can be seen in Fig. 6.3, differences in the moisture gradients occur during the first drying
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stage. In case of 100 W drying a clear gradient is observed, whereas in the isothermal

experiment this gradient is absent. A temperature gradient might result in a gradient

in surface tension, which may result in a gradient in moisture content. To estimate the

steepness of such a gradient its characteristic length scale ξ can be used (for a derivation

see Appendix A):
ξ

L
≈ γ̄

α∆T
. (6.3)

In this expression γ̄ is the surface tension in the middle of the sample, α is the linear

temperature dependence of the surface tension, and ∆T the temperature difference between

the surface and the back of the sample. In Fig. 6.5(a) the ratio ξ/L is plotted for the

four non-isothermal experiments. For the 100 W experiment ξ/L is of the order of ten,

indicating that a gradient of approximately 10 % of the saturation can be expected. The

trend in Fig. 6.5(a) indeed indicates that significant gradients may occur at the highest

heating power.

In order to understand the drying rate during this first drying stage, we have compared

the duration of this stage t0 with the input power. If we assume that the power emitted

by the lamp from the start of the experiment until a drying front enters the material is

mainly consumed by the evaporation of water, the following relation can be obtained for

the duration of the first drying stage:

t0 ∝
V H

νPe
. (6.4)

Here Pe [W] is the effective power of the lamp, V [m3] is the volume of water to be

evaporated, H [kJ mol−1] is the enthalpy of evaporation for water, and ν [m3 mol−1] is

the molar volume of water. Fig. 6.5(b) shows that a linear relation exists between the

theoretical values of t0, calculated from Eq. 6.4, and the values of t0 derived from the

experiments.

The time at which a drying front develops is defined as t0. This implies that the time

scales involved in the different non-isothermal drying experiments with different heating

powers can be normalised using the time parameter t0. The normalisation by t0 means

that the variable determining the progress of the evaporation process is not t as such but

Pet, which is the heat absorbed by the system (see Eq. 6.4). From Eq. 6.4 and the results

presented in Fig. 6.5(b) it follows that the total energy input required to reach the critical

moisture content is the same for all experiments, regardless of the rate at which the energy

is supplied.

To illustrate this result the total mass of water (calculated from the integrated moisture

profiles) inside the fired-clay brick is shown as a function of time on a logarithmic scale for

all experiments in Fig. 6.6(a). By normalising the time with t0, which is different for all

experiments, the mass-time curves collapse on a single curve (see Fig. 6.6(b)). This shows

that the experiments exhibit a common behaviour during the first drying stage, and the

duration of the first drying stage t0 can be used as a scaling parameter. Note that t0 is not
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Figure 6.6: a) Total mass of liquid water as a function of time for all five drying experiments

(isothermal, and 10, 30, 50, 100 W). Two drying stages can be identified in all

experiments. b) Same data as shown in graph a) but now the time is normalised

using the duration of the first drying stage t0 as a normalisation parameter.

determined from the mass-time curves but from the position of the drying front (see section

6.4.3), and that therefore the curves are not forced to overlap at t = t0. Although similar

behaviour is observed for t > t0 the agreement between all experiments is not perfect. In

the next section the second drying stage of the experiments will be compared.

6.4.3 Second drying stage

During the second drying stage, t > t0, a drying front develops, that recedes further into the

porous material. The position of the drying front can be used to monitor the progress of the

drying process. This position f is chosen as the point of maximum gradient in the moisture

distribution. In Fig. 6.7(a) f is shown as a function of time for all five experiments. This

figure clearly shows that the time at which the drying front enters the material (t0) increases

for decreasing power input. The values of t0 obtained from the mass-time graphs and those

obtained from the positions of the drying front agree within experimental uncertainty.

Because normalising with t0 works very good for the first drying stage it was also applied

to the positions of the drying front. In Fig. 6.7(b) the result of normalisation with time

t0 is shown. Inspection of this figure shows that the movement of the drying front as a

function of normalised time t/t0 is the same for all experiments, except for the isothermal

experiment. Intuitively, this might also not have been expected, since the isothermal case

lacks any well defined heat flux. Apparently, the same normalisation procedure does not

only hold for the first drying stage but also for the second stage. However, no direct

explanation exists why this normalisation should also work in the second drying stage. If

we assume that the drying front position f is a function of t/t0, the speed of the drying

front u is given by:
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Figure 6.7: a) Drying front positions are shown as a function of time, for the five experiments.

b) Drying front positions as a function of the normalised time t/t0 for different

applied heat fluxes.
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(6.5)

This illustrates that the speed of the drying front in the different experiments is proportional

to the power input P , which is not unrealistic.

6.4.4 Temperature

In all experiments the temperature was measured at seven positions along the length of

the sample. From the individual thermocouple readings the temperature profiles can be

reconstructed. In Fig. 6.8(a) the temperature profiles for the 100 W experiment are shown.

The positions of the thermocouples are shown in the first profile. The solid lines are fits

with a cubic polynomial. Furthermore, the temperature at the drying front is plotted as

a function of the position of the front (O). The profiles are shown for every 2.5 minutes.

After an initial rapid increase of the temperature at the surface, the temperature stabilizes

around 60 ◦C because of rapid drying during the first drying stage. When the second drying

stage starts (clear drying front develops) the temperature at the surface again increases.

In the dry region the temperature even increases above 100 ◦C.

Apart from the precise values of the temperatures and the time scales, these profiles

and their time evolution are generic for all heating experiments. Therefore in Fig. 6.8(b)

the temperature difference between the surface and the drying front is plotted as a function

of the front position. From this figure it can be seen that the temperature at the surface

increases when the drying front enters the material. However, detailed inspection of the
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Figure 6.8: a) Measured temperature profiles for the 100 W experiment. Both the positions

of the thermocouples (•) and the position of the drying front (O) are indicated.

b) Temperature difference between the drying surface and the drying front as a

function of the position of the drying front. The position at which the drying front

has totally detached from the surface is indicated by the arrow.

figure reveals that the temperature increase lags behind on the drying front. A reason for

this behaviour can be that for a noticeable temperature difference, the drying front has to

be completely ’detached’ from the surface. From Fig. 6.3(a) the width of the drying front

can be estimated to be in the order of 6 mm. The temperature begins to increase when the

front has progressed 5 – 6 mm into the brick (see Fig. 6.8(b)), which is in agreement with

the estimated width of the drying front. Evaporation of moisture which is still present at

the surface will impede further heating of the surface.

As the drying front progresses further into the brick the temperature at the surface

increases. However, the temperature at the drying front remains almost constant. As a

result the temperature difference is the largest for the 100 W experiment and the smallest

for the isothermal (0 W) case.

6.5 Conclusions and discussion

A series of non-isothermal NMR drying experiments with increasing heating power input

ranging from 0 to 100 W on fired-clay brick were presented. In these experiments both

moisture and temperature were measured, which provides a detailed insight into the non-

isothermal drying process. From the results a number of conclusions can be drawn.

In the measured moisture profiles two main drying stages can be identified, i.e., a first

stage with essentially homogeneous drying followed by a second stage which is characterised

by a receding drying front. With increasing heating power the duration of the first drying

stage decreases inversely proportional to the power input. This can be shown by normalising

the time scale with the time t0, which is the duration of the first drying stage. By doing
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so, the total mass of the moisture as a function of time scales to one master curve for

all experiments. The drying front positions indicate the progress of drying in the second

drying stage. The same normalisation appears to apply to the second drying stage. It was

shown that the speed of the drying front depends linearly on the heating power.

A clear link between moisture and heat transport can be observed in the temperature

profiles. The evaporation of moisture and the development of a drying front have a large

influence on the energy balance of the drying process. Only after the drying front has

developed and has fully detached from the surface the temperature at the surface will

further increase. During the isothermal (0 W) drying experiment the temperature of the

surface appears to drop below room temperature, to a value as low as 12 ◦C. Once the first

drying stage has completed the temperature increases again to room temperature.
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Chapter 7

Moisture transport and dehydration in heated

gypsum, an NMR study.

“Since the very beginning of NMR in solids, gypsum (Ca2SO4) has been used

as a pedagogical example...”

H. Eisendrath et al., NMR of protons in gypsum, Phys. Rev. B (17) 1, 1978.

Abstract

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is used to measure non-destructively the moisture pro-

files in gypsum during one-sided intense heating. Simultaneously with the moisture mea-

surement the temperature profiles were recorded. Moreover, it was possible to measure the

degree of hydration, i.e., the hydration profiles. In three different experiments the initial

moisture content of the gypsum was varied from dry (5 % RH) to capillary saturated. The

moisture content has a significant influence on the moisture transport processes inside the

gypsum. The dehydration reactions of gypsum are directly influenced by the partial vapour

pressure at which the reaction takes place. Depending on the amount of free water dehydra-

tion fronts can be observed. The NMR signal originating from the chemically bound water

is low and has a fast decay time. Therefore, at relatively high free moisture contents the

chemically bound water signal is obscured by the large signal originating from free water.

To our knowledge this chapter contains the first quantitative measurements of the time evo-

lution of moisture, dehydration, and temperature profiles. Furthermore, the existence of a

moisture peak resulting from the vapour released by dehydration is demonstrated. The NMR

experiments presented in this chapter can be used to evaluate and validate thermo-hygral

models in the field of fire research on building materials. To this purpose the model intro-

duced in Chapter 5 is used to describe the NMR results. For a detailed description of the

NMR theory and experimental details the reader is referred to Chapter 3.

Part of this chapter has been published: Van der Heijden et al., Chemical Engineering

Science 16, 4241 – 4250 (2011).
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7.1 Introduction

The question of how a porous building material responds to a fire is one of the main

questions in fire safety. During a fire, a building material can suddenly be heated up

to temperatures of approximately 1000 ◦C. At temperatures above 100 ◦C water inside

the pores will start to boil. Simultaneously, in materials such as concrete and gypsum,

chemically bound water will be released by dehydration of the porous matrix. The released

water vapour has to be transported through the porous material. If the material has a low

permeability, the vapour pressure inside the material will increase. Furthermore, close to

the heated surface a large temperature gradient can generate stresses in the surface. In

addition the dehydration reactions will decrease the strength of the material. These three

processes can result in a sudden (explosive) failure of the material [32]. The question of

how a material reacts to a fire has been raised for numerous building materials such as

concrete [21, 32], fired-clay brick [142, 143], and gypsum [48, 144–146].

The research on fire behaviour of building materials is generally focussed on large scale

fire testing. These tests are expensive, require large equipment, and do not give any

physical insight in processes such as evaporation, boiling, and dehydration. In most of

these large scale tests only the temperature is recorded, and the overall outcome after the

test is evaluated. In this way, one of the most important factors: the moisture content is

left out of the equation. The presence of moisture during heating can have a large effect

on different material properties such as: the heat capacity, the heat conductivity, and the

dehydration kinetics. As a consequence of the dehydration the porous structure and hence

the permeability is changed. A better understanding of the underlying physical processes

will help to improve materials to become better fire resistant. At the same time, the need

for expensive large scale fire testing is minimised.

To this purpose, we have recently developed a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

setup to measure the moisture transport in heated building materials. With this NMR

setup, it is possible to measure non-destructively the evolution of the moisture content in-

side a porous building material while it is heated [137, 147]. In literature, to our knowledge,

no detailed moisture profiles during heating of building materials can be found.

In this chapter we present moisture, temperature, and dehydration profiles of gypsum.

Gypsum was chosen as a benchmark material for different reasons. First, all of the above

mentioned mechanisms such as boiling and dehydration take place in gypsum. The dehy-

dration reaction(s) take place at well defined and relatively low temperatures. Second, it is

widely used as a building material in different applications such as plasterboard or building

blocks. The large latent heat stored in free and chemically bound water, combined with

a low thermal conductivity, make it an excellent insulating and fire retarding material.

Therefore, gypsum plasterboard is used as a protective barrier for the load bearing wood

or steel frame it is attached to. Third, it is a very clean material from an NMR point of

view, because it does not contain any paramagnetic impurities.
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In Section 7.2 we will give the experimental details. In Section 7.3 the behaviour of

gypsum at high temperatures is characterised using NMR. The measured moisture and

temperature profiles from the heating experiments will be presented and discussed in Sec-

tions 7.4 and 7.5. In Section 7.6 the vapour transport model of Chapter 5 will be used to

describe the dehydration and vapour transport in gypsum. Conclusions and outlook will

be given in Section 7.7.

7.2 Experimental details

NMR is used to measure the one-dimensional moisture content distribution in a gypsum

sample. In this section some experimental details are given. For a more detailed overview

of NMR and the NMR setup, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.

The cylindrical gypsum samples used in the experiments were cut from larger gypsum

blocks, and have a diameter of 80 mm and a length of 100 mm. The samples were pressed

in a PTFE holder leaving only the front end of the cylindrical sample open for moisture to

escape. Furthermore, the samples were insulated using 3 cm of mineral wool, minimising the

temperature gradient in the radial direction to less than 10 % of the longitudinal gradient.

In this way, both moisture and heat transport are limited to 1 dimension. For the sample

holder PTFE was used, because it does not contain any hydrogen, which could cause an

unwanted background signal. Thermocouples (type K) were fitted in pre-drilled holes with

a diameter of 1 mm. The holes were closed using PTFE tape. The gypsum samples were

pre-conditioned at three different moisture contents: capillary saturated, and a moisture

content corresponding to 0 % RH and 50 % RH, respectively. The capillary saturated sample

was placed under water until a constant mass was obtained.The 0 and 50 % RH samples

were stored approximately 6 months at 20 ◦C at the respective relative humidities until a

constant mass was obtained.

Before the heating is started one moisture and one temperature profile are measured to

record the initial state of the sample. Each subsequent moisture profile is divided by the

reference moisture profile to correct for the inhomogeneous RF coil sensitivity. The time

between two successive profiles is about 3 – 4 minutes in each experiment. To prevent hot

vapour, which is coming out of the sample, from condensing on ’cold’ surfaces inside the

coil, air of 1 – 2 % RH was blown over the sample surface.

7.3 Characterisation of gypsum

We have characterised the gypsum which was used in the experiments. For this purpose, we

have used Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP), Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA),

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), and moisture sorption. The first part of the

characterisation is presented in Chapter 2. This section will focus on the characterisation

of the moisture inside the gypsum and the porous matrix itself by NMR.
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7.3.1 Pore size distribution

In the one-sided heating experiments the local moisture content is determined from the

magnitude of the NMR signal. However, additional information on the porous structure

can be obtained from the time dependence of this signal. This type of characterisation is

called NMR relaxometry. As was already discussed in Section 3.4, the spin-spin relaxation

time (T2) distribution of water in gypsum can give information on the interaction of water

molecules with the pore walls.

The NMR signal decay of saturated gypsum is shown in Fig. 7.1. An inverse Laplace

transform of the decay curve (inset graph) clearly shows a bi-exponential behaviour, which

is typical for gypsum [43]. The relaxation times can be related to a pore size via the

surface relaxivity (ρ2 ∼ 5µm s−1 [43]). The top axis of the T2 distribution graph displays

the estimated pore size from the NMR experiment. Although the pore sizes obtained by

NMR are a factor of 4 smaller than the MIP results, one must keep in mind that the results

were obtained by two completely different measurement techniques.

The bi-exponential behaviour represents two different water populations present in the

porous structure. Both populations have a strong interaction with the pore surface. The bi-

exponential decay indicates that the exchange due to diffusion of water molecules between

the two water populations is small [76]. In fact, for a water-to-plaster ratio lower than 0.6

there is no exchange possible between the two water populations due to the geometry of

the pore space [43]. Note that the gypsum in our experiments has a water-to-plaster ratio

of 0.5.

We can now combine the previous data on the pore space geometry obtained by MIP

(Chapter 7) and the sorption isotherm with the results obtained by NMR relaxometry. Let

us take a closer look at how the pore space can be represented. In Fig. 7.1(b) a schematic

view of the pore space of gypsum is shown (picture recreated after [74]). The water between

the entangled gypsum needles and plates accounts for the long relaxation times and the

dominant pore size measured by MIP and the sorption isotherm. The water population

with the faster decay (30 ms) can be related to regions where the gypsum crystals are more

densely packed or to small pores inside the gypsum crystals [54, 74, 148]. The total volume

of these small pores is much smaller than the volume of the larger pores.

7.3.2 Thermal characterisation

All water molecules are probed in a hydrogen NMR experiment, e.g., chemically bound,

absorbed to a surface, or surrounded by other water molecules. In Section 7.2.1 we focussed

on the free moisture content inside the gypsum pore space. In this section we will present

our attempts to measure the chemically bound water with NMR.

The mobility of a water molecule will determine the transverse relaxation time of the

corresponding NMR signal. The water molecules which are adsorbed or chemically bound

to the porous matrix have a much shorter relaxation time (T2 < 100µs) than bulk water
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Figure 7.1: a) Transverse nuclear magnetisation in saturated gypsum as a function of time. In

the inset: inverse Laplace transform of the decay curve, revealing two dominant

relaxation regimes. b) Schematic representation of the porous structure of gypsum,

adapted from [74]. The pore structure is built up from entangled needle- and plate-

shaped crystals.

(T2 = 3 s) or water inside a pore (100µs< T2 < 3 s) [148]. If the NMR signal of the

chemically bound water can be measured, the degree of hydration can be obtained.

To test whether our setup is capable of measuring the degree of hydration, a gypsum

sample was dried at 20 ◦C. The sample was then slowly dehydrated during 5 days in an oven

at a temperature of 105 ◦C. The NMR signal and the mass of the sample were monitored

simultaneously. The results are shown in Fig. 7.2. The measured NMR signal is plotted

against the relative mass of the gypsum sample, which is related to the degree of hydration

(α). A value α = 1 corresponds to a fully hydrated and α = 0 to a completely dehydrated

sample. A fit of a straight line to the data clearly shows that the NMR signal can be

directly related to the degree of (de)hydration. The total NMR signal obtained from

a gypsum sample at a given relative humidity is therefore a combination of both free

hygroscopic water (long relaxation time), and chemically bound water (short relaxation

time). In Fig. 7.1 the contribution of the chemically bound moisture to the NMR signal

cannot be observed due to the chosen NMR parameters and the relatively low signal.

7.4 Results

In this section the results of the one-sided heating experiments on gypsum will be presented.

Three non-isothermal experiments will be discussed, each with a different initial saturation

of the sample: capillary saturated, in equilibrium with 50 % RH, and dried at 0 % RH.

The applied heat flux was the same in all heating experiments, approximately 12 kWm−2.

The heated surface is also the drying surface. The moisture and temperature profiles were
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Figure 7.2: Measured NMR signal of dry gypsum during slow dehydration. The signal is shown

as a function of the relative mass of the sample. A relative mass of 1 corresponds

to complete hydration (α = 1).

recorded every 4 minutes.

7.4.1 Heating of capillary saturated gypsum

For the first experiment, the gypsum sample is capillary saturated (initial moisture content

of 0.40 m3m−3). In Fig. 7.3 the moisture content (θ) and temperature profiles are shown.

The position of 0 mm corresponds with the heated drying surface. Although the profiles

were measured every 3 minutes, for sake of clarity they are only shown for every 9 minutes.

At the start of the experiment the sample is at room temperature.

In general, two drying stages can be identified during drying of a saturated porous

material (see Chapter 6 [133, 138, 139, 147]). During the first drying stage the moisture

remains homogeneously distributed throughout the sample. The moisture transport is

dominated by liquid flow through the porous material to the drying surface, where the

moisture evaporates. When a certain critical moisture content is reached, the second drying

stage starts. At this point the moisture phase in the material is no longer percolating the

material, and the liquid phase breaks up in smaller islands. During the second drying stage

the moisture transport is pre-dominantly taking place via the vapour phase. A drying front

develops, which will move through the porous material.

Depending on the heating rate, the first drying stage may be shortened or even absent.

As long as the liquid moisture flux towards the surface is large enough to keep up with the

evaporation flux from the surface, no drying or boiling front will develop. The maximum

moisture flux which can be generated towards the heated surface is determined by the

maximum capillary pressure difference which can be generated over the sample. If the

moisture flux is unable to keep up with the evaporation, the surface will dry out and a

drying or boiling front will develop.
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Figure 7.3: Moisture (a) and temperature (b) profiles measured during one-sided heating of cap-

illary saturated gypsum. The time between two subsequent profiles is 9 minutes. The

initial moisture content is 0.40 m3m−3 at 20 ◦C. The positions of the thermocouples

are marked in the first temperature profile (•). The temperatures measured at the

boiling front (5) and dehydration front (�) are marked in the temperature profiles.

The horizontal dashed line indicates the approximate boundary between the free and

chemically bound moisture content. The vertical axis in a) is therefore divided in

two parts: free moisture θ and degree of hydration α.

In Fig. 7.3(a) a first drying stage of homogeneous drying is observed (vertical arrow). A

small moisture gradient is present during this drying stage, which has also been observed in

the non-isothermal drying of fired-clay brick [147] (see Chapter 6). This moisture gradient is

the result of the temperature gradient resulting from the intense one-sided heating. During

the first drying stage the temperature at the surface reaches 100 ◦C after 20 minutes, while

the back of the sample is still at room temperature. Based on the temperature dependence

of the surface tension and the pore-size distribution of gypsum, a maximum difference in

moisture content of 25 % is expected over the length of the sample [147] (Chapter 6), which

is in good agreement with the experiment.

At a moisture content of about 0.12 m3m−3, a clear front develops (horizontal arrow).

The temperatures at this front are marked in the temperature profiles (5). Within the

uncertainty of the experiment the temperature at the front remains at 100 ◦C indicating

that the front is in fact a boiling front. In the region where the boiling front has passed, the

temperature increases further. The maximum temperature at the surface is 300 ◦C. The

moisture content and the boiling process have a large influence on the heat conductivity

and heat capacity of gypsum. This is clearly reflected by the two different temperature

gradients in the dry and wet part of the sample.

In section 7.3.2 we have shown that we are able to measure the degree of hydration of

gypsum. In this experiment the temperatures near the surface are well above the dehydra-

tion temperatures for gypsum. In the moisture profiles plotted in Fig. 7.3(a) a horizontal
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dashed line is shown to indicate the approximate boundary between free and chemically

bound moisture. We have chosen to split the y-axis in two parts: hydration degree (α)

and free moisture content (θ). Below α ≈ 0.5 a second front is moving through the sample

from 0 to 20 mm. The temperature at this front is about 200 ◦C (�, see Fig. 7.3(b)), which

is in the temperature region of the second dehydration step (see Fig. 2.3). The first dehy-

dration step is not observed, since the boiling front is moving too close together with the

first dehydration front to be resolved separately in this experiment. The first dehydration

reaction is expected to take place at a temperatures between 80 and 150 ◦C (see Fig. 2.3).

The observed boiling front is therefore most probably a combination of boiling water and

the first dehydration step.

7.4.2 Heating of gypsum with 50 % RH

In situ, building materials will have a moisture content in equilibrium with an environmental

relative humidity. Therefore, in this experiment the gypsum was equilibrated at 50 %

RH. This relative humidity was chosen close to the average humidity in a building. The

moisture content of the gypsum is approximately 6×10−4m3 m−3 (see Fig. 2.2). The free

moisture content is only 0.4 % of the total moisture content, including the chemically bound

moisture content of 0.15 m3 m−3). At the start of the experiment the gypsum sample

is fully hydrated (α = 1). Therefore, any significant increase of the signal above that

corresponding to the maximum hydration degree of one must therefore originate from free

moisture. Furthermore, we will use the term hydrogen profiles, since it is more suited in

this experiment.

The hydrogen and temperature profiles are shown for every 4.7 minutes in Fig. 7.4.

The magnitude of the signal at the start of this experiment is 7 % of the initial signal in

the saturated experiment. Therefore, it is of the same order of magnitude as the observed

dehydration front (see Fig. 7.3). The relative contribution of the free moisture content

to the NMR signal in the first profile in Fig. 7.4(a) is estimated to be no more than 2 %

based on the ratio of the hydrogen densities of free and chemically bound water (0.4 %)

and their respective NMR relaxation times. In this way, the expected signal level for the

free moisture could be approximated.

Three observations can be made from the hydrogen profiles. First, a front is moving

through the sample (horizontal arrow). The temperature at this front is about 100 ◦C. The

signal is decreasing below the initial hydration degree of one, indicating dehydration of the

sample. At the dehydration front the sample is not completely dehydrated; the hydration

degree decreases to about 0.45. Based on the temperatures and the decrease in signal, this

front can be attributed to the first dehydration reaction. The first dehydration reaction

releases 75 % of the chemically bound water. This water is released as water vapour, thereby

increasing the local partial vapour pressure. We will address the fact that the NMR signal

to the left of the first dehydration front does not decrease to α = 0.25 in the discussion

(Section 7.5).
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Figure 7.4: Hydrogen (a) and temperature (b) profiles during heating of gypsum in equilibrium

with 50 % RH. The initial moisture content is 6×10−4m3m−3. The profiles are

shown for every 4.7 minutes. Initially the sample is fully hydrated (α = 1). Two

separate dehydration fronts can be observed (horizontal arrows). The temperatures

at these fronts are marked in the temperature profiles (5, �). A large amount of

water is released in the first dehydration reaction, which results in an increase of the

free moisture content θ (see curved upward arrow).

Second, behind the dehydration front, a significant increase in hydrogen content above

α = 1 is observed. The increase in signal cannot be originating from chemically bound

water, and must be coming from free moisture. The maximum signal intensity at the peak

of the hydrogen profile can be approximated by comparing the signal with the signal from

the saturated heating experiment. The moisture content deduced in this way is in the order

of 10−3 m3m−3.

Third, a second front can be observed moving through the sample behind the first

front (indicated by the bottom arrow, degree of hydration between 0.45 and 0). The

temperatures at this dehydration front are also marked in the temperature profiles (�).

The temperatures range from 200 ◦C at a position of 0 mm to 230 ◦C further into the

material, which is significantly higher than the first front. The temperatures measured at

the second front are comparable to the temperatures related to the second dehydration

of gypsum (see Fig. 2.3). Also, the temperatures are comparable to the observed small

dehydration front in the experiment on saturated gypsum (see Fig. 7.3). This second front

can therefore be identified as the second dehydration reaction.

The development of a moisture peak can be explained on the basis of the vapour pres-

sure in the material. Close to the drying surface, the water vapour can escape from the

gypsum sample without difficulty. However, it can be seen from Fig. 7.5(a) that when the

dehydration front reaches a position of approximately 30 mm from the surface the peak in

hydrogen content starts to develop. When the dehydration front moves further into the

sample the vapour released at the dehydration front is not only moving towards the heated
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Figure 7.5: Hydrogen (a) and temperature (b) profiles during heating of dried gypsum. The pro-

files are shown for every 4.1 minutes. Initially the sample is fully hydrated (α = 1).

Two separate dehydration fronts can be observed (horizontal arrows). The tempera-

tures at these fronts are marked in the temperature profiles (5, �). A large amount

of water is released in the first dehydration reaction, which results in an increase in

free moisture content θ (see curved upward arrow).

surface, but also towards the back of the sample. The vapour moves into a region of lower

temperatures, and as a result it will condensate. The condensing water is accumulating

behind the dehydration front. This effect has also previously been described in gypsum by

numerical heat and mass transfer models [144, 145].

In a closed environment, TGA and DSC experiments have shown that, at sufficiently

high partial vapour pressures, the dehydration of gypsum is a two-step process. The two

fronts observed in the hydration profiles are a clear indication that inside the gypsum sample

dehydration is taking place in two steps. The temperatures at the two fronts are constant,

indicating that the partial vapour pressures are not changing significantly. Furthermore,

it can be seen that immediately after the start of the experiment, close to the surface, the

dehydration already takes place in two steps. This indicates that the patial vapour pressure

is high enough to inhibit the second part of the dehydration process.

7.4.3 Heating of dried gypsum

The gypsum sample was first dried before heating, in order to verify whether a small amount

of free moisture present in the previous experiment has any influence on the dehydration

kinetics and the observed development of a moisture peak. The sample was dried under

a controlled environment (1 – 2 % RH and a temperature of 40 ◦C) until a constant mass

was obtained. The hydrogen and temperature profiles are shown for every 4.1 minutes in

Fig. 7.5. The gypsum sample is initially fully hydrated (α = 1). Any increase of the signal

above that corresponding to a maximum hydration degree of one must therefore originate

from free moisture. The initial heating rates of the two experiments (0 and 50 % RH) were
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40 mm) shown as a function of the temperature. The vertical dashed lines indicate

the temperature regions of the two dehydration reactions.

approximately the same.

When comparing the hydrogen content profiles of the this experiment with the 50 % RH

experiment it can be seen that the same result is obtained. Two dehydration fronts can

be identified, and an increase of the free moisture content just behind the first dehydration

front. This confirms our assumption that the initial hygroscopic moisture content has no

influence on the development of a moisture peak. The vapour released in the first dehydra-

tion reaction is the only origin of the increase of free moisture behind the dehydration front.

The peak appears when the front is at approximately 30 mm from the surface. Indicating

that closer to the surface the vapour can escape from the sample.

The temperatures at the two observed fronts are marked in the temperature profiles (5,

�). The temperature at the second dehydration front is somewhat higher than in the ex-

periment at 50 % RH, 300 ◦C compared to 250 ◦C. In both experiments the temperatures at

the two dehydration fronts are constant, indicating that the two reactions are temperature

controlled.

The time derivative of the local temperature as a function of temperature is shown for

the five different thermocouple positions in Fig. 7.6. We have chosen to use the temperature

as the x-axis so that the different curves can be compared. The influence of the first

dehydration reaction is observed in the heating rate at all thermocouple positions. The

second dehydration step is only noticed at a position of 5 mm and not at the four other

positions. In this respect it must be noted that the heat of dehydration of the second step

is significantly smaller compared with the first step. Furthermore, in the experiments the

second dehydration front has not progressed as far as the first dehydration front, typically

only 10 – 15 mm.
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7.4.4 NMR relaxometry

We have introduced NMR relaxometry as a method for characterising the sizes of water

filled pores. Furthermore, based on the relaxation time a distinction could be made between

free and chemically bound water. In this section we will use NMR relaxometry to verify

whether the peak in hydrogen content is indeed caused by an increase in free moisture. The

NMR signal decay curves were measured during the 50 % RH experiment, at a position of

50 mm from the heated surface. The two fronts moving through the sample will pass this

position. In this way the time evolution of both the moisture peak and dehydration fronts

can be monitored. Analysis of the different relaxation components present in the signal

decay curves can be used to identify the origin of the peak.

The results from the NMR relaxometry measurements are shown in Fig. 7.7(a). The

signal decay curves are shown at three different times during the experiment. The bottom

curve represents the initial state of the sample before the experiment is started. We can

identify two components in the exponential decay of the signal. A fast decay (T2 ∼ 100 µs),

which can be attributed to the chemically bound water in gypsum, and a slower decay

(T2 = 3 ms) from the ’free’ water. The ratio between the amplitudes of the slow and

the fast component is about 0.01, which is consistent with the low moisture content of

6×10−4 m3m−3.

In Fig. 7.7(b) the amplitudes of the two main components (short �, long ©), and the

total signal (4) are plotted as a function of temperature. When the sample is heated, the

temperature reaches 60 ◦C. At this temperature the long component starts to increases,

while the amplitude of the short component remains constant. At the same time the total

signal increases, indicating that the long component is responsible for the signal increase.

The amplitude of the short component starts to decrease at a temperature of 80 – 90 ◦C. The

amplitude decreases to about half of the initial magnitude at a temperature of 130 ◦C(also

see discussion). The second dehydration should further decrease the magnitude to zero.

At 100 ◦C the long component starts to decrease along with the total signal. This decrease

can be explained by evaporation of water.

The fact that the free moisture content increases before dehydration is taking place

indicates that the free moisture originates from a position closer to the surface, because the

only local source of vapour is the dehydration reaction. As a result of the steep temperature

gradient, a steep gradient in relative humidity is present. The water vapour will condense

in the region just behind the dehydration front. The vapour released by the dehydration

reaction itself will influence the dehydration kinetics. The increased vapour pressure splits

the dehydration process in two steps (see Section 7.4.2).

We have observed that the T2 of the slow component (free moisture) increases from

1 to 3 ms as the amplitude of the peak increases. The surface relaxivity of gypsum (see

Section 7.3.1) can be used to estimate the size of the condensation layer, which appears to

be about 5 – 15 nm.
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Figure 7.7: a) Three signal decay curves measured at 50 mm from the heated surface. Two

components can be identified: a fast decay and a slower decay. The fast and slow

decay can be associated with the chemically bound, and free water, respectively. b)

Normalised amplitudes of the two decay components (short �, long ◦), and the

total signal (4) plotted against temperature. The vertical dashed line indicates a

temperature of 100 ◦C.

7.5 Discussion

It should be noted that the ratio between the two measured dehydration steps in the two

heating experiments described in section 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 is not exactly 3:1. Although the

straight line in Fig. 7.2 indicates an NMR signal ratio of 3:1. The signal magnitudes were

measured by slowly heating the same sample under quasi-isothermal conditions. During the

actual one-sided heating experiments a profile is measured under non-isothermal conditions

with a limited number of averages in order to increase the temporal resolution. The low

signal to noise ratio in combination with the short relaxation times of the chemically bound

water makes it difficult to determine the correct signal ratio of the two dehydration steps.

The heat conductivity of the gypsum is 0.25 W m−1 K−1 which is of the same order of

magnitude as the insulation (0.05 W m−1 K−1). Calculations on the heat flow through the

sample geometry including the insulation and the NMR coil indicate that a difference of

10 – 20 ◦C between the center and the cylindrical surface of the sample can be expected.

Since the temperatures are measured at the edge of the sample, the actual temperatures at

the front are likely to be higher. In the heating experiments on fired-clay brick and concrete,

the heat conductivities of the sample are significantly higher and the radial temperature

gradient is negligible.

The DSC and TGA experiments are performed on a small sample (∼ 20 mg) under

isothermal conditions. In these experiments no overlap of the two dehydration experiments

is observed. However, in the one-sided heating experiments it is possible that in some

parts of the imaging slice the first dehydration reaction is not completely finished while
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in another part the second dehydration reactions has just started. This could explain the

observed signal level in between the two distinct fronts.

7.6 Modeling the heating of dry gypsum

In the Section 7.4 the results have been shown for one-sided heating of dry gypsum. In

the present section the vapour transport model which was introduced in Chapter 5 (see

Section 5.4) will be used to describe the vapour transport. In this transport model a vapour

source term is included to account for the vapour released by the dehydration reactions.

The results obtained from the model can be validated by the NMR results.

We will assume that initially no free moisture is present inside the gypsum sample. The

dehydration reactions are the dominant vapour production mechanisms. In the vapour

transport model no explicit equations for the vapour source term were introduced. The

previous experiments have shown that dehydration takes place in a two step process. At

the two dehydration fronts, a significant amount of heat is consumed by the reactions (see

also Fig. 7.6). This figure reveals that most of the heat is consumed by the first dehydration

reaction. After dehydration the material will have a different density, thermal conductivity,

and heat capacity. A schematic representation of this situation is shown in Fig. 7.8. Here,

a simplified temperature curve in combination with the two dehydration fronts are shown

at a certain time during the heating. Since two dehydration fronts are moving through the

material, we will have to model three different parts of the material with different thermal

properties. This type of mathematical problem is known as a Stefan problem.

In a one-dimensional Stefan problem two or more regions are separated by a moving

boundary. At the boundary a heat source or sink is located, caused by a phase change or

other type of reaction. The heat flux across the moving front is not constant, but instead

a jump in the heat flux exists, equal to the heat consumed at the front. A well known

example of a Stefan problem is the melting of ice in water. The melting front separates

two regions, water and ice, with different heat conduction and capacity.

A Stefan type problem can be solved by a number of different methods. We have chosen

to numerically solve the problem for gypsum by using the enthalpy method [48, 149–151].

In this method, instead of prescribing the exact boundary conditions at the moving front,

the phase change is taken into account by introducing the enthalpy. The standard heat

conduction equation rewritten in terms of enthalpy is given by:

ρ
∂H

∂t
= ∇ (k∇T ) , (7.1)

where ρ, and k are the temperature dependent density and heat conduction. One can define

the enthalpy as a function of temperature as follows:

H(T ) =

∫ T1

T0

c(T )dT, (7.2)
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Two dehydration fronts are moving through the material. In the bottom part the
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where c is the temperature dependent heat capacity. If a substance has a constant heat

capacity Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 will combine to give the normal heat conduction equation.

However, a phase change will result in a jump in the enthalpy of magnitude ∆H (enthalpy

of the reaction) at the phase change temperature Tf . The resulting enthalpy is then given

by:

H(T ) =

∫ T1

T0

c(T )dT + ∆Hη(T − Tf ), (7.3)

where η is a Heaviside function. If we substitute Eq. 7.3 in Eq. 7.1 we end up with the

following heat conduction equation:

ρceff
∂T

∂t
= ∇ (k∇T ) , (7.4)

where ceff is the effective heat capacity defined as follows:

ceff (T ) = c(T ) + ∆Hδ (T − Tf ) . (7.5)

In this equation δ(T ) is the delta peak function. The effective heat capacity will be

infinitely high at the phase transition temperature (Tf ), thereby keeping the temperature

fixed at the transition temperature. However, the dehydration reaction does not take

place at one well-defined transition temperature. Instead, the reaction takes place over a

larger temperature range. Therefore, instead of the Heaviside step function a smooth step

function obtained from the DSC and TGA experiments is used. The delta peak can then be

replaced by the derivative of this smooth experimental curve. In this case a DSC or TGA
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measurement can be used to obtain a conversion function for the dehydration reaction. We

have used a DSC experiment in which the heating rate and moisture content were of the

same order of magnitude as in the 0 % RH experiment.

In the bottom part of Fig. 7.8 we have schematically shown the changes in the enthalpy,

the heat conductivity, and the effective heat capacity in the course of the experiment. The

heat conductivity decreases as the gypsum is dehydrated. The enthalpy increases with

temperature and has two steps at the dehydration reactions. The effective heat capacity

has two peaks located at the two dehydration fronts. The area under the peaks corresponds

directly to the energy consumed in the reactions.

For the moisture transport the model introduced in Chapter 5 was used. Vapour pro-

duced by the dehydration reactions is transported by a combination of advection and dif-

fusion. The moisture content θ was calculated using the following temperature dependent

sorption isotherm:

θ(pv, T ) =

(
pv
psat

θ0

) 1
m

, (7.6)

where m is given by:

m =
ρw0

ρw

γ

γ0

T0

T
. (7.7)

Here, γ is the surface tension of water, and the subscript 0 indicates room temperature

values. These equations were first introduced by Bažant and Kaplan [152] for concrete,

and adapted by Ang et al. [144] in order to describe the moisture content of gypsum at

elevated temperatures. According to these equations, the moisture contents obtained from

the room temperature sorption isotherm (see Fig. 2.2) will significantly decrease at higher

temperatures.

Table 7.1: Model parameters. Values marked with an ∗ are for dehydrated gypsum.

Parameter value

Porosity [m3 m−3] 0.44

free moisture content [m3 m−3] 0

Ti [K] 293

ρs [kg m−3] 740

heat conduction gypsum [W m−1 K−1] 0.25 / 0.12∗

heat conduction water 0.6

heat capacity gypsum [J kg−1 K−1] 940

heat capacity water 4200

evaporation enthalpy [J mol−1] 40.7× 10−3

permeability [m2] 5× 10−14

heat flux [kW m−2] 12
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Figure 7.9: Model results: a) Temperature, b) dehydration, and c) relative humidity profiles.

The profiles are shown for every 4.1 minutes. The initial relative humidity and

hence moisture content is zero. In panel d) the results of the dehydration and

relative humidity profiles are combined to illustrate the position of the moisture

peak. When the sample is heated, the peak of the relative humidity is located at

the right of the first dehydration front.

7.6.1 Model results

The resulting temperature, dehydration, and relative humidity profiles from the numerical

calculations are shown in Fig. 7.9. The time between two successive profiles is 4.1 minutes,

corresponding to that in Fig. 7.5. The number of profiles corresponds to the number of

profiles in the heating experiment on dried gypsum. The parameters which were used in

the model are given in Table 7.1. The profiles were calculated with COMSOL Multiphysics.

The temperature profiles (see Fig. 7.9(a)) generated by the model are in agreement with

the temperature profiles from the measurements (Fig. 7.5). The maximum temperature

reached at the surface is 400 ◦C. Furthermore, the temperature gradients in the hydrated

and dehydrated parts of the sample are similar to those observed in the experimental tem-

perature profiles. In the model radiative heat losses from the drying surface and conductive

heat losses at the sides of the sample are taken into account.
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The two dehydration fronts (panel b) corresponding to the two-step dehydration are

indicated by the horizontal arrows. After 2 hours (total duration of NMR experiment)

the two fronts have moved inside the sample by 25 and 45 mm, respectively. These front

positions are comparable to the observed front movement in the experiment: 15 and 50 mm,

respectively. We have used the DSC experiments to calculate a conversion curve of the

dehydration reaction. Therefore, the temperatures at which the two dehydration reactions

take place are the same as in the DSC experiment. In Section 7.5 we have already discussed

to which extent these temperatures are comparable to the NMR experiments. However,

the goal of this model is to clarify the processes observed by the NMR experiments, not to

describe all features with a high quantitative precision. Therefore, as a first approximation

the use of the DSC temperatures is justified. If slightly higher dehydration temperatures

would have been used, the fronts would move over a shorter distance inside the sample.

The relative humidity profiles (panel c) show a clear increase as the heating continues,

with a maximum RH of approximately 40 %. From the sorption isotherm shown in Fig. 2.2

the corresponding moisture content is estimated to be lower than 10−3 m3m−3. The relative

humidity continuously increases as the fronts move further into the sample. The total

pressure P calculated using the model does not increase significantly above 1 bar. This

indicates that diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism, which was also concluded

from numerical calculations performed by Ang et al. [144, 145].

In panel d we have combined the moisture content and dehydration profiles to indicate

the position of the moisture peak relative to the positions of the dehydration fronts. The

approximate moisture content was calculated using Eq. 7.6. By combining the two results

it appears that the relative humidity peak is located at the right of the first dehydration

front. The relative contribution of the two water components in panel d was chosen such

as to illustrate the relative position of the relative humidity peak. It should therefore not

be quantitatively compared to the NMR signal profiles. However, in the discussion of the

experiments it was already indicated that measured moisture content is in the order of

10−3 m3m−3.

7.7 Conclusions

With our dedicated NMR heating setup it is possible to measure in a non-destructive way

the moisture and temperature distribution in gypsum during intense heating. In this way,

we were able to measure not only the free moisture profiles, but also the (de)hydration

profiles. The combined moisture and temperature profiles give a unique insight in the

moisture transport and dehydration reactions inside the gypsum.

The combination of the relaxometry results, the moisture profiles, and temperature

profiles provide a full explanation of the processes taking place inside gypsum. Boiling and

dehydration can be separately observed through the evolution of the free and chemically

bound moisture contents. The temperature measurements can be used as an in-situ DSC
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Figure 7.10: Combined moisture (S, solid line) and temperature (T , dashed line) profile at t =

50 minutes. The moisture peak is indicated in grey. The hydration degree (α), and

the moisture content (θ) are shown on the right vertical axis; the temperature is

indicated on the left axis. The boundary between free and chemically bound water

is at a α = 1. The small horizontal arrows indicate the two dehydration fronts.

An approximate pressure peak (Pv, dash-dotted line) is shown to illustrate that the

vapour transport occurs in two directions. Vapour escaping at the 1st dehydration

front can be transported in two directions, as indicated by the double arrow. The

vapour flux back into the sample is responsible for the moisture peak.

measurement yielding information on the energy consumption during the experiments.

To summarize the different processes taking place in the 0 and 50 % RH gypsum experi-

ments, a schematic representation of the experiment is shown in Fig. 7.10. Three curves are

shown: temperature (T ), moisture content (S), and approximated vapour pressure (Pv).

The moisture peak is highlighted in grey. Especially the first dehydration front is a source

of vapour, which results in a local increase in vapour pressure. The exact location of the

pressure peak is in between the dehydration front and the surface, due to the increase of

temperature towards the surface.

The maximum in vapour pressure near the dehydration front causes the vapour to be

transported in two directions (indicated by the double arrow). The large temperature gra-

dient results in a large gradient in saturated vapour pressure, and hence relative humidity.

The vapour which is diffusing towards the drying surface will flow into a region of higher

temperatures, and can exit the porous material at the drying surface. However, the vapour

which is diffusing towards the back of the sample will flow into a cooler region. At lower

temperatures the relative humidity will increase, causing the vapour to condensate, result-

ing in the development of the observed moisture peak. Note that the temperature at which

the moisture is condensating is about 70 ◦C.
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Chapter 8

Moisture transport in one-sided heated concrete

“It would help if things are concrete, rather than vague or abstract.”

The moisture transport in concrete subjected to fire is one of the most important pro-

cesses with respect to spalling of concrete. The research on spalling of concrete is currently

lacking experimental information on the moisture transport processes.

We present combined moisture content and temperature profiles of one-sided heated con-

crete samples measured with a dedicated NMR setup. The concrete samples were equilibrated

at different moisture contents ranging from 97 to 50 % RH. The moisture content can be

measured quantitatively and non-destructively while heating up the sample one-sided to

500 ◦C.

We present the first experimental proof for the development of a moisture peak in con-

crete and the formation of a saturated layer. The temperatures meausured at the boiling

front indicate a vapour pressure in the order of 1.8 MPa. A simple vapour transport model

was used successfully to describe the speed of the boiling front.

Adapted from van der Heijden et al., Cement and Concrete Research, November (2011).

8.1 Introduction

The moisture content and transport in concrete, together with the vapour permeability,

is presumably one of the most important factors for spalling of concrete. It is generally

assumed that the higher the moisture content the more likely it is that spalling will occur

[19, 153]. Numerous heat and mass transfer models have been used to predict the moisture

transport and its consequences on the strength and permeability of the concrete [23, 86,

97, 99–104]. However, these models are only useful if they can be validated. For model

validation, quantitative measurements of the time evolution of moisture, temperature, and

possibly pressure distributions are needed.

A few (indirect) observations of the moisture content in concrete have been reported

in the literature. Water has been observed bleeding from the cool side of a concrete wall,

indicating that the surface layer is saturated [26]. Jansson et al. report an experimental

109
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method in which a concrete cube is heated from one side. By splitting the heated cube

in half, a layer with a relatively higher saturation is observed by a discolouration of the

concrete [61]. In this way, the sample is destroyed by the measurement itself. It will be

extremely labourious to obtain a time evolution of the moisture content by this method.

Each time increment would also be from a different concrete sample. A measurement device

based on an electrical furnace was designed by Kalifa et al. [22, 26]. It can be used to heat

concrete one-sidedly and to measure simultaneously temperature, pressure, and the total

mass of the sample. Although information on moisture loss and dehydration is obtained, no

spatial information is available. Moisture profiles were determined by England et al. [10]

by cutting large concrete specimens (1.5–3 m) in 10 cm sections and obtaining the moisture

content. A moisture profile was obtained after exposing the concrete sections one-sidedly

to temperatures up to approximately 200 ◦C for 1–2 years. Experimentally determined

moisture contents with a spatial resolution of about 20 cm were presented in a paper by

Ichikawa et al. [90]. More recently, in a paper by Schrefler [104] moisture content profiles

(gamma ray absorption, measured in the HITECO project 1999 [154]) were presented with

a spatial resolution of 10 mm in four points of the sample.

With a dedicated non-isothermal NMR setup it is possible to measure both the moisture

and temperature distributions non destructively. This setup has been extensively tested

in previous experiments on benchmark materials such as fired-clay brick, calcium silicate

brick, and gypsum [137, 147]. For the measurements on concrete it is necessary to have

a validated measurement technique, since the moisture content of concrete in equilibrium

with, e.g., 50 % RH, is typically in the range of 10−3 m3m−3. Although such a low moisture

content is challenging the capabilities of the NMR setup, it appeared to be possible to

measure the moisture transport in concrete.

In this chapter we will present the combined moisture and temperature profiles in con-

crete. By combining these two parameters it is possible to estimate the vapour pressure

inside the concrete samples. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 8.2 the mate-

rials and methods are presented. The results from the one-sided heating experiments are

presented in Section 8.3. A discussion of the results and final conclusions will be given in

Section 8.4.

8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 NMR setup

The one-sided heating experiments were performed using a home-built NMR setup, which

was especially designed for non-isothermal moisture measurements on building materials.

A schematic diagram of this setup is shown in Fig. 8.1. The setup can be placed entirely

in the bore of a 1.5 T whole-body medical scanner (Gyroscan, Philips), which is used

only for its main magnetic field. Two coils, in an anti-Helmholtz configuration, with a

diameter of 35 cm, provide a constant magnetic field gradient G in the direction of B0. In
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Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of the NMR setup. The setup has a cylindrical symmetry. A

whole-body 1.5 T MRI scanner provides the main magnetic field B0. Two coils

in an anti-Helmholtz configuration provide a constant magnetic field gradient G.

A bird-cage RF coil with a diameter of 140 mm is used for both sending the RF

pulses B1 and receiving the NMR signal. The bird-cage coil is constructed on an

aluminium oxide (Al2O3) tube. An array of four 100 W halogen lamps is used to

heat the sample, which is thermally insulated and positioned in the bird-cage coil.

Note that the fourth lamp is hiding behind the middle lamp.

the experiments the gradient is set to 100 mT m−1, providing a spatial resolution in the

order of 3 –5 mm.

A home built birdcage coil is used for sending the RF pulses (B1) and receiving the

NMR signal from the sample. The coil is 14 cm long and has a diameter of 140 mm. It is

constructed using copper strips which are wrapped around an Al2O3 tube. A birdcage type

coil is used because it generates a homogeneous B1 field perpendicular to the long axis of

the cylindrical sample. Therefore, the coil can be placed parallel to the main magnetic field,

providing optimal use of the available space inside the magnet bore. The coil is designed

with an internal Faraday shield, in order to prevent changes in the dielectric constant of the

drying sample from de-tuning the RF coil [62]. In this way, quantitative moisture content

profiles can be obtained.

The Al2O3 tube can withstand temperatures far above the requirements of the exper-

iments (melting temperature 2072 ◦C). Furthermore, it does not give any hydrogen back-

ground signal, which is important when measuring a moisture content as low as 10−3 m3m−3

in concrete at high temperatures. In order to simulate the conditions as occur in a fire, the
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concrete has to be heated up quickly. An array of four 100 W halogen lamps, capable of

generating a radiative heat flux of 12 kWm−2, was used to heat the sample. The reflectors

of the lamps are gold plated to ensure maximum reflection of infrared radiation towards

the sample surface. Gold is used because it has a very high infra-red reflectivity of 0.98

and it does not oxidise [79]. To minimize heating of the RF coil, the lamp array is actively

cooled. The heat flux from the lamp array was calibrated calorimetrically and varies lin-

early with the applied electrical power (see Chapter 6). The maximum temperature which

can be reached at the heated surface is about 400 to 500 ◦C, with an initial heating rate

of 15 ◦C/min. Although we do not reach the maximum temperatures occurring in a real

life fire (∼ 1000 ◦C), we are in the region of temperatures where the most interesting mois-

ture related processes occur, such as boiling at temperatures higher than 100 ◦C, moisture

clogging, and dehydration of the concrete. The temperatures are measured with type-K

thermocouples, which were fitted in pre-drilled holes of approximately 1 mm wide and 5 mm

deep.

Table 8.1: Concrete (C40) mix design.

Constituent Amount [kgm−3]

CEM I 32.5 R 350

water 175

w/c ratio 0.5

sand (0.125 – 0.250) 127

sand (0.250 – 0.500) 217

sand (0.500 – 1) 217

sand (1-2) 253

sand (2-4) 380

gravel (4-8 mm) 614

Total 2330

8.2.2 Concrete samples

The cylindrical concrete samples were drilled from larger cast blocks of 40×10×10 cm3 and

have a diameter of 80 mm, and a length of 100 mm. The concrete has a strength class of

C40, with a water cement ratio of 0.5. The details of the mix are given in Table 8.1. As can

be seen from this table, the largest aggregate size has been reduced to 8 mm to ensure a

more representative sample volume. The concrete blocks were stored under water for three

months before the samples were drilled. After drilling, four samples were first dried, after

which they were equilibrated at four different relative humidities of 50 %, 75 %, 86%, and

97 % RH, respectively, until a constant mass was reached. The samples were one year old

at the time of the experiment.

The concrete was characterised with mercury intrusion porosimitry (MIP), moisture
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Figure 8.2: a) Pore size distribution of the concrete measured by MIP. The measurement range

in pore sizes is 10 nm to 100µm. The dominant pore size is 30 – 40 nm (capillary

pores). b) Sorption isotherm measured at 20 ◦C. The solid line is shown as a guide

to the eye. Capillary saturation corresponds to a moisture content of 0.11 m3m−3.

sorption, and NMR. The MIP curve and sorption isotherm of the concrete are shown in

Fig. 8.2. From the MIP curve we can conclude that the dominant pore size is between 10

and 100 nm. The sorption isotherm shows an increase of the moisture content already at

a very low RH, which is in agreement with a dominant pore size in the nanometer range.

Before the experiment, the samples were pressed in a PTFE holder to seal all sides except

for the heated surface (transversal plane of the cylinder). In this way the moisture transport

is limited to one dimension. The flow of heat is limited to one dimension by insulating the

sample using mineral wool (4 cm). Numerical simulations indicate that the radial heat flow

is limited to 10 % of the longitudinal heat flow.

At the start of the experiment one moisture and temperature profile are measured to

record the initial state of the sample. The first moisture profile is used to normalise subse-

quent profiles. In this way the moisture profiles are also corrected for the inhomogeneity of

the RF field. After the first profile is measured the heating is started. A constant radiative

heat flux of 12 kW m−2 is applied. To prevent hot vapour from condensing on cold surfaces

inside the coil, air of 1 – 2 % RH was blown over the sample surface. The air flow also en-

sures a constant boundary condition for the sample surface. The moisture and temperature

profiles are measured every 7 – 10 minutes, depending on the number of averages needed to

obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

The signal profiles measured with NMR have to be corrected for the temperature at

which they were measured. Both the magnitude (magnetisation) and the time dependence

(relaxation) of the NMR signal are temperature dependent. The correction procedure to

obtain a quantitative moisture content was introduced and demonstrated in (see Chapter 3

and [155]).
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Figure 8.3: Characterisation with NMR of the concrete sample for different moisture contents.

a) The relaxation time distributions (Contin inversion routine) obtained during

drying of a saturated concrete. The signal decays were measured using an Ostroff-

Waugh sequence. b) NMR signal as a function of normalised sample mass during

a static isothermal calibration. The signal varies linearly with the amount of free

moisture (solid line, m/m0 > 0.94). The calibration of the non-evaporable moisture

content (hydrated water) is shown in the inset. The temperatures indicate the

temperature up to which the sample was heated. The background signal is 2×10−3.

8.2.3 NMR calibration

In order to obtain a quantitative moisture content, the NMR signal must be calibrated

against the moisture content of the concrete. For this purpose, the NMR signal during a

calibration experiment was measured with the same settings as during the heating experi-

ments. A sample was initially vacuum saturated, after which it was dried slowly to keep the

moisture homogeneously distributed throughout the sample. Mass and signal were both

recorded throughout the drying process. The NMR signal is shown as a function of the

normalised sample mass in Fig. 8.3. For mass ratios between 0.94 and 1 a linear relation

between the NMR signal and the mass of the sample is obtained. This indicates that the

NMR signal can be directly related to the amount of free moisture present in the concrete.

After the sample was dried at ambient temperatures a further decrease in moisture

content (chemically bound) was obtained by heating the sample up to a certain fixed

temperature above 100 ◦C. After the sample had reached a constant mass, the sample was

slowly cooled down to room temperature under a 0 % RH atmosphere. In this way any

increase in moisture content or rehydration of the concrete was prevented. Next, at room

temperature both the NMR signal and mass were measured. The results are shown in

the inset of Fig. 8.3. A decrease in both signal and mass is observed for temperatures

from 105 ◦C to 130 ◦C. For drying temperatures of 130 ◦C to 250 ◦C the mass of the sample

decreases, indicating that chemically bound moisture is lost from the concrete. However,

the NMR signal remains constant. For temperatures above 300 ◦C again both the signal

and the moisture content decrease, until all signal is lost at a temperature between 500 and

800 ◦C.

From this calibration experiment we can conclude that the NMR signal is linearly

related to the free moisture content. Furthermore, the NMR setup is capable of measuring

a signal from the chemically bound moisture. Unlike in, e.g., gypsum there is no linear

relation between the chemically bound moisture content and the NMR signal. In fact,

between 130 and 250 ◦C no decrease in NMR signal is observed, although the mass of the

sample decreases. Apparently, the moisture which is lost in this temperature range is not

contributing to the overall NMR signal or it has a relaxation time which is too fast. At

a temperature of 800 ◦C the concrete sample is completely dehydrated, resulting in zero
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Figure 8.4: Moisture and temperature profiles of a concrete sample heated from one side with

12 kWm−2. At the start of the experiment the sample was equilibrated at 97 % RH,

which corresponds to a moisture content of approximately 0.07 m3m−3. The profiles

are shown for every 8.5 minutes. The temperature at the boiling front is indicated

by 5 in the temperature profiles. The positions of the thermocouples are indicated

by • in the first temperature profile. The time evolution of the profiles is indicated

by arrows.

NMR signal. In the future we will try to include the chemically bound moisture, but for

now we will solely concentrate on the free moisture content.

8.3 Results

In this section the moisture and temperature profiles are presented of four one-sided heating

experiments on samples equilibrated at different relative humidities: 97, 86, 75, and 50 %

RH. We will start with the 97 % RH experiment, since in this experiment all the different

moisture transport processes are captured. For the remaining three experiments we will

suffice with only a short overview.

8.3.1 Concrete sample equilibrated at 97 % RH

At the start of the experiment the concrete sample is in equilibrium with 97 % RH, corre-

sponding to a free moisture content of 0.07 m3m−3. The moisture and temperature profiles

are shown in Fig. 8.4. The moisture profiles are normalised with respect to the first mois-

ture profile (bold line). When the surface (0 mm) is heated the temperature increases after

8.5 minutes to above 100 ◦C. The free moisture at the surface will boil and we can observe

a boiling front developing at the surface. As the heating continues, the boiling front moves

further into the material. At the left of the boiling front a zero free moisture content is

measured. To provide a complete overview, we have chosen to include the signal originat-

ing from the chemically bound moisture. Therefore, the zero free moisture content level
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is indicated by θ = 0. However, it is possible for the signal to decrease below θ = 0,

corresponding to loss of chemically bound moisture.

The measured temperature profiles indicate that the boiling and dehydration processes

have no significant influence on the heat transport. In previous heating experiments on

fired-clay brick and calcium silicate brick a clear inflection point in the temperature profiles

was observed, either caused by boiling and/or dehydration [137]. In the present experiment,

the moisture content of the concrete is relatively low and hence both the heat capacity

and thermal conductivity of the sample are dominated by the concrete heat capacity and

conductivity.

As the boiling front moves further into the sample we can observe a significant increase

in moisture content at the right of the boiling front. However, as the boiling front progresses

the moisture content does not increase above approximately 0.11 m3m−3. This moisture

content corresponds to the porosity of the concrete sample (indicated by the dashed line).

The moisture content in this region cannot increase any further, because the material is

saturated. To our knowledge this is the first direct and quantitative proof of so-called

moisture clogging in concrete.

An explanation for the increase in moisture content can be found in the local vapour

pressure at the boiling front. In Fig. 8.4(b) the temperature at the boiling front is indi-

cated by 5. The temperature at the front increases from approximately 160 ◦C to 195 ◦C.

The saturated vapour pressures corresponding to these temperatures are 0.7 and 1.4 MPa,

respectively, which is much higher than atmospheric pressure. The local vapour pressure

is assumed to be equal to the saturated vapour pressure. As a result of these high vapour

pressures the vapour released at the boiling front moves both towards the heated surface

and towards the back of the sample. Since a temperature gradient is present across the

sample, the saturated vapour pressure immediately at the right of the boiling front is lower

than at the boiling front. The vapour moving to the back of the sample will therefore

condensate, resulting in an increase of the free moisture content in the region at the right

of the boiling front. The vapour moving towards the surface is able to exit the sample.

8.3.2 Samples equilibrated at 86, 75, and 50 % RH

In this section we will give an overview of the results obtained from the samples equilibrated

at 86, 75, and 50 % RH, respectively. The moisture and temperature profiles of these

experiments are shown, from top to bottom, in Fig. 8.5. From the temperature profiles

it can be seen that both the heating rate and the maximum temperature of these three

samples are very similar to that of the 97 % sample.

We can identify a number of similar observations in all four experiments. At the start of

the experiment a boiling front develops and moves through the sample. At the right of the

boiling front in both the 86 and 75 % RH samples a significant increase in moisture content

is observed. In the 86 % sample the maximum moisture content is close to saturation. In
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Figure 8.5: Moisture and temperature profiles for three heating experiments: samples equili-

brated at 86, 75, and 50 % RH. The initial moisture contents of the samples are

0.05, 0.04, and 0.014 m3m−3, respectively, and the profiles are shown for every 7,

8.5, and 6 minutes, respectively. The temperature at the boiling front is indicated

by 5 in the temperature profiles. The positions of the thermocouples are indicated

by • in the first temperature profile.
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the 75 % sample the maximum moisture content is still far from saturation. In the 50 %

sample only a small increase in moisture content is observed. We can conclude that moisture

clogging only occurs in the 97 and the 86 % samples, but in all samples condensation is

observed.

The temperatures at the boiling front of the samples can be used to obtain the vapour

pressures at the boiling front. The vapour pressures range from 1.5 to 1.9 MPa for the 75

and 50 % sample to only 0.6 to 0.8 MPa for the 86 % sample. These extreme values were

obtained for the beginning and the end of the experiment. An overview of the maximum

vapour pressures at the boiling front is given in Table 8.2.

The calculated pressures are in the same order of magnitude as the vapour pressures

measured in C30 concrete at similar heating rates by Kalifa et al., namely 1.6 – 1.8 MPa.

Furthermore, they have shown that the vapour pressure as a function of temperature nicely

obeys the saturated vapour pressure curve in case of a normal strength concrete [22]. More

recently, Mindeguia et al. have measured the vapour pressures in the same experiment and

found slightly lower vapour pressures, in the rage 0.2 – 0.6 MPa. It must be noted that in

their experiments the heating conditions were less severe [26].

Table 8.2: Overview of the maximum vapour pressure and calculated vapour permeability of

the four samples.

RH (%) pv (MPa) kv (m2)

50 1.5 – 1.9 2×10−17

75 1.5 – 1.9 3×10−17

86 0.6 – 0.8 1×10−16

97 0.7 – 1.4 1×10−16

The positions of the boiling front and the 100 ◦C isotherms of all four experiments are

shown in Fig. 8.6(a). Although there is a large difference in moisture contents, all four

samples show a very similar results for both the speed of the 100 ◦C isotherm and the

boiling front. Obviously, the boiling and condensation processes do not influence the heat

transport. Therefore, in a simplified vapour transport model we leave out the coupling

between the heat and mass transfer.

8.3.3 Vapour transport model

We introduce a relatively simple vapour transport model which can be used to describe the

boiling front progression as a function of time. This model was introduced in Chapter 4

[137]. An overview of the model is shown in Fig. 8.7. Driven by the boiling process, a sharp

boiling front will recede into the concrete, and its speed will be governed by the vapour

flux from the drying front to the external surface. When the drying front advances over

a distance du in a time dt, a liquid water quantity per unit area of θdu is converted to

vapour, where θ is the moisture content. This generates a vapour mass-flux Jv from the
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Figure 8.6: a) Positions of the 100 ◦C isotherm and the boiling front of the four samples equili-

brated at different values of RH. b) Boiling front (•) and 100 ◦C isotherm positions

(◦) of the 97 % RH sample as a function of time. The front positions are fitted using

Eq. 8.3. The permeability which was used to fit the positions is 1×10−16 m2. The

results obtained for vapour permeabilities of 10−15 and 10−17m2 are included for

comparison.

drying front to the external surface:

Jv = − θ

Vm

∂u

∂t
, (8.1)

with Vm the molar volume of liquid water. The vapour transport is assumed to be a

viscous flow driven by the pressure gradient. Vapour is assumed to be the only gas phase

present. Therefore, the vapour flux can be calculated from Darcy’s law. We assume that

the temperature gradient does not influence the vapour flux in the dry part, and that the

vapour behaves as an ideal gas. The vapour flux Jv can now be expressed as:

Jv = −k
µ

∂p

∂x

p

RT
, (8.2)

where k is the vapour permeability, µ the viscosity of water vapour, R the gas constant,

T the temperature, and p is the pressure at the boiling front. In this model, the vapour

flux is limited to one direction, i.e., towards the surface. This means that it can only be

applied to saturated materials. Furthermore, there is no coupling between the mass and

heat transfer, and the temperature increase in the material is completely determined by

the concrete heat capacity. In the experiments presented in this chapter the 86 and 97 %

sample are close to saturation.

If we equate Eq. 8.1 with Eq. 8.2, we obtain the following differential equation for the

boiling front position:
∂u

∂t
=

kVm
2µRTnθ

∆p2

u
, (8.3)

The model has shown to fit the boiling front movement accurately in a variety of materials

with the vapour permeability as the only free parameter (see Chapter 4).
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u0 x
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wetdry

T

p

vapour flux

Figure 8.7: Schematic overview of the model. The porous material is heated uniformly at its

surface (x = 0). Because of the heating the temperature T rises (solid line), and

a receding drying front moves into the sample. This front is located at x = u and

separates the material into a dry and a wet part. The pressure (dashed line) will be

highest at the drying front.

We have used this model to fit the boiling front positions of the 97 % sample. In

this experiment the material is close to saturation. Therefore, the assumption that the

vapour is only moving towards the surface holds. The result is shown in Fig. 8.6(b). The

black dots indicate the measured front positions and the solid line is the model fit with

a relative permeability of 1×10−16 m2. We have included the model results for two other

permeabilities: 10−15 and 10−17m2. It is clear that the speed of the boiling front is rather

sensitive to the vapour permeability. One should note that the vapour is moving through

a concrete which is heated above 200 ◦C. Therefore, the obtained vapour permeability may

not be representative for the concrete at room temperature.

The four different concrete cores were drilled from the same batch of concrete. The

samples were stored under the same conditions, until they were equilibrated with different

relative humidities. Therefore, the vapour permeability should be in the same range. For

the 86 % RH sample we obtain a vapour permeability of 1×10−16 m2, which is in agree-

ment with the 97 % sample, indicating that in fact the material is close to saturation.

For the other two samples (50 and 75%), the obtained permeabilities are 2×10−17, and

4×10−17, respectively (see also Table 8.2). In these two experiments the samples are far

from saturation, and the obtained values seem significantly lower. Since concrete is a very

heterogeneous material, it is not uncommon to observe a larger spread in permeability

values obtained in several different samples, especially when the ’hot’ vapour permeability

is measured [124]. Therefore, the observed tendency may be fortuitous.

8.4 Discussion and conclusions

We have shown that the NMR setup is a very powerful tool in providing accurate moisture

and temperature profiles. The moisture profiles can be measured with a resolution of 3 –

5 mm, while the sample is heated with a radiative heat flux of approximately 12 kW m−2.
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The set of experiments on samples with different moisture contents presented in this chapter

reveal several important aspects of the moisture and heat transport. For the first time,

detailed moisture profiles are available, which can be used to validate a number of moisture

transport processes predicted since long by models.

First, we have observed that the boiling and dehydration processes do not significantly

influence the temperature distributions inside the sample. Immediately after the heating

is started a boiling front is formed, indicating that the very low vapour permeability of the

concrete prevents the moisture to redistribute within the time scale of the experiment.

Second, the temperatures measured at the boiling front are significantly higher than

100 ◦C, rising to about 200 ◦C. This clearly indicates an increased vapour pressure at the

boiling front. In all four samples a vapour pressure is generated of approximately 1.4 MPa at

the boiling front, yielding a tensile stress of 1.1 MPa [90]. If we assume a tensile strength of

a concrete of 4 MPa, it is clear that in these experiments we are still far from any possible

spalling related damage. However, the saturated vapour pressure increases significantly

with temperature. The heating flux which was used in our experiments is still a factor

of 10 lower than the heating flux in a large scale fire test or a real life fire. Increasing

the heating flux tenfold will most certainly result in vapour pressures at the boiling front

comparable to or larger than the the tensile strength.

To obtain the vapour pressures at the boiling front we have assumed a local thermal

equilibrium. One can debate whether such an equilibrium exists inside heated concrete.

However, the surface heating rates in the present experiments are limited to a maximum

of approximately 15 ◦C min−1 and therefore we expect the system to be rather close to

thermal equilibrium.

Third, in this chapter the first quantitative proof for the development of a moisture peak

in concrete is presented. Whereas all moisture transport models predict the existence of

such a peak, these predictions were never validated with moisture profile measurements. In

the four samples condensation results in an increase of the local moisture content. Moreover,

the development of a saturated region has been shown in the 97 % and 86 % RH samples.

This saturated region will severely hinder the vapour transport to the back of the sample.

Nevertheless, we still observe an increase of the moisture content at the back of the sample.

It is possible that the vapour pressure at the left of the boiling front is high enough to push

the liquid moisture further towards the back of the sample. In Section 8.1 we referred to an

example of water bleeding from the cold concrete surface, which supports this assumption.

A simple vapour transport model was used to describe the boiling front positions as

a function of time. The fit of the model resulted in a permeability of approximately

1×10−16 m2 for the 97 and 86 % RH samples. The model also describes the boiling front po-

sitions in the non-saturated samples with a comparable vapour permeability. This demon-

strates that already a very simple model with only one free parameter is capable to describe

the main moisture transport features, i.e., the movement of the boiling front.

The combined moisture and temperature profiles are important for the validation of
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spalling of concrete models. By combining the information already known from standard

characterisation experiments with the NMR data, a full set of parameters can be obtained

in future for a certain concrete type. In this way, validated moisture and heat transfer

models will be able to predict accurately the effects of a fire inside a concrete structure.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and outlook

9.1 Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the underlying physical mechanisms of the moisture

transport in concrete during heating. For this purpose, a dedicated NMR imaging setup

was designed to measure the time evolution of the moisture distribution during intense

one-sided heating. With this setup the moisture content in concrete can be measured with

a resolution of approximately 3 –5 mm, while the sample is heated to a maximum surface

temperature of about 500 ◦Cand a heating rate of 15 ◦C/min. The work presented in this

thesis is an important step towards the better understanding and prediction of spalling of

concrete in fire, although the test conditions did not mimic actual fire conditions. The

work is also of interest to the moisture transport in heated concrete containment walls of

nuclear reactors.

The NMR signal and relaxation times of water in porous materials are temperature

dependent. Therefore, we have developed and tested a signal correction scheme based

on both Boltzmann statistics for the nuclear magnetisation and calibration measurements

for the temperature dependence of the relaxation times. We have shown that the NMR

setup can be used to measure accurately, quantitatively, and non destructively the moisture

content in heated porous building materials.

It has been shown that a relatively simple model, based on the continuity of the vapour

flux, is able to describe accurately the movement of the boiling front in heated porous

materials with a large range of vapour permeabilities. From this model, in combination

with the results from NMR experiments, the ’hot’ vapour permeability of the material can

be obtained.

Non-isothermal drying plays an important role in many different areas of research: nu-

clear reactor design, industrial drying applications, food preservation, and concrete spalling

in fire. The experimental validation of non-isothermal drying models relies mostly on mea-

surements of the total mass during drying. However, accurate validation and insight into

the drying mechanisms can only be obtained from combined temperature and moisture

content profiles.

We have presented a series of non-isothermal drying experiments on fired-clay brick

123
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from which several observations can be made. First, the duration of the first drying stage

scales inversely with the applied heating power. Second, the speed of the boiling front

scales linearly with the applied heating power.

In gypsum it is possible to measure both the liquid moisture content and the degree

of hydration simultaneously. First, it was shown that inside a gypsum sample, because

of the increased partial vapour pressure, the dehydration reaction is taking place in two

steps instead of only one. Second, the vapour released by the dehydration reactions is

condensating in the colder part of the gypsum sample, giving rise to a moisture peak.

These two processes can be observed separately based on the NMR relaxation times. The

experimental moisture and hydration profiles were qualitatively described by the extended

mass and heat transfer model presented in Chapter 5. This model also predicted the

development of the moisture peak.

The one-sided heating experiments on concrete reveal a number of interesting moisture

transport processes. First, the temperatures at the boiling front are in the range of 200 ◦C,

indicating that the vapour pressure at the boiling front is 2 MPa. Second, we have observed

the development of a moisture peak behind the receding boiling front. Depending on

the initial moisture content, the moisture peak can develop into a saturated region, i.e.,

moisture clogging. The NMR experiments have, for the first time, quantitatively measured

the process of moisture clogging. Third, the simple vapour transport model presented in

Chapter 4 has proven to be very effective in describing the movement of a boiling front,

with the ’hot’ vapour permeability as the only unknown parameter.

The NMR experiments presented in this thesis have proven to be essential for the

research on spalling of concrete and nuclear reactor design, making it possible for to validate

heat and mass transfer models in detail. Moreover, we have shown that already a simple

approach to the vapour transport problem proves to be very informative.

9.2 Outlook of research

In the previous section we have shown that the experiments presented in this thesis result

in a number of important results and conclusions. However, there are still improvements

to be made for verifying and developing better models. In this section we will give an

overview of future developments in the NMR research on spalling. First, we will present

the possibilities of NMR relaxometry to follow the pore size distribution of the cement

paste during hydration, dehydration, and subsequent rehydration. Second, we will focus

on improving the NMR setup to include pressure measurements and possibilities to increase

the heating rate/maximum temperature.
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Figure 9.1: Results of the hydration experiments. a) Normalised moisture content as a function

of time measured by NMR. b) Relative intensity of the gel and capillary pores as a

function of their relaxation time T2.

9.2.1 NMR relaxometry

We have used NMR relaxometry to measure changes in the pore structure of cement pastes

during hydration, dehydration, and rehydration. Several NMR techniques have been used

to study mainly the hydration of cement [66, 67, 156–160]. In this section we will use

NMR relaxometry to characterise all three chemical processes. The two main pore sizes in

concrete, the gel and capillary pores, can be probed with NMR relaxometry [53, 55]. Since

NMR is a non-destructive technique, it has the advantage of being able to follow chemical

processes and their effects on the porous structure in time.

Hydration experiment

For the hydration experiment a small amount of cement paste (∼100 ml, w/c = 0.5) was

prepared. A cylindrical perspex sample holder with a diameter of 17.8 mm and a height of

16.2 mm is used. To prevent evaporation of water from the cement paste the sample holder

is sealed. The holder is kept at a constant temperature of 20 ◦C. The amount of water

consumed by the hydration reactions is monitored during 72 hours. Every 30 minutes the

total intensity, T2 distribution, and temperature were measured.

The results for the hydration experiment are shown in Fig. 9.1. From the NMR experi-

ment two aspects of the hydration reaction can be monitored: the liquid moisture content

(see Fig. 9.1(a)) and a measure of the pore size in which the moisture is located (see

Fig. 9.1(b)). In general, the hydration reaction can be divided in four periods [52]. The

first period, the pre-induction period, is missed because it takes approximately 10 minutes

to place the sample inside the NMR setup. The three remaining periods can be identified

in the moisture vs. time graph. First, the dormant period (II) where no hydration takes

place and the moisture content remains constant. Next, the acceleration period (III) where
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a) b)
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Figure 9.2: Results of the dehydration experiments. a) Measured relaxation time T2 of the gel

pores of both normal and high strength cement paste as a function of dehydration

temperature. b) Results for the capillary pores of both normal and high strength

cement paste. The measurements were done after cooling the samples to room

temperature.

a more rapid decrease in moisture content is observed. Finally, the post acceleration period

(IV) where the hydration reaction slows down.

The development of the pore sizes in which the moisture is present is shown in Fig. 9.1(b).

In this figure, the normalised moisture content of the gel and capillary pores is plotted as

a function of the respective relaxation time. The relaxation times of the two main con-

tributions to the NMR signal are a measure for the corresponding pore size. The relative

intensities of these two contributions are used as a measure for the change of the amount

of moisture present in pores in these two systems. It can be seen that during hydration

the size of the two pore systems continuously decreases. Also, the amount of moisture in

the capillary pores decreases and the moisture content of the gel pores increases, a result

of hydration in combination with the migration of water from the capillary pores to the gel

pores.

Dehydration experiment

The cement paste samples which were used for the dehydration measurements were drilled

out of cubes of 10×10×10 cm3. The cubes were at least 6 months old. Small cylindrical

samples with a diameter of 20 mm and 20 mm in length were used to prevent thermal

gradients inside the sample. Two types of pastes were used: one corresponding to a mix

used in a normal strength concrete (NSC), and one which is typically used in a high strength

concrete (HSC) (see Table 9.1). The drilled samples were stored under water. The saturated

samples were heated with 2 ◦C/min up to a desired maximum temperature, after which

the temperature was kept constant for 10 hours. The samples were slowly cooled back to

room temperature to minimize cracking. After cooling they were immediately saturated
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and the NMR experiment was started. The time for rehydration to occur was no longer

than 15 minutes.

In Fig. 9.2(a) and b the results of the dehydration experiments are shown for both the

normal and high strength cement paste. The effects of high temperatures on the porous

structure is evident for both the gel and capillary pores. A significant increase of the

relaxation time of both the gel and capillary pores can be observed up to temperatures of

500 ◦C. At higher temperatures the relaxation times and hence pore sizes decrease again.

This can be a result of very fast rehydration during cooling, due to a large amount of

dehydrated cement present in the heated samples. Another explanation could be that it is

the result of sintering.

Table 9.1: Properties of the two cement pastes, normal (NS) and high strength (HS), used in

the dehydration and rehydration experiments. Values are given in kg/m3. The mixes

can be found in [161]

NS HS

Water 582.5 750

CEM III/B 42.5 LH HS - 693

CEM I 52.5 R - 696

CEM I 32.5 R 1165 -

w/c ratio 0.5 0.33

Slurry microsilica (50/ 50) - 146

Superplasticizer BV1 (based on lignosulfanate) - 2.9

Superplasticizer FM951 (based on naftaleensulfanate) - 27.8

Rehydration experiment

For the rehydration experiment the same cement pastes were used. The samples were

heated with 2 ◦C/min to 500 ◦C. The temperature was kept constant for 10 hours. After

slowly cooling the samples back to room temperature the samples were saturated with

water and an NMR measurement was performed immediately. While keeping the sample

saturated the NMR measurement was repeated a number of times in order to measure the

rehydration of the cement paste over time.

In Fig. 9.3(a) and (b) the results of the rehydration experiment are shown. The relax-

ation times of both gel and capillary pores are shown as a function of rehydration time

for the normal strength cement paste and high strength paste. The relaxation time of the

reference sample (before heating) is shown with a dashed line. In both cement pastes the

relaxation times of the gel pores begin to return to their initial value after approximately

100 minutes. However, for the capillary pores the time scales are much longer. For the
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a) b)

Normal strength High strength

Figure 9.3: Results of the rehydration experiments. a) Measured relaxation time T2 for the gel

and capillary pores of the normal strength cement paste as a function of rehydration

time. b) Measured T2 values for the gel and capillary pores of the high strength

concrete.

normal strength paste the relaxation time for the capillary pores does not return to the

initial value within the time scale of the experiment.

Conclusions

With NMR relaxometry it is possible to follow non-destructively the evolution of capillary

and gel pore sizes in time. The advantage of NMR over, e.g., MIP is that the size and

relative volume of even the smallest gel pores can be measured quantitatively. A downside

of the NMR technique is that the size of a pore system can only be probed if it is filled

with water. In the dehydration experiments the time that the samples are saturated before

the NMR experiment is started is at most 15 minutes. In the rehydration experiments we

have shown that within such a time the rehydration reactions do not significantly change

the porous structure of the cement paste.

The rehydration results can be of interest in the research on autogenous healing of

concrete. In the high strength cement paste the capillary pores do not return to the

initial relaxation times within the time of the experiment, whereas the normal strength

paste returns to the initial relaxation times within three days. Whether the mechanical

properties of the cement paste are also fully recovered cannot be concluded from the NMR

measurements alone. To elucidate this point the compressive strength needs to be measured

before and after the dehydration.

Finally, we would like to note that, post-experiment check, like in the dehydration

experiments, can reveal a spatial distribution of the changes in the porous structure of a

sample resulting from one-sided heating.
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9.2.2 Current limitations and future experiments

Temperature

At the moment the maximum temperature in our experiments is about 500 ◦C. In Chapter 3

we have shown the RWS fire curve for concrete fire testing as a reference. The maximum

temperature in the RWS curve is 1350 ◦C, which is almost three times higher as currently

possible in our setup. As we have shown in Chapter 8, the interesting moisture transport

mechanisms for spalling are taking place below 500 ◦C. Therefore, increasing the maxi-

mum temperature will probably not result in different observations regarding the moisture

transport processes. The current heating capabilities of the NMR setup are ideal for in-

vestigating the long term moisture transport in concrete with respect to nuclear reactor

containment walls. Under normal service conditions the concrete walls are subjected to

temperatures of up to 100 ◦C for prolonged period of time [10].

In the current heating experiments the only variable is the heat flux applied to the

sample. There is no control over the temperature gradient, since the back of the sample is

thermally isolated. Active control of the temperature at the back of the sample, e.g., by

cooling, will control the temperature gradient. This can give useful information on the non-

isothermal mass transfer, as was shown in Chapter 4. Furthermore, being able to change

the temperature gradient allows control over the re-condensation processes in concrete.

Pressure measurements

To complete the experimental picture, it is necessary to include measurements of the vapour

pressure, together with the moisture content and temperature. In Chapters 4 and 8 we

have shown that it is possible to estimate the vapour pressure from the temperature at

the boiling front. This results in an estimated vapour pressure at a single point in the

sample. Furthermore, we have assumed that there is an equilibrium between the vapour

pressure and liquid moisture in the concrete. Currently, the maximum heating rate of our

setup is 20 ◦C min−1, compared to approximately 200 ◦C min−1 in the RWS curve. If the

heating rate of the sample surface is increased, this would result in a larger temperature

gradient. Increasing the heating rate will also result in a further deviation from a local

thermal equilibrium and a separate check of the vapour pressure is needed.

Various measurements of the vapour pressure have been presented in the literature

[22, 26, 60]. The used methods are, however, not applicable inside a high magnetic field. A

vapour pressure sensor for our experiments should be non-magnetic (B0), non-conducting

(RF), and capable of handling temperatures up to 450 ◦C. Furthermore, the fluid which

is used to conduct the pressure from the concrete to the sensor should not contain any

hydrogen, since this will result in unwanted background signal. A possible candidate sensor

is a new type of all silica fiber optic pressure sensor which is described in the literature

[162]. This sensor is capable of measuring a wide range of pressures and is designed to

handle high temperatures.
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PP fibers

Polypropylene (PP) fibers have been shown to be very effective in decreasing the damage

caused by spalling [95, 163]. The fibers will melt at a temperature of about 165 ◦C, thereby

creating channels which can release the pressure. The working mechanisms and basic

thermal properties of the PP fibers were studied in two papers by Khoury [96, 164]. The

NMR heating experiments can possibly give more information on the mechanisms involved.

At room temperature, because of the production process the PP fibers are crystalline,

resulting in a reduced mobility of the polymer chains. As a consequence, the NMR signal

relaxation time is in the order of µs. Upon heating and especially melting, the mobility

of the polymer chains increases, resulting in an increase in NMR relaxation time. NMR

relaxometry is possibly a valuable tool to measure the melting and vaporisation of the fibers

in concrete during heating [165, 166].



Appendix A

Temperature influence on moisture gradient

In this appendix an expression is derived for the characteristic length scale ξ of a moisture

gradient induced by variations in the surface tension γ induced by a temperature gradient.

We assume a quasi-static situation in which a temperature gradient of ∆T/L is present,

where L is the length of the sample. We define two positions x1 and x2, separated by a

length ξ. The length ξ will be used as a typical distance over which a front can develop.

Therefore we have to calculate the maximum surface tension difference as a result of a

temperature gradient. In mechanical equilibrium the capillary pressure pc is the same for

both positions:
γ1

r1

=
γ2

r2

, (A.1)

where γ is the surface tension, and r is the maximum pore size which is still saturated.

The subscripts indicate positions 1 and 2. We assume a linear dependence of the surface

tension with temperature, which is a good approximation for the range of temperatures in

our experiments. Therefore, the surface tension can be approximate with:

γ1 ≈ γ̄ +
1

2
α

∆T

L
ξ

γ2 ≈ γ̄ − 1

2
α

∆T

L
ξ. (A.2)

Here α equals ∂γ
∂T

and γ̄ is the surface tension halfway x1 and x2. We approximate a

pore size distribution by a mean pore size r̄ and a width W . For the maximum difference

between the two pore sizes in Eq. A.1 we get:

r1 = r̄ − 1

2
W

r2 = r̄ +
1

2
W (A.3)

By combining Eqs. A.2 and A.3 with Eq. A.1 we can derive the following expression

for the ratio ξ/L:
ξ

L
=

γ̄

α∆T

W

r̄
. (A.4)

For a typical pore size distribution of a fired-clay brick the ratio W
r̄

is of the order

1. We can derive the maximum temperature difference ∆T across the sample from the

experiments.
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Summary
NMR imaging of moisture inside heated porous building materials

In this thesis we have presented a dedicated NMR imaging setup as a valuable tool

in visualising the moisture transport processes in heated porous building materials. With

the experiments on three different building materials, we were able to validate the NMR

measurement technique. The validation experiments itself provided interesting results in

the field of non-isothermal moisture transport in porous materials.

Although concrete is one of the most fire-resistant materials as compared to, e.g., wood

and iron, after several severe fires in European concrete tunnels (Channel Tunnel, Gotthard

Tunnel, Mont-Blanc) it has become clear that concrete can be heavily damaged under the

impact of high temperatures. The damage processes are generally known as spalling of

concrete. The term spalling refers to the (explosive) delamination of the surface. Pieces

of concrete are ejected from the surface, thereby decreasing the thickness and hence the

strength of a wall or column.

Moisture and vapour transport in concrete during a fire is one of the majour causes of

spalling. Despite this fact, there is almost no direct experimental data available on moisture

distributions and moisture transport under elevated temperatures inside concrete, or any

other building material. The aim of this study was to investigate the physical mechanisms

underlying the moisture transport in concrete during heating. To this purpose, we have

introduced a dedicated NMR setup capable of measuring moisture and temperature profiles

during one-sided heating of building materials.

In Chapter 2 we have characterised the three building materials which are used in this

thesis: fired-clay brick, gypsum, and concrete. MIP and sorption isotherms have been used

to characterise the pore size distribution of the materials. TGA and DSC have been used

to determine the behaviour of these materials at higher temperatures.

The details of the new dedicated NMR setup have been presented in Chapter 3. In

order to obtain a quantitative moisture content of a porous material the NMR signal

needs to be corrected for the temperature at which it was measured. An overview of

the temperature influence on the nuclear magnetisation and the relaxation mechanisms

was presented. A temperature correction method for the NMR signal was introduced and

demonstrated.

A simple vapour transport model was presented in Chapter 4. The model is based

on the balance between the vapour released at the boiling front and the vapour transport

towards the surface. The model was able to predict very basic and well established ex-
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perimental observations from large scale fire testing. NMR heating experiments on three

different saturated porous materials: fired clay brick, calcium silicate brick, and concrete

were used to validate the model. From the measured moisture and temperature profiles the

boiling front positions and the corresponding temperatures could be obtained. The model

was able to fit the boiling front movement in these materials with the vapour permeability

as the only free parameter.

A short theoretical overview of the vapour transport processes in concrete is given in

Chapter 5. A Stefan tube was used to illustrate the different vapour transport processes:

diffusion, Knudsen flow, and viscous flow. These limiting cases of vapour transport each

occur at different partial vapour pressures and capillary sizes. A combined heat and mass

transfer numerical model is presented. In this model, unlike the simple sharp front model

of Chapter 4, the latent heat, liquid moisture transport, and vapour transport in both

directions is taken into account. The model calculations show three characteristic features

of the moisture transport process in concrete. First, a boiling front is moving from the

surface further into the sample. Second, an increase in moisture content in the ‘cold’

region behind the boiling front. Third, a significant increase in vapour pressure close to

the boiling front.

The heating power, and stability of the NMR setup over a large range of moisture

contents was verified in Chapter 6. Fired-clay brick was used for this purpose because

it is an inert material. There is no thermal degradation and dehydration of the porous

material, which significantly simplifies the moisture transport. The moisture transport

during non-isothermal drying under varying heating rates of fired-clay brick was measured.

In the measured moisture profiles two main drying stages can be identified, i.e., a first stage

with essentially homogeneous drying followed by a second stage which is characterised by

a receding drying front. It was shown that the duration of the first drying stage and the

speed of the drying front in the second drying stage could both be scaled with the applied

heating power.

In Chapter 7 the moisture transport and dehydration of gypsum was studied. Chemi-

cally bound moisture is a significant source of vapour in a porous material such as gypsum.

The dehydration reaction is a one or two step process depending on the relative humidity,

taking place at temperatures between 100 ◦C and 250 ◦C. There are a number of important

observations during the one-sided heating of gypsum. First, the chemically bound water

could be measured with the NMR setup. Second, two separate dehydration fronts corre-

sponding to the two dehydration reactions were observed. Third, the vapour released by

the first dehydration reaction results in the development of a moisture peak. The numer-

ical vapour transport model of Chapter 5 was used to describe qualitatively the observed

dehydration and moisture profiles.

After a thorough characterisation and validation of the NMR setup, the one-sided heat-

ing experiments on concrete were presented in Chapter 8. We have presented a set of

experiments with moisture contents varying from 50 to 97 % RH. In Chapter 8 we presented
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three important observations of the heating experiments. First, changing the moisture con-

tent showed no significant influence on the heat transfer in concrete. Second, immediately

after the heating started, a boiling front was formed and moves through the sample. Third,

direct and quantitative proof of the formation of a moisture peak was presented. Fourth,

in two of the samples, 86 and 97 % RH, the increase in moisture content resulted in the

formation of a saturated layer. A process which is known as moisture clogging. The tem-

peratures at the boiling front were used to estimate the vapour pressure, which amounts to

a maximum of 1.9 MPa compared to 0.1 MPa atmospheric pressure. Finally, the simplified

vapour transport model of Chapter 4 was used to describe the movement of the boiling

front during the heating experiment.
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Samenvatting
Beeldende kernspinresonantie van vocht in eenzijdig verhitte poreuze

bouwmaterialen

In dit proefschrift hebben we een toegepaste NMR imaging setup gepresenteerd voor het

visualiseren van het niet isotherm vochttransport in poreuze bouwmaterialen. De werking

van de NMR opstelling is gevalideerd via een aantal experimenten van drie verschillende

bouwmaterialen. De validatie experimenten zelf hebben interessante resultaten opgeleverd

in het gebied van niet isotherm vochttransport in poreuze materialen.

Ondanks dat beton een van de meest brandwerende bouwmaterialen is in vergelijking tot

bijvoorbeeld hout en staal, is na een aantal hevige branden in Europese betonnen tunnels

(Kanaaltunnel, Gotthard en de Montblanc tunnels) gebleken dat beton zwaar beschadigd

kan worden door de blootstelling aan hoge temperaturen. De schade processen die optreden

tijdens een brand zijn meer algemeen bekend als het spatten van beton. De term spatten

verwijst naar de (explosieve) delaminatie van het oppervlak. Stukken beton springen van

het oppervlak, waardoor de dikte en dus ook de sterkte van een muur of kolom verminderd.

Een van de oorzaken voor het spatten van beton is het water- en damptransport in

het beton. Ondanks dit feit, zijn er bijna geen directe experimentele gegevens beschikbaar

over vochtverdeling en vochttransport onder hoge temperaturen in beton, of enig ander

bouwmateriaal. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om de fysische mechanismen die ten grondslag

liggen aan het vochttransport in beton te onderzoeken. Hiervoor hebben we een toegepaste

NMR opstelling ontwikkeld om de vocht- en temperatuurprofielen tijdens een eenzijdige

verhitting van bouwmaterialen te meten.

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we de drie bouwmaterialen die in dit proefschrift worden ge-

bruikt gekarakteriseerd: baksteen, gips en beton. Kwik porosimetrie en sorptie-isothermen

zijn gebruikt om de porie verdeling van deze materialen te karakteriseren. TGA en DSC zijn

gebruikt om het chemisch gedrag van deze materialen te bepalen bij hoge temperaturen.

De details van de NMR opstelling zijn gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 3. Om een kwanti-

tatief vochtgehalte van een poreus materiaal te bepalen is het nodig om het NMR-signaal

te corrigeren voor de temperatuur waarbij het gemeten wordt. Ook is een overzicht gegeven

van de temperatuur afhankelijkheid van de magnetisatie en de relaxatie mechanismen. Een

correctie methode voor de temperatuur afhankelijkheid van het NMR signaal is gedemon-

streerd.

Een eenvoudig model voor het damptransport is gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 4. Het

model is gebaseerd op het evenwicht tussen de hoeveelheid damp die vrijkomt bij het kook-
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front en de dampflux naar het oppervlak. Het model blijkt in staat te zijn een aantal

waarnemingen vanuit grootschalige brandtesten te voorspellen. De resultaten van NMR

experimenten op drie verschillende verzadigde poreuze materialen: baksteen, zandsteen

en beton worden gebruikt om het model te valideren. De positie van het kookfront en

de temperatuur op het kookfront kunnen bepaald worden uit de gecombineerde metingen.

Vervolgens kan het model met behulp van één vrije parameter namelijk de damp perme-

abiliteit, de snelheid van het kookfront beschrijven.

In hoofdstuk 5 is een kort theoretisch overzicht van de verschillende damptransport

processen gegeven. Een zogenaamde Stefan buis is gebruikt om de verschillende damp trans-

port processen te illustreren: diffusie, Knudsen en viskeuze stroming (Darcy). Deze drie

limiet situaties van damptransport treden elk op bij verschillende partile dampdrukken en

capillaire diameters. Een model voor het gecombineerd warmte- en massatransport model

werd gepresenteerd. In dit model, in tegenstelling tot het eenvoudige scherpe front model

van hoofdstuk 4, wordt de latente warmte, vloeibaar vochttransport en het damp trans-

port in beide richtingen meegenomen. De modelberekeningen tonen drie karakteristieke

kenmerken aan van het vochttransport in beton. Allereerst, ontwikkeld zich een kookfront

dat zich van het oppervlak verder in het proefstuk beweegt. Ten tweede, er is een toename

van het vochtgehalte in het ‘koude’ gebied juist achter het kookfront. Ten derde, er is

een significante toename van de dampspanning nabij het kookfront getuige de toegenomen

temperatuur op het kookfront.

De stabiliteit van de NMR opstelling over een groot bereik van vochtgehaltes is geveri-

fieerd in Hoofdstuk 6. Voor dit doel is baksteen gebruikt omdat het een inert materiaal

is. Er is geen thermische degradatie en dehydratatie van het poreuze materiaal, wat de

interpretatie van het vochttransport aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd. Het vochttransport tijdens

niet isotherm drogen van baksteen is gemeten onder invloed van een toenemende temper-

atuur gradiënt. In de gemeten vochtprofielen kunnen twee belangrijke fases in het drogen

onderscheiden worden. Een eerste fase waarin het proefstuk homogeen droogt, gevolgd door

een tweede fase die wordt gekenmerkt door een van het oppervlak naar binnen trekkend

kookfront. Uit deze metingen is aangetoond dat de duur van de eerste droogfase en de

snelheid van het droogfront in de tweede fase, beiden geschaald kunnen worden met de

warmteflux op het oppervlak.

In Hoofdstuk 7 is het transport van vocht en dehydratie van gips bestudeerd. In

een poreus material zoals gips is tijdens het verhitten het chemisch gebonden water een

belangrijke bron van waterdamp. Dehydratatie van gips is een reactie die plaatsvindt in

één of twee stappen, afhankelijk van de plaatselijke relatieve vochtigheid. Dehydratatie

vindt in het algemeen plaats bij temperaturen tussen 100 ◦C en 250 ◦C. Er zijn een aantal

belangrijke waarnemingen tijdens de eenzijdige verhitting van gips. Ten eerste, het is

mogelijk met de NMR opstelling het chemisch gebonden water te meten. Ten tweede,

twee afzonderlijke fronten zijn waargenomen, in overeenkomst met de twee afzonderlijke

dehydratatie reacties. Ten derde, de geproduceerde damp uit de eerste dehydratatie reactie
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resulteert in de ontwikkeling van een vochtpiek. Het numerieke damp transport model van

hoofdstuk 5 is gebruikt om dit proces kwalitatief te beschrijven.

Na deze grondige karakterisatie en validatie van de NMR opstelling, zijn de eenzijdige

verhittings experimenten op beton gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 8. Een reeks experimenten

met een vochtgehalte variërend 50 tot 97 % RH. Drie belangrijke conclusies van de verhit-

tingsexperimenten. Ten eerste, het vochtgehalte van het beton had geen significante in-

vloed op het warmtetransport in het beton. Ten tweede, direct nadat de verhitting begint,

ontstaat een kookfront welke zich vanaf het oppervlak naar de achterkant van het proefstuk

beweegt. Ten derde, uit de experimenten volgt een direct en kwantitatief bewijs voor de

vorming van een vochtpiek juist achter het kookfront. Ten vierde, in twee van de proefs-

tukken, 86 en 97 % RH, ontwikkelt de vochtpiek zich tot een verzadigde laag. Dit proces

staat beter bekend als vochtverstopping. De verzadigde laag verhindert elk damptransport

naar de ‘koude’ kant van het proefstuk. De gemeten temperatuur op het kookfront kan

gebruikt worden om de dampdruk uit te rekenen. De maximale dampdruk wordt geschat

op 1.9 MPa in vergelijking met 0.1 MPa atmosferische druk. Tenslotte is het eenvoudige

damp transport model van hoofdstuk 4 gebruikt om de beweging van het kookfront te

beschrijven.
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